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Build a low cost PC,
controlled EPROM
programmer

Add an unlimite
number of
8 -BIT input/output
ports to your PC

Testing the ETI transporter board

Using the ETI P.O.S.T. card
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FREE with November 1994 ETI
These programs will run on PC, ATs and compatibles.

Enter
for information on how to load.

Some of these programs
are shareware; please remember to register.
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After schematic capture, components can be
re -arranged prior to manual or automatic
routing.
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Telephone or FAX POWERware on 061 449 7101
Quickroute 3.0 for Window3 3.1
DESIGNER £99.00 DESIGNER+ £149.00
PRO £199.00 PRO+ £299.00
All prices exclude post & packing, and V.A.T.

POWERware, 14 Ley Lane,
Marple Bridge, Stockport,
SK6 5DD, UK.
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This month, ETI is giving away another
free disk full of PC software. The disk
contains four useful programs; three are
PC diagnostic and test utilities, and the
other is an educational DC circuits
simulation program. The disk also
contains a collection of component
libraries, plus the complete
documentation for the Quickroute 3.0
Lite that was given away on last month's
ETI cover disk. We look at how to access
and use them.

The Brains of
Men and Machines 1 0
A widely held view is that the brains of
men and animals are nothing more than
highly sophisticated machines, biological
computing devices. If this is so, then we
should be able to build machines which
are as least as intelligent as ourselves, if
not more. In this article we look at a few
aspects of the research which has been
carried out in this area, and ask the
question; will we live to see the creation
of highly intelligent machines?

ETI
EPROM Programmer
A project designed by
Paul Stenning
for a cheap
but versatile
PC -

controlled
EPROM
programmer.
With this project
readers can start to use EPROMs in
a wide range of different applications.

Simple Instrument
Power Supply
This cheap little power supply was
designed by Paul Stenning for his
EPROM programmer (featured in this
issue) but could come in handy for a
wide range of projects, in particular
instrumentation.

25

PC Parallel Port
Expansion 30
This project from Tristan Grant can be
used to control a virtually unlimited
number of eight bit input and output
ports from a single PC parallel port. Great
for computer -controlled experiments.

PC Clinic 37
Part 6 of the series which shows readers
how to repair, maintain, upgrade, and
build circuits for personal computers. In
this issue we look at the main data
output device, the video display
subsystem.

The ETI
Transputer 44
This month we continue the construction
of what is probably the world's first
practical project to build a single board
computer system based around the
famous Inmos Transputer chip. In this

issue we take a further look at testing the
board designed by Mark Robinson and
Andy Papageorgiou, and we also show
how to construct the Link Adapter and
run simple programs

Power
On Self Test Card 50

We continue last month's
project to build a plug-in
card which can help you
to track down faults in a
PC even when the

machine seems to be
completely dead. This card,

designed by Stephen Smith and
A Jardine, is a very powerful

diagnostic aid that no PC owner should
be without, and in this issue we look at
how it can be used to locate faults.

Hall Effect
Wah-Wah Pedal 58
A novel design for a wah-wah pedal from
Robert Penfold that overcomes any need
for complicated mechanical assembly.

An Introduction
to MIDI 64
In Part 6, the final part of this series,
Robert Penfold continues his introduction
to the mysteries of MIDI,- the now
universally accepted standard for
communications between electronic
musical instruments, and looks at
controlling MIDI instruments from a
computer.
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Low cost data acquisition for IBM PCs & compatibles
rEasy to use data acquisition products that allow your PC to be used as a range of useful test and measurement instruments/

or as an advanced data logger. Installed in seconds they simply plug into the parallel port (except the ADC -16 which connects

to the serial port). They require no power supply and take up no expansion slots. Each comes with a comprehensive manual.

LSoftware drivers are included for users who wish to write their own software. Software supplied on 3.5" disk.

r PicoScope

.... ,

'Virtual instrument' software. Storage
scope with trigger, timebase, rulers
and offset. Real time spectrum
analysis with min/max frequency and
signal averaging. Multiple meters on
screen (digital and bargraph). Printer
and file handling support.

PicoLog
'root .6 11. t rue. Cedes.

Advanced data logging softwa0
package. Collect, store, display and
print data from 1 sample per ms to 1
per day. Record average. min/max or
scaled values (linear, equation, table
look -up). Report types: monitor (with
min/max alarms), y -t graphs, x -y

graphs, tabulation
__A

Prices
ADC -10 with PicoScope £49
ADC -11 with PicoScope £85
ADC -12 with PicoScope £85

`ADC -16 with PicoLog £115

The ADC -10/11/12 are avail-
able with both Picoscope and
PicoLog for an additional £10.
Existing ADC -10/11/12 users
can add PicoLog for £25.

__A L ADC -100

Single channel of analog input
8 bit resolution 22kHz sampling (ADC -10)
12 bit resolution 18kHz sampling (ADC -12)
(sampling speed based on 33MHz/386PC)
0-5V input range
BNC input allows use of scope probes

`ADC -10/12

NEW /42:e/00 Virtual Instrument
Dual Channel 12 -bit resolution
The ADC 100 offers both a high sampling
rate (100kHz) and a high resolution. It is

ideal as a general purpose test instrument
either in the lab or in the field. A flexible input
range (±200mV to ±20V) allows the unit to
connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

 Digital Storage Scope  Chart Recorder
 Spectrum Analyser  Data Logger
 Frequency Meter  Voltmeter
ADC -100 with PicoScope £199
ADC -100 with PicoScope & PicoLog £209

>-00
xJ0
C.)

0

11117.1.1
Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 70J, UK el

TEL: 0954-211716 FAX: 0954-211880
Phone or FAX for sales. ordering information. data sheets. technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT.

AN5521 1.35
AN5732 1.40
AN6327 9.85
AN6677 8.50
BA5114 1.55
BA6218 1.85
BA6219 1.20
HA11423 1.65
HA13119 2.50
KA6210 4.99
LA3220 0.60
LA4183 1.35
LA4445 1.90
LA4495 1.40
LA4588 2.55
LA7835 2.35
LB1416 2.25
LM301 0.25
LM317T 1.50
M491881 4.75
M494BB1 6.75
M51393 5.95
M58655 3.30
MB3730 1.70
M83756 8.00
STK078 6.00
STK435 4.00
STK461 6.00
STK2250 7.45
STK4121 '2 7.00
STK4141 2 5.50
STK4142/2 6.50
STK4162/2 6.25
STK4171/2 8.10
STK4191/2 8.50
STK4352 6.20
STK4372 5.65
STK4803 7.05
STK4843 7.05
STK5315 5.85
STK5332 1.80
STK5338 3.25
STK5361 4.15
STK5372 2.85
STK5372H 4.15
STK5412 3.75
STK5471 3.85
STK5490 4.95
STK6732 14.00
STK7226 7.50
STK7308 4.05
STK7308 4.05
STK7348 4.05
STK7356 4.75
STK7004 6.50
STK73410 5.15

STK73410 '2
STK73605
STR441
STR451
STR3125
STR4211
STR4090
STR20005
STR40090
STR50103A
STR54041
STR58041
STR80001
STR1706
STRD1806
STRD6008
TA7227
TA7271
TA7280
TA7281
TA7698
TA8200
TA8210
TA8214
TA8215
TA8205
TA8659
TA75339
TDA1908A
TDA2170
TDA2270
TDA3500
TDA3562A-TFK
TDA3562A-PAILL
TDA3562A-SSSG
TDA3645
TDA3650
TDA3850
TDA4400
TDA4500
TDA4505A
TDA45058
TDA4505M
TDA4505K
TDA4660
TDA4950

5.95
4.50

14.75
25.00

5.50
5.50

11.15
5.00
4.00
3.85
3.75
3.75
6.00
4.75
4.50

10.00
1.85
2.50
2.25
2.20
5.00
3.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.95

13.00

2.00
3.00
2.50
4.99
3.25
3.25
3.00
8.00
8.99

18.99
1.75
3.50
4.10
4.10
5.25
6.15
4.50
1.40

TDA5660P
TDA7072
TDA8370
TDA8405
TDA8732
TEA2018A
TEA2026C
TEA5170
TUA2000-4
U8848
U46068
UAA1008
UPC1178
UPC1182H
UPC1278H
UPC1420
UPD1937
25A814
25A839
25A1062 1.00

ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

250V Working
1 UF (5,pack) 1.00
4.7UF (Speck) 1.50
1OUF (Specie) 1.70
22UF (each) 0.40
33UF (each) 0.56
47UF (each) 0.65
100UP (each) 1.28
400V Working
1UF (5/pack) 1.10
4.7UF (5/pack) 1.50
10UF (each) 0.70
22UF (each) 0.75
4.7UF (each) 1.40

2.50
3.99

14.00
8.00
5.95
1.50
4.50
1.40
4.25
2.35
5.50
3.00
1.05
5.15
2.20
4.50
3.00
0.71
1.40

CERAMIC FILTERS
5 5MHZ SFE 5 pack) 2.40
6.0MHZ SFE 59ack) 2.40
6.5MHZ SFE 5/pack) 2.40
10.7MHZ SFE (5ipack)2.40
5.5MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
6.0MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
6.5MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
10mHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40

Please phone us for the types not listed Please add hop post
packing and then add 17 5.. VAT to the total

Callers by appomtment only.

J.J. COMPONENTS
63 THE CHASE. EDGEWARE.
MIDDX. HA8 SON. ENGLAND

Hotlines No 081 381 1700 081 952 4641
Free Fax Order Line only : 0800 318498

General Fax 081 381 1700

CI

19C13 Designer
For Windows 3.1
Runs on any PC running
Windows in standard or
enhanced mode
with 2MB
RAM

Oni
£4

./ Produce Single or Double sided PCBs.
Print out to any Windows supported printer.

 Toolbar for rapid access to commonly used
components.

 Helpful prompts on screen as you work.
 Pads sizes fully customisable.
 No charges for technical support.
 Snap -to grid sizes 0.1", 0.05" 0.025" and

unrestricted.
 SMT pads and other pad shapes.
 Positive reviews by Robert Penfold and Paul

Stenning, copies available on request.

Phone (0432) 355 414 (Access and Visa welcome)

Niche Software
22 Tavistock Drive, Belmont, Hereford, HR2 7XN.

Please Note: Since PCB designer is so easy to me, and to keep costs down, PCB Designer has an On -Line
manual. in Windows Help format A FREE tutorial is also supplied

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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II' Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

LOW COST PC's - ALL EXPANDABLE - ALL PC COMPATIBLE

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE OFFER OF 1994 !

SPECIAL BUY
AT 286

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram
UNITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
designed for reliability. The compact case houses the motherboard.
PSU and EGA video card with single 514" 1.2 Mb floppy disk drive &
integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock with bat-
tery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used condition
complete with enhanced keyboard. 640k + 2Mb RAM, DOS 4.01
and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run I
Order as HIGRADE 286 ONLY .149.00 ( E)
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
1.4Mb 31/2" floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card

£29.00
£32.95
£49.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3.5"- 8"
5.25" from £22.95 - 3.5" from £24.95

Massive purchases of standard 5.25' and 3.5' drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 3.5" supported on your PC).
3.5' Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent £24.95(B)
3.5' Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only £36.95(8)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £29.95(B)
5.25" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg £29.95(B)
5.25' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K £22.95(B)
 Data cable included in price_
Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested £195.00(E
Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested f250.00(E
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8' sided switchable NEW £250.00(E
Mitsubishi M2898 -63-02U 8' DS slimline NEW £285.00(E
Dual 8" drives with 2 mbyte capacity housed in a smart case with
built in power supply. Ideal as exterior drives! £499.00(F)

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85 Mbyte
of hard disk storage! Full industry standard SMD interface. Ultra hi
speed data transfer and access time. replaces Fujitsu equivalent
model. complete with manual. Only £299.00(E)
3.5" FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE C59.95(C)
3.5' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE £69.95(C)
3.5' CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE £99.00(C)
3.5" RODIME R030575 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn) £99.00(C)
5.25' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE £49.95(C)
5.25' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Ref urb £69.95(C)
5.25" CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested £89.95(C)
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD VF RFE tested £195.00(E)
Hard disc controllers for MFM , IDE, SCSI, RLL etc. from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a OUAUTY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

The TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased mains powered
unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video moni-
tors made by manufacturers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI,
SANYO, SONY, COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD
and many more. The composite video output will also plug directly
into most video recorders, allowing reception of TV channels not nor-
mally receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB) Push
button controls on the front panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable
'off air' UHF colour television channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtual-
ly all television frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPER -
BAND as used by most cable TV operators. A composite video
output is located on the rear panel for direct connection to most
makes of monitor. For complete compatibility - even to, monitors
without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low ieve, Hi F1
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £32.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but with integral speaker £36.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF -UHF -Cable- Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6mhz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to cable type socket. Shipping code on as Teleboxes is (B)

FANS & BLOWERS
MITSUBU HI MMF-D6D1201.. 60 x 25 mm 12v 1 £4.95 10 £42
MITSUBUSHI MMF-09B12DH 92 x 25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 1E53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92 x 18 mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £69
EX -EQUIP 120 x 38mm AC fans - tested specify 110 or 240 v £6.95
EX -EQUIP 80 x 38mm AC tans - tested specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
VERO rack mount 1U x 19' tan tray specify 110 or 240v £45.95
IMHOF B26 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19 Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

IC's TRANSISTORS DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

5,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS - SAE or CALL FOR LATEST LIST

PC SCOOP
COMPLETE

COLOUR SYSTEM
ONLY £99.00

A massive bulk purchase enables us to bring you a COMPLETE
ready to run colour PC system at an unheard of price!
The Display Electronics PC99 system comprises of fully com-
patible and expandable XT PC with 256k of RAM, 514" 360k floppy
disk drive. 12 CGA colour monitor. standard 84 key keyboard,
MS DOS and all connecting cables - Just plug In and go II Ideal
students, schools or anybody wishing to learn the world of PC's
on an ultra low budget. Don't miss this opportunity.
Fully guaranteed for 90 Days

Order as PC99COL E99.00 (E)

Optional Fitted extras: 640k RAM
2nd floppy drive, specify 5 V 360k or 31/2' 720k

Above prices for PC99 offer ONLY.

£29.00
£29.95

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
Superb quality 14' FOREFRONT MTS-9600 SVGA Multisync

Multimode monitor 0.28' dot pitch with resolution of
1024 x 768. The multi mode nput allows direct con-
nection to a host of computers including IBM PCs in
CGA, EGA. VGA & SVGA modes. BBC, COM-
MODORE (including Amiga 1200), ARCHIMEDES
etc. The H version will also function with the ATARI in

all modes inc HI RES monochrome. Complete with 'text'
switching for WP use(possible minor screen bums) Syncs down to 15
kHz Suppled n EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guar-
antee.
Order as MTS-9600 / H for ATARI £159.00 (E)
All modes as above Order as MTS-9600 / S £139.00 (E)
ELECTROHOME ECM-1211SBU 12' VGA multisync monitor with
resolution 640 x 480_ Multi input selection; 9pin CGA/ EGA t5 pin
VGA or 5 BNC connectors. 0.31 pitch. Compatible with PCs, Amiga,
Atari and others. In good used condition (possible minor screen
bums). 90 day guarantee. £99.00 (E)
KME 10" high definition colour monitors. Nice tight 0.28' dot pitch
for superb clarity and modern styling. Operates from
any 15.625 khz sync RGB video source, with RGB
analog and composite sync such as Atari,
Commodore Amiga, Acorn Archimedes & BBC.
Measures only 13.5' x 12* x 11'. Only £125 (E)
Good used condition. 90 day guarantee.
KME 10" as above for PC EGA standard £145.00 (E)

NEC CGA 12' colour IBM-PC compatible. High quali-,
ty ex -equipment fully tested with a 90 day guarantee.
In an attractive two tone ribbed grey plastic case
measuring 15"L a 13'W x 12"H. The front cosmetic
bezel has been removed for contractual reasons.

Only £49.00(E)
20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound inputs. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs. etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
9" Mono cased, Black & White for CCTV Used /Tested £49.00 (C)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall for info / list

Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250 w peak).Semi open
frame giving +5v 35a, -5v 1.5a, +12v 4a (Be peak), -12v 1.5a, +24v
4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage protection
On the +5v output. AC input selectable for 110/240 vac. Dims13* x
5" x 2.5". Fully guaranteed RFE. £85.00 (B)
Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v
(2A). 5v B 20A. & 12v B 1.5A. Switch mode.New. £59.95(8)
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v B 2.5a. +12v B 2a_
-12v B 0.1a. 6-1/4' x 4' x 1-3/4' RFE tested £22.95)B(
Lambada LYS-PV-12 200 watt switch mode.+12V DC 29a
semi enclosed, 10* x 5' x 5". RFE and fully tested. £59.95(C(
Conver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
15a, -5v B 1a,+12v B 68.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms.New. f49.95(C)
Boshert 13090.Swrtch modeAdeal for drives & system. +5v a 6a,
+12v a 2.5a, -12v S 0.5a. -5v B 0.5a. £29.95(B)
Farnell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v a 40a.Encased £95.00(C)

SPECIAL INTEREST
INTEL SBC4861133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL RS232 fast drum plotter
Avitel VDA-3100 Video Distribution Amps.1 in 92 out
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band printer
VG Electronics 1035 Decoding Margin Meter Rack
Andrews LARGE 6 m Satellite Dish + mount (For Voyager.)
RED TOP IR Heat seeking missile (not armed !!)
Tektronix 1 L30 Spectrum analyser plug in
Thuriby LA 160B logic analyser
GEC 1.5kw 115v 60hz power source
Brush 2Kw 400 Hz 3 phase frequency convener
Anton Pillar 75 kW 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter
Newton Derby 70 KW 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter
Nikon PL -2 Protection lens meter/scope
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder
HP 7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
Kenwood DA -3501 CD tester. laser pickup simulator
Computer MCA1613APC 16mm auto iris lenses 'C' mount
Seaward PAT 2000 dual voltage computerised PAT tester

£1975
£2100
£575
£470

£1950
£3750
£950
POA
£330
£375
£950
£850
POA
POA

One of the most amazing surplus deals
that we ever been able to offer you!
The Philips VP410 LaserVision player, in as new condition, unit fea-
tures full computer control, Plays standard 12' LaserVision disks with
startling visual and audio quality in two channel stereo or mono_
When controlled by a computer, it may also be used as a versatile
high quality storage / retrieval medium. It will play back either
LaserVision CAV (active play) or CLV (Long Play) discs (which cov-
ers most types of commercially available video discs). Some of the
many features of this incredible machine are'
RS -232 INTERFACE RGB / COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT
BNC+SCART INTERFACE PAL / RGB DECODER
IR+WIRED REMOTE CONTROL FAST RANDOM ACCESS

Computer
Controlled

Laser Video
Disk Player

SPECIAL PURCHASE Only E399.00(F)

BBC Model B APM Board
£100 CASH FOR THE MOST
NOVEL DEMONSTRABLE

APPLICATION
BBC Model B type computer on a board. A major purchase allows us
to offer you the PROFESSIONAL version of the BBC computer at a
parts only price. Used as a front end graphics system on large net-
worked systems the architecture of the BBC board has so many sim-
ilarities to the regular BBC model B that we are sure that with a bit of
experimentation and ingenuity many useful applications will be found
for this board!! It is supplied complete with a connector panel which
brings all the I/O's to '0' and BNC type connectors - all you have to
do is provide +5 and +12 v DC. The APM consists of a single PCB
with most major,ic's socketed. The ic's are too numerous to list but
include a 6502 / 6512 CPU, RAM and an SAA5050 teletext chip.
Three 27128 EPROMS contain the custom operating system on
which we have no data, On application of DC power the system
boots and provides diagnostic information to the video output. On
board DIP switches and jumpers select the
ECONET address and enable the four extra Only £29.95
EPROM sockets for user software. Appx.
dims: main board 13' x 10". I/O board 14' x

Z
53

3'. Supplied tested with circuit diagram. )

data and competition entry form.

19" RACK CABINETS
Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature design-
er, smoked acrylic lockable front door, full
height lockable half louvered back door and
removable side panels. Fully adjustable inter-
nal fixing struts, ready punched for any config-
uration of equipment mounting plus ready
mounted integral 12 way 13 amp socket
switched mains distribution strip make these
racks some of the most versatile we have

ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore require
only two side panels to stand singly or in bays
Overall dimensions are: 77-1/2' H x32-1/2' D x 22' W. Order as:

Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £295.00 (G)
Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels £175.00 (G)

Over 1000 racks in all sizes from stock !
Call with your requirements.

LOW COST RAM UPGRADES
INTEL ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT and
PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board. Card is
fully selectable for Expended or Extended (286 processor and
above) memory. Full data and driver disk supplied. In good used
condition fully tested and guaranteed.
Windows compatible. Order as: ABOVE CARD £59.95(A1(
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k

512k
1 MEG a 9 SIMM 9 chip 12Ons only

£32.95(A1)
£38.95(A1)
E.29.95(A1(

No Break Uninterruptible PSU's
Brand new and boxed 230 volts 1 KVa uninterruptible power supply
from system from Dense!. Model MUD 1085-AHBH. Complete with
sealed lead acid batteries in matching case. Approx time from inter-
rupt is 15 minutes. Complete with full manual.

Order as: MUD 1 L . VU(G)
EMERSON ACCUCARD UPS, brand new 8 Bit half length PC com-
patible card for all IBM XT/AT compatibles. Card provides DC power
to all internal system components in the event of power supply fail-
ure. The Accusaver software provided uses only 6k of base RAM

£750
and automatically copies all system, expanded and video memory to
the hard disk in the event of loss of power. When power is returned

£1850
the machine is returned to the exact status when the power failed !

£350
The unit features full self diagnostics on boot and is supplied with full

£125
fitting instructions and manual. Normal price £189.00

£585 Only £99.00(B) or 2 for £195(c)
Issue 12 of p&p Oy News now available - send large SAE - POCKED with bargains!

-ELECTRONICS-
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Open Mon -Sat 9:00-5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane

South Norwood
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Info on 1000's of items
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unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. All guarantees on a return to base basis. All rights reserved to change prices / specifications without prior notice. Orders
subject to stock. Discounts for volume Top CASH prices paid for surplus goods. All trademarks etc acknowledged. Cd Display Electronics 1994. E & 0 E.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

NEC first to ship 1Mx16 DRAMS
NEC Electronics has become the first manufacturer to have commenced volume shipments of second generation 16M DRAMs
with a 1Mx16 organisation. The first generation devices were only available in 500mil packages which made them unacceptable
to the computer industry, these devices are supplied in 300mil packages as well as 400mil 42pin SOJ, or 50pin TSOP. he
uPD4216160 and uPD4218160 DRAMS are manufactured using NEC's proprietary second generation 0.45micron process,
already used for volume shipment of 4Mx4 product in 300mil packages. The 1Mx1 6 products are available with access times of
7Ons or 8Ons and in 5volt or 3.3volt versions, the latter being aimed directly at the portable computer and equipment sector
where very high memory densities are required.

For further details contact NEC at Milton Keynes. on 0908 691133.

Remote measurement
module with display

Southampton -based Integrated Measurement Systems have
just launched a remote analogue measurement module with
local display, the ADAM -4014D. This module provides high
accuracy 16bit remote measurement of analogue or current
sensors with RS485 digitised ASCII output. The module can
be placed as far away as 1,200 metres from the host
computer, allowing distributed remote monitoring and control
which is ideal for process plants, building monitoring, outsta-
tions and many more applications.

The 4014D incorporates an on -board processor which can
convert measured transducer signals to engineering units,
such as temperature or pressure for example, and display the
measured value on the local display, as well as transmitting
measured data to a host computer via the RS485 link. The
local processor can monitor measured values against pre-set
high/low limits and initiate an alarm via the RS485 link when
the limits are exceeded. Local LEDs on the module also indi-
cate the alarm status condition. The 4014 module incorpo-
rates two digital outputs which can be used to trigger other
equipment in the event of an alarm or as part of a local control
loop.

For further information contact IMS on 0703 771143.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Ultra miniature
digital panel

meters.
Low-cost, accurate and reliable measure-
ments can now be incorporated into even the
Most compact instruments thanks to a new
ultra -miniature digital panel meter from Lascar
Electronics. The LCD module features 5.5mm
digit height, auto polarity. auto zero, 150uA
current consumption and 200mV full scale
reading.

A single rail version, allowing measure-
ments referenced to power supply ground, is also available. Both types of modules are ideally suited for integration into high
volume applications, including current loop transmitters, hand-held probes, and personal gas monitors.

For further details contact Lascar Electronics of Salisbury Wiltshire. on: 0794 884567.

New low -power colour
LCD display

NEC Electronics' new 9.4 inch colour LCD module has
a single edge light which reduces the power consump-
tion from the 8Watts of the previous unit to 4.8Watts.
This will provide a 40% increase in battery life for the
portable equipment in which this unit will be housed.

The NL6448AC30-10 is an active matrix thin film
transistor (TFT) colour liquid crystal display module with
a resolution of 640x480 pixels. It can display 4096
colours with a contrast ratio of 110:1 and has a
40msec response time. Although lighting is achieved
by only a single edgelight, the unit has a high luminance of 90cd/m2 (typical).
degrees and a vertical viewing angle of 30degrees.

The module consists of an LCD panel and integral LSI circuits for driving both the LCD and the backlight. The actual panel
is composed of a TFT array glass substrate superimposed on a colour filter glass substrate. The liquid crystal material fills the
gap between the two. Each of the liquid crystal cells acts as an optical switch which controls the light transmission from the
edge light by the signal applied through the TFT switch.

For further information contact NEC Electronics UK Ltd, of Milton Keynes, on: 0908 691133

4 October

4-6 October

10 October

11-13 October

24 October

26-27 October

26-28 October

1-3 November
5-6 November

13 Nov

It has a typical horizontal viewing angle of 45

Event diary.
Talk on Electrical Safety and Regulations, Sudbury and District Radio Amateurs. Tel: 0787 313212

EDI 94, ICC Birmingham. Tel:081 742 2828

Inside your PC, a Talk by Martin Rhodes, Stratford upon Avon and District Radio Society. Tel: 0789 740073

Voice 94, Olympia, London. Tel: 0733 575020

QRP by Norman Field. Stratford upon Avon and District Radio society Tel: 0789 740073

Instrumentation, Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown. Tel: 0822 614671

PEVD 94, Power Electronics and Variable Speed Drives Conference, Institute of Electrical Engineers,
London. Tel: 071 240 1871

Windows Epo, Olympia, London. Tel: 0256 381456
8th North Wales Radio and Electronics Show, Aberconwy Conference Centre & The New Theatre, Llandudno.

Tel: 0745 591704

Midland Amateur Radio Society rally at Stockland Green Leisure Centre, Slade Road. Erdington, Birmingham.

Doors open at 10am, admission £1. For further details ring 021 422 9787 or 021 443 1189(evenings only).

If you are organising an event which you would like to have included in this section. please send full details to: ETI, Argus
House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST, clearly marking your envelope Event Diary.
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Ell COVER DISK
Another collection of useful programs, free from ETI

This month's cover disk contains four useful programs; three are PC diag-
nostic and test utilities, and the other is an educational DC circuits simula-
tion program. The disk also contains a collection of component libraries,
plus the complete documentation for the Quickroute 3.0 Lite that was
given away on last month's ETI cover disk.

11.0140-iStjall
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Installing the programs
Some of the programs on the disk provided free with this issue are
supplied in compressed format and thus cannot be directly run from the
floppy. We have done this in order to get more onto the disk. It is therefore
necessary to decompress these files before they can be used.
The following programs on the disk are stored as self -extracting archives;
they are:
BENCH - 3D VGA benchmark utility
BURN - PC Bum -in test to fully exercise a system and diagnose
common faults
CONY - Monitor testing utility, will check for convergence, pincushioning etc.
OR - Additional library files for Quickroute 3.0 Lite, plus the complete docu-
mentation for this program. (Note: the PCB design, and schematics layout
program Ouickroute 3 Lite can be found on the ETI October 1994 cover
disk:, copies can be obtained from: ETI Back Issues Dept, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST. price £2.50 plus 60p
P&P,)

To decompress these programs to a hard drive we suggest the following:
Create a directory on the hard drive to hold the files
e.g. MD 3DBENCH
Change to the directory created
e.g. CD 3DBENCH
Place this disk in your floppy drive
Type the name of the self -extractor, including the path to the floppy drive
e.g. A:BENCH
The files will now be extracted to the current directory
The DC CIRCUITS program on this disk is NOT compressed and will run
from the floppy. Should you wish to move the program to a hard disk,
create a directory called DC and copy all files found in the DC directory on
this disk to it. Next, copy the two files FONT.P(M and FONT.P(X to the
route directory of the hard dnve. These files MUST be in the route directory
for the DC program to operate.

Using CD Circuits.
The program DC Circuits is a slightly cut -down version (file save has been
disabled) of the educational program produced by Buckinghamshire -
based Visual Products as part of their Visual Physics range of software.

This program is not supplied in compressed form and can therefore be
run directly from the cover disk. It is a DOS program, so from the A: DOS
prompt simply enter the directory called DC and run the program also
called DC. A couple of pages of information about the program and Visual
Products are then displayed followed by the main simulation screen.

The workspace area can be larger than the actual screen dimensions.
and there are scroll bars to the right and along the bottom of the work area
window which allow one to move the window around the workspace.
Along the bottom is a control bar with a number of buttons and sliders (the
graphics user interface employed sticks quite closely to standard Windows
conventions and is therefore very easy to use).

The best way to learn how to use this program is to run the demo and
the tutorial. These can be accessed by using the mouse pointer and the
left mouse button to point and click on the button to the bottom right of
the control bar which has an icon representation of a question mark. The
self -running demo takes one through the steps of building a DC circuit,
using battenes of different voltage and polarity, adding resistors, diodes
and switches, editing the circuit and, of course, measuring current and
voltage.

Current and voltage measurements are performed by probes from
virtual voltmeters and ammeters. There can be as many of these probes as
necessary and their display is shown in real time, so offering a component
value will immediately be reflected in the displayed measi irements. Current
probes show the flow direction as well as the value, and both types of
probe can show either a digital value or, when expanded, a waveform; this
can be displayed with a variable timebase.

This is an excellent educational program, and one which most readers
will probably find interesting and useful. If you want to get the full version then
it is available from: Visual Products, PO Box 48, Great Missenden, Bucks.
HP16 9HL. Tel: 0494 890601. Price £14.95 plus £1.65P&P.

Using the Quickroute 3.0 Lite files.
When decompressed, you will find a pnntable form of the Quickroute 3.0
Lite manual under the directory QR. It is stored in the file QR3.WRI and can
be loaded into Windows Write and printed in the normal way. Please note,
however, that to save space and make it easier to print out, the figures
have not been included.

Also in the OR directory are two more Quickroute symbol libraries. The
file LOGIC.SYM contains a set of basic logic gates for schematics, and
PCBSMT.SYM contains a set of basic surface -mount symbols. These
surface -mount symbols must be used with metric cursor measurements,
and the user must select metric cursor BEFORE loading the library. The
other two files in the directory are ORDER.FRM and ORDER.WRI which
are text files and will pnnt out order forms for anyone wanting to buy one of
the full versions of Quickroute.

For readers who have found Quickroute 3.0 Lite in last month's ETI
useful, but would like to have a more sophisticated and powerful version,
the program's authors are able to offer a 40% discount on Quickroute 3.0
Designer, this will let users edit circuits that are 20 times more complex
(10,000 nodes) and also includes full autorouting on one or two layers. This
version normally retails for £99.00 (excluding VAT and P+P) but ETI readers
who send a copy of the cover disk from this issue with their order can get it
for just £58.00 (excluding VAT and P+P). It should be noted, however, that
at this price a printed manual will not be included; instead, the full manual
text will be available as an on-line help (where it can be printed out).

Orders should be sent to: POWERware, 14 Ley Lane, Marple Bridge,
Stockport, SK6 5DD. If you have any queries about this or other versions of
Quickroute then phone or fax POWERware on 061 449 7101.

The PC Utilities.
The way in which the three PC utilities are used is explained in the PC
Clinic section of this issue.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Other Electronics Related Software from
Visual Products
Besides their range of educa-
tional visual software prod-
ucts, of which DC Circuits is
just one, Visual Products
produce two very interesting
pieces of software which will
have a much wider appeal
than simply for use in schools
and colleges. These are a
PC -based oscilloscope and a PC -based waveform generator.
With the advent of multimedia a lot of PCs are now equipped with
special sound input and output hardware, the most common of which
is the Sound Blaster board. This is a very sophisticated piece of hard-
ware and in the most widely used version can handle 16 -bit audio
signals at frequencies of up to 44.1KHz.
These two programs make use of the fact that to perform this audio
input and output the Sound Blaster is, in fact, a 16 -bit analog to digital
and digital to analog converter board. Both the input to and output
from this board are 5V peak to peak and the output sufficiently
powerful to drive a speaker.
This means that both the input and output on a Sound Blaster can
easily be connected to other circuitry instead of the speaker and
microphone. All that one needs to be careful to do is ensure that input
levels do not exceed 5V, a simple little opto-isolator circuit might be a
good solution to this particular problem

Sound Blaster Oscilloscope
Provided that you do not want to examine and analyse waveforms with

a frequency greater than 44.1KHz, then this piece of software tums your
Sound Blaster equipped PC into a very sophisticated laboratory instrument.

Besides displaying input waveforms it can also sample and store several
seconds of input and then allow the user to examine them at their leisure.
The signal can be displayed with a range of different timebases, and if
required could be stored on disk or output through the speaker.

Besides sampling and displaying waveforms this program can also be
used to perform spectral analysis on the sampled waveform. It can do this
on either pre-recorded data or in real time. The analysis features include:

tea' ---o_
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,

Real Time 2D F/Founer Transform, Real Time 3D F/Fourier Transform, and
Real Time Spectographic Analysis. Features which are usually only found
on very expensive pieces of test equipment and which should be of
interest to readers interested in audio electronics, electronic music, and

general experimentation.

Sound Blaster Wave Generator.
Used in conjunction with a Sound Blaster board this program will

convert a PC into two easy to use wave generators, plus a virtual oscillo-
scope to display the chosen signals. The two waveform generators can
produce the conventional sine, triangle and square waves, but in addition
there is a feature to allow the user to draw his own waveform, something
which should be of interest to readers interested in electronic music. The user
has full control of the frequency, amplitude and phase of the output signal.

The waveforms created by each of the generators can be examined on
a virtual dual trace scope, with full control of timebase and amplitude of
each signal. The user can also see how the signals interact together; wave-
forms can be shown separated and added together. There is also a Real
Time 2D F/Fourier Transform display, and a Ussajou curve display feature.

The waveforms can be output separately or together via the Sound
Blaster and then fed to either the speakers or some external circuitry.

Both the above programs were originally designed for educational use,
to allow teachers to show the use of what would otherwise be prohibitively
expensive equipment. For this purpose they are excellent products. For
similar reasons they should also appeal to a great many hobby electronics
enthusiasts. The two programs are priced at £89 ex VAT each and can be
obtained from: Visual Products, PO Box 48, Great Missenden, Bucks,
HP16 9HL. Tel: 0494 890601.

.,11111111%,

S
hT4a1*47SIICS The Visual Physics PC -Scope program won a Gold Award at

this year's Worldidac Educational exhibition. It is used by Schools.
Colleges and Universities throughout the UK. DC -Circuits on your front cover disk is

just one of the many simulation modules available in the Visual Physics range. Contact
Visual Products for details on the full range.
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* Manual for *
DC -Circuits

front cover disk
If you would like to receive a full working copy of DC -Circuits
includes saving circuits. creating question files and self run-
ning demo's, plus the manual, send £14-95 plus £2-50 p.p. & i.
to VISUAL PRODUCTS at the address below:

Tel: 0494 890601 Fax: 0494 863894
ACCESS VISUAL PRODUCTS Alir
accepted 34 Greenlands Lane,
Prestwood. Bucks., HP16 9QU `'A 1A*/ iek.

PC -Scope and PC-
WaveGen need a
Sound Blaster Card to
be present in the PC.
For Users who don't
already have a sound
card we can supply the
Sound Blaster Pro
OEM kit for £65 ex VAT

£141.9xVAT

PC -Lab
data logging software

+ communicating
METEX multimeter

Visual Products also supplies pc
video projectors. scanners. led
panels and PAL encoders.
Project part or all of your PC
screen for training purposes.
Record the display to VCR.

Superimpose computer graph-
ics on to your videos with our
Overlay cards

* PC -Scope
needs Sound Blaster card 289

PC -Scope turns your pc into an AC osollo. ex VAT
scope It offers real time 2D and 3D Fast
Fourier analysis and real time Spectrographic analy-
sis it also allows you to save and recall experimental
data

PC-WeveGen is 2 independent signal generators
with a scope dispiay. It offers sine. square, triangle
and draw your OWN waveform. Scope gives sum.
product F Fourier and Lissaiou curves Drives
speakers or your own !n

PC-WaveGen
Please aloe 10 days for delivery Manufacturers specifications 8 prices can change without notice E. & E. 0.

Contact us for details of prod-
ucts to suit your training needs.

needs Sound Blaster card £89 ex VAT



The
Brains of

Men
0t may surprise many but the pursuit by scientists and

researchers of ways to create non -biological
systems which show some glimmerings of intelli-
gent behaviour precedes the development of the

computer, and electronics, by at least a couple of
hundred years.

Thanks to the founding fathers of modern science, men like
Newton, Galileo, Copernicus, and Kepler, the intelligentsia of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries came to see the world in
terms of determinate mechanical systems. They saw everything in
the world as being analogous to complex clockwork systems
which could be described by mathematical equations.

Just as one could build a clockwork model of the solar system
which accurately replicated the movements of the planets and
other celestial bodies, so they argued if one knows the equations
it should be possible to build a model which replicates the behav-
iour of any type of system, even living ones.

It was a concept which led to the development of some truly
amazing examples of mechanical automata during the early
1800s. For the most part these were mechanical birds and
animals that could move and sing in almost perfect imitation of
the real thing. But some automata makers were more ambitious,
and even attempted to imitate intelligent behaviour by, for
example, having the automata play chess.(However, this was
beyond the mechanical automata makers' abilities and was
invariably achieved by some form of subtle human control.)

The great engineering feats and the scientific discoveries of the
nineteenth century did nothing to dispel the idea that all dynamic
systems, however complex, were describable by a set of equations,
and that their behaviour was therefore deterministic. Indeed they
further reinforced the idea, and thanks to the work of mathemati-
cians and philosophers it was discovered that even intellectual activ-
ities such as mathematics could be described in mechanical terms.

This was a concept which Charles Babbage, widely acknowl-
edged as the father of the computer, attempted to implement in
the middle of the last century with a mechanical computational
engine. It was a task which was somewhat beyond the mechan-
ical ability and economic resources of the time and had to wait

nearly 100 years before it was achieved using electronics.
The work of people like Babbage led others, in particular the

early science fiction writers, to conceive of the idea of mechanical
men with mechanical brains. An idea that leapt into the popular
imagination in the early 1950s with the introduction of the
concept of the robot (the term robot comes from the Czech word
for worker and was first coined in 1921 by the writer and drama-
tist Karel Capek in R.U.R). This concept was reinforced in the
popular imagination by a whole host of books and B movies
featuring intelligent, helpful, or malevolent metal men.

The birth of the science fiction robots coincided with two
major scientific and technological developments. These were the
creation of the first digital computers, and a set of major discov-
eries in the field of neurophysiology and psychology. The result
was that people started to see the brain as a machine, a machine
which could be replicated using the newly -developed computer.

Thus in the mid 1950s we see the birth of the modern quest
to build intelligent machines, a search that is usually referred to as
artificial, or machine intelligence studies. These early researchers
were highly optimistic. Given enough computing power they felt
that they could overcome any problems, and many confidently
predicted the availability of intelligent machines well before the
end of this century. Indeed, according to the prognostications of
these early researchers, we should have highly intelligent
machines in widespread use today.

The result was that quite a lot of mainly government (in other
words military) money was put into machine intelligence and allied
areas such as computer language translation. The trouble was
that in the early days the problems involved in creating such intel-
ligent systems were grossly underestimated, and the capabilities
of the digital computer grossly overestimated.

The truth was that neither intelligent systems or computational
systems were sufficiently well understood, and the result was that
optimism quickly turned to disillusionment. With failure to deliver
early promises, financing dried up.

A common excuse was that computers were not big enough
or powerful enough. It used to be said in the early 60s that to
build a computer that would rival the human brain it would need
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Can we create machineswhich show even the
faintest glimmerings of
autonomous intelligent
behaviour? Will we everbuild machines that areas smart as, or even
smarter than ourselves?Nick Hampshire
investigates
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to be as big as the Empire State Building and consume all the
power generated by Niagara Falls. It was a flimsy excuse and one

that failed to convince anyone.
In consequence, machine intelligence researchers had their

budgets slashed and were forced to retire to back rooms in
universities - a move that encouraged them to abandon
grandiose ideas and, instead, look more closely at the funda-
mental problems involved. The result was the development of
three distinct approaches, each of which owes its origin to a
different model of how intelligent systems work.

In the first approach, researchers have drawn upon the work
of psychologists and developed computer software which
models the various ways in which psychologists think that the
brain works. The second approach has been based upon models
of brain function derived from neurophysiologists and has
attempted to use specialist hardware to emulate the function and
behaviour of single nerve cells and groups of nerve cells. The third
main approach has not come from biology or psychology but
from classical cybernetics and involves the use of interlinked finite
state machines to generate low-level emergent behaviour.

After over a quarter of a century of research this split still
exists, but despite this each of the different approaches has had
some significant successes. In the rest of this article we will look
at some of these advances, and the reasons why a combination
of these techniques is now seen by many as being the best way
to create intelligent systems.

Machine intelligence and the digital
computer
The use of conventional digital computers to model various
aspects of human intelligence has probably seen the largest
amount of research effort. This research has covered an
extremely wide area, and includes such subjects as machine
vision, natural language input and output, machine translation,
knowledge systems, and robotics.

Many of the ideas produced by this research have already
been applied to commercial equipment. Machine vision is used
on some advanced industrial robots that are designed to perform
assembly work. One can buy software that can translate text
from one language to another, and systems which will allow one
to communicate with a computer by means of voice commands.
Natural language input is widely used to make software more
user-friendly, and personal digital assistants are capable of hand-
writing input and analysis.

However, some of the most significant developments to come
from this research are not so visible in terms of commercial prod-
ucts. They include the artificial intelligence computer languages
such as LISP and Prolog, as well as very powerful computational
concepts such as object oriented programming, parallel
processing, and distributed processing.

But perhaps the most powerful of all these ideas, and one that
is already the basis of quite a considerable industry is that of
knowledge engineering, the so-called expert system. Such
systems are now widely used to help individuals without a great
deal of experience to make decisions using the knowledge of an
expert on the subject; knowledge which has been stored in the
expert system's database.

What is even more interesting from an electronics and
computer point of view is that expert systems are now beginning
to be widely used to provide larger systems with embedded intel-
ligence. Thus a small processor may be built into a large machine
tool, the function of the processor being to monitor the current
state of the machine.

This would involve monitoring things such as bearing tempera-

tures, lubricant levels, stress and strain within specific compo-
nents, etc. The processor would be running a special expert
system which would contain a comprehensive knowledge base
about the system that draws on all the skills and knowledge of
the designers. This embedded expert system is then able to
detect potential faults before they occur, or help engineers locate
faults when they do occur.

Of course this could be done with a conventional computer
program, but expert systems have one enormous advantage; the
knowledge that it uses is not contained in the code as it would be
in a conventional program, but stored as a data base which can
be easily maintained and upgraded without any need to rewrite

the entire program.
Another advantage of an expert system, thanks to its artificial

intelligence origins, is that it can be made to deal with probabilities
rather than certainties. This feature would be particularly impor-
tant in the maintenancing monitor system where a set of measured

variables could have a number of causes and a number of
different consequences. An expert system will be able to inform
the maintenance engineers that there is a probability that a fault
will occur in X and another probability that it will occur in any of A,
B, C, or D components. This makes it far more sensitive to
minute, but otherwise significant, changes in a system's state.

Using an embedded expert system might, therefore, be the
ideal solution to a particular problem in a wide range of different
areas that are of interest to the electronics enthusiast. They could,
for example, be used to monitor security and environmental
control systems, an intelligent radio control system, or even an
intelligent music synthesis system, not to mention of course the
robot which mows the lawn.

Expert systems have a considerable number of practical uses
and can, in a very narrow field of expertise, quite effectively model
the knowledge of a human expert. But they do have one major
shortcoming. This is that before an expert system can be created,
the knowledge base has to be extracted from the human experts.

This process of creating a knowledge base is known as
knowledge induction, and in the vast majority of cases it is done
by a human knowledge engineer. But in certain areas of expertise
where there are only a few clear cut rules it is possible to create
programs which will automatically extract a set of rules from an
assorted collection of data that relates to the subject.

The problem with automatic rule induction systems is that they
can function in a very arbitrary manner and create knowledge
bases which are rather convoluted and obscure. By and large,
this is something that workers in the field of artificial intelligence
hate, they prefer systems that can be clearly understood and veri-
fied by a human researcher.

Although there have been numerous attempts at building
expert systems which can create their own knowledge bases,
few have been very successful when applied to real world appli-
cations. One of the handful of systems for which this statement is
perhaps not true is the SOAR system developed by a group led
by Allen Newell at Carnegie Mellon University in the USA.

The SOAR system (SOAR apparently stands for State
Operator and Result), when confronted with any problem, will first
check its own knowledge base for potential solutions. If no solu-
tions are found then it sets up what is referred to as a problem
space. It then uses special techniques to try and find all possible
solutions within that problem space. Once a solution has been
found it is compiled into a rule which will then be activated next
time that problem is encountered.

The trouble with experimental systems like this is that they
have a tendency to fall over very quickly. The reasons for such
failures are manifold. In some it is probably due to errors in the
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induction system, in the rules which the system is 'born' with. In
others it is probably due to the knowledge base becoming
unwieldy. Thus a system with a hundred rules may work perfectly
but one with ten thousand rules may well slow down to a speed
at which it effectively ceases to work.

This is a major problem facing designers of machine intelli-
gence systems using this type of technique. Already it has been
calculated by researchers on the Cyc project (this is a project
backed by MMC, a consortium of 56 US high technology
computer companies which has as its goal the construction of a
'common sense' knowledge base) that about 10 million facts are
required before a system will be able to pick up knowledge for
itself more easily by reading than by being given the facts by a
human researcher.

So far after nearly five hundred programming man-years of
effort over a ten-year period, the Cyc team have given their
system about 1.5 million facts. There is thus a very long way still

to go before they can find out whether their calculations are
correct and the system starts to learn facts for itself.

Special computational hardware and
machine intelligence
Some researchers in artificial intelligence have for a long time
rejected the psychology derived computer program models of
intelligent behaviour and instead opted for models based upon the
work of neurophysiologists. For these researchers the goal of artificial

intelligence will only be reached by the use of special computa-
tional hardware, such as the now widely -used neural network.
The development of the neural network concept is one that has a
long history, indeed the widely acknowledged father of neural
networks, Bernard Widrow of Stanford University, did his initial
work in this area in the late 1950s. This work culminated in his
1963 neural network weather forecasting system, a system that
was correct about 83% of the time (the local human forecaster at
the time was only 65% correct).
This early work on what is known as connectionism, was then
carried further forward by people like Marvin Minsky and Seymore
Papert at MIT with their development of the percepteron.
Unfortunately, their exhaustive mathematical analysis of percepterons

published in 1969 almost put an end to work in this area and the
concept languished in the academic doldrums for nearly 15 years.
It was then realised that although Minsky and Papert's analysis
was correct it actually only applied to a particular type of neural
network; ones with a single layer. This realisation has led to an
explosion of interest in neural networks and their application to a

solving a wide range of different problems ranging from pattern
recognition to process control.
So what exactly is a neural network? More correctly, we should
ask what is an artificial neural network since our own brain is, in
fact .a neural network. In other words, a network of neurons or
nerve cells. The definition of a neural network starts therefore with
the definition of an artificial nerve cell.
The artificial nerve cell basically consists of a summation unit with
a large number of inputs and a single output. Each of the inputs
has an excitatory (positive) or inhibitory (negative) weighting.
These weights are created by a feedback loop that is part of the
nerve cell's learning process.
An input line when stimulated will thus produce either a negative
or positive signal, and the sum of these signals will determine
whether the artificial neuron 'fires' and produces an output. If the
output is correct, then the weighting that produced that output in
response to the given pattern of input stimulation is re -enforced; if
tie output is incorrect then the weighting for that pattern is weak-
ened. In this way, a nerve cell will learn to recognise input

patterns and classify them into those which cause it to 'fire' and

those which do not.
An artificial neural network consists of a number of these artificial
neurons connected together in a layered structure. The first layer
will consist of a number of neurons, the inputs to which are
connected, perhaps, to some form of sensor array. The result of
applying this first layer to the sensor array is a pattern of outputs
from each cell, a pattern which varies as the pattern of sensor
inputs varies (note that this is a system very similar to the early
percepterons that were discredited by Minsky and Papert).
The output from each of the neurons in this first layer is then
connected to the inputs of each of the neurons in the second
layer. These in turn are connected typically to a third layer which
produces the actual classification results. Such a three -layer
network is known as a hierarchical network and is the most
powerful form of neural network, and the type employed in
complex applications such as speech recognition. This is
because the second layer, the so called 'hidden units', can
generate their own internal representation.
The actual computation within the network thus consists of a
process of spreading activation. After the initial weights are set,
entering data into the system causes it to pass through a series
of state changes that ultimately end in stability. These state
changes equate with changing weight values, stability is when
weights cease to change.
The weighting associated with each input typically ranges from
+1 to -1 and training a neural network is a matter of adjusting
these weights. The training can be in either supervised, unsuper-
vised, or self -supervised mode. Supervised learning occurs when
the user provides it with trial and error inputs and then teaches it
correct or incorrect responses. In unsupervised systems, data is
entered without human intervention leading to the creation of
'data clustering' within the network. Finally, self -supervised
learning takes place when the system itself monitors itself and
corrects any errors by feedback through the network.
It is this learning capability which is one of the strongest features
of neural network systems. In particular when coupled with the
technique's outstanding pattern classification capability and its
tolerance to faults in individual neurons. Indeed neural networks
can be used to classify patterns which the user cannot detect; a
typical example is the neural nose system looked in ETI a couple
of months ago. Here the inputs from the sensors might vary from
system to system. but it would always produce the correct
output, even if some of the sensors ceased working.
The majority of neural networks are, in fact, not built using special
hardware but simulated on a conventional digital computer. It is
easier to research the subject using this approach since a
computer model is easier to modify than a physical one, and in
commercial applications it is often much cheaper to use a
computer software simulation. However, neural network chips are
now available from a number of different sources and it is thus
possible to construct a genuine hardware -based neural network
system. Indeed, some forecasters are predicting that neural
networks will account for a very substantial chunk of the elec-
tronics/computing/robotics market within the next decade.
Today there are already many commercial and military products
which use neural networks. Typical examples are the systems
used at airports to detect explosives and drugs, systems which
have proved very successful even when faced with cleverly -
concealed substances or hard to detect plastic explosive. Neural
networks are also being used in control systems of modern jet
fighters, and of course in speech and character recognition systems.
But what about the use of neural networks in the creation of
machine intelligence? Here the question mark is very large. The
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human brain has somewhere in the region of 10 billion neurons;
very few practical neural network systems have been created with
even a 100.000 neurons, let alone a few million. Neural networks
have proved to be excellent at pattern classification, but by all
accounts have yet to demonstrate any rudimentary forms of intel-
ligent behaviour. It is not impossible that they will, but it will
require a lot more work and, in the final analysis, our own brain is
the only model neural network researchers have of a functioning
intelligent system.

Emergent behaviour as the route to
machine intelligence
The conventional approach to designing machines which display
some form of intelligent behaviour is an analytical one. The
analysis looks at the kind of input the system will receive, and
how it will have to respond to them. It is on the basis of this
analysis that the system is designed. But there is of course one
fundamental flaw in this design approach. What happens if the
system encounters input which was not part of the initial analysis.

Instead of this 'top down' approach, the alternative is a sort of
evolutionary approach which starts with a very simple basic
system that is gradually allowed to grow and develop its own
behavioural patterns. This is a technique which is being devel-
oped by a team under Rodney Brooks at MIT, an approach which
he calls subsumption and which has led to the creation of a whole
series of small, insect-like autonomous robots or insectoids.

A good example of what Brooks' team mean by subsumption
is a foot -long robot called Ghenghis. It is a robot that can walk
around rough or sloping terrain and which can avoid obstacles.
Indeed, it has even been trained to pounce on passing humans. It
is a robot which shows comparable behaviour patterns to
insects, but it is a robot which was not designed by the analysis
route, in other words its behaviour was not pre -planned but
emerged in a gradual manner.

What dictates Ghenghis' behaviour is a collection of interre-
lated and communicating processes, each of which is in fact an
augmented finite state machine, or AFSM. Each of these AFSMs
is a tight loop coupling sensors and actuators, and controls a specific
aspect of behaviour, and contains numerical information which defines

its current state. This current state can be changed by input from
environmental sensors or from other AFSMs. The subsumption
process implies starting off with a system that has just the simplest
behaviour and then adding AFSMs to enrich that behaviour.

This is exactly how Genghis and his fellow MIT insectoids
developed. The basic level of behavioural system is the leg, of
which Genghis has six. Each leg consists of two motors and a set
of foot sensors, and its behaviour is controlled by a communi-
cating system of five AFSMs. These work as a closely linked
system that is duplicated for each of the six legs.

Indeed, the distribution of control goes as far as having a
separate microcontroller chip for each leg. The five AFSMs that
run in each of these processors spend all their time checking the
position of the leg and keeping it standing in the proper attitude
and with the appropriate pressure applied to the ground.

The important thing to note here is that each leg is an inde-
pendent system of linked AFSMs. By themselves the legs will be
unable to perform any co-ordinated walking action, they will just
wave around in the air and react solely to pressure, or absence of
pressure, on the foot sensors. Actual co-ordination of leg move-
ment for walking is controlled by the next level of subsumption,
by two other AFSMs, the Balance AFSM and the Walk AFSM.
Between them these two AFSMs ensure that Genghis will walk
with a steady tripod gait and keep a steady balance, even on
rough ground.

All this should have a ring of familiarity for readers who are
familiar with cybernetics and control theory. It emphasises the
fact that the behaviour of the system grows from the behaviour of
its parts. In other words, complex behaviour patterns are just a
collection of simple behaviour patterns. There is no use of sophis-
ticated reasoning to initiate its behaviour and at a higher level it
relies solely on the nature of the outside world to guide its actions
rather than some internal model.

It is reacting to the world with simple rules that are embodied
in its AFSMs as a result of these AFSMs incorporating simple
learning capability. Why should the robot necessarily plot the
position of an obstacle when it has a sensory system that can
detect that same obstacle when it meets it again?

At MIT they have shown that subsumption systems can
generate fairly complex activity in an otherwise fairly simple system,
and researchers are confident that they can push this level of
complexity. certainly as far as being able to incorporate beliefs
and motivations into a subsumption robot. This could indicate
that subsumption architecture might be the ideal basis on which
to build other more complex systems. Once again time will tell.

Into the future.
In this article we looked at the three different approaches to
machine intelligence which are most commonly used today, soft-
ware which runs on a digital computer, special hardware which
mimics the behaviour of nerve cells and special hardware
systems based on cybernetic principles. As we have seen, all
three approaches have undoubted benefits but they also have
serious shortcomings. So where does this leave us?

The truth is that probably all approaches are correct. When we
finally come to building an intelligent machine it will probably
incorporate a great many of the different techniques which have
already been developed, plus others which have yet to be
invented. There is probably no universal algorithm for machine
intelligence, neither is there necessarily only one way to achieve it.

It will probably be well into the next century before we do
manage to create a truly intelligent machine. It is not something
we will be able to do in one giant leap, even if we poured a lot of
resources into the technology, it is something which will happen
gradually as, bit by bit, the jigsaw puzzle falls into place.

In the meantime, we can expect to see more and more
systems which incorporate certain elements of intelligence.
Commercial products with embedded neural networks and
expert systems are already on the market, and in the next few
years we will see subsumption-based robots exploring other
planets in the universe and inhospitable parts of our own planet.

The intelligent machines are coming. The question is when?

Postscript: - The editor of ETI, Nick Hampshire, spent several
years in the early part of his career working in the field of artificial
intelligence. He firmly believes that machine intelligence is
possible, and will be achieved one day in the not too distant
future. He is also a firm believer that it is a subject in which the
skilled and informed amateur in both electronics and computing
can carry out significant original research work.

In fact there is little reason to believe that the heavily -
funded research lab has any particular advantage in this area over
the lone Individual working in a back room, Both are equally likely
to come up with key ideas which could eventually lead to the
construction of intelligent machines. For this reason Ell will be
covering some aspects of machine intelligence in greater depths,
both theoretical and practical, over the forthcoming issues. These
articles will include a look at neural networks, at expert systems
and at subsumption systems for use in robotics.
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EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Commercial EPROM programmers can be very expensive. Paul Stenning
shows how to build an economy version that can be controlled by your PC.

common requirement for the electronics hobbyist
today is a cheap straight -forward EPROM
Programmer, suitable for occasional use,

and without the extra features
found on many commercial

units. The EPROM Programmer presented
here is designed to address this require-
ment, and can be used to program the
standard 27 family of devices, from 2764 to
27512. It can be used with any IBM PC
compatible computer as the controller and
data source.

The 27 series family of EPROMS has now
been around for many years, so long in fact
that the smaller 24 -pin devices in this family (2708,
2716 and 2732) are almost obsolete and are now more expen-
sive than a 2764. For this reason it was felt to be unnecessary to
accommodate these devices in this design since they would
significantly increase the complexity.

The design presented here has avoided the usual "Catch 22"
situation of requiring a programmed EPROM to make the
EPROM programmer work, and the design uses readily available
components to reduce the likelihood of obsolescence. The unit is
powered from an external PSU, supplying +5V © 200mA and
+12.6V © 200mA. A suitable power supply is featured elsewhere
in this magazine.

The programmer itself is dumb and is controlled by the host
computer via the RS232 serial port (COM1 or COM2). Device
selection and operation mode is set by front panel switches.

The accompanying software is available on disk from the
author. The software will operate on any PC running MS-DOS or
PC -DOS version 3.0 or later and having at least 512K of RAM
and one RS232 serial port. A hard disk and a colour monitor are
strongly recommended. The software is written in Microsoft
QuickBASIC V4.5. and the full source code is supplied for those
wishing to enhance or modify it. This source code is also compat-
ible with QBASIC, as supplied with MS-DOS 5.0 and later. You
do not need QuickBASIC or QBASIC to use this disk. The disk
also contains the software for a matching EPROM Emulator
planned for publication next month. A description of the software
operation is given later.

The unit may also be suitable for use with other types of home
computer having an RS232 serial port, although this has not been
tested and no software is available. It will definitely not work with
Commodore Amiga computers, due to a peculiarity in the serial
port handling.

Please note that the programming algorithm used may not be
exactly as specified in some EPROM manufacturers' data sheets.
Because of this, the unit cannot be guaranteed to program every
device successfully. However, no problems have been experi-
enced to date.
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How it Works
The circuit diagram is spread over a number of illustrations.
Although it may initially look complex, it is in fact relatively straight-
forward. When a "-" follows a signal name (for example STROBE-
), this shows that the line is active low. When a number is
followed by an "h" this indicates that the number is hexadecimal.

The RS232 (serial) interface, buffering and clock are shown in
Figure1. IC3 (6402) is a UART (Universal Asynchronous

Receiver/Transmitter) which basically converts serial data to
parallel and vice -versa. The device supports most common serial
data formats; in this application it is configured to give eight data
bits, one stop bit and no parity checking. The data rate is set by
the crystal controlled clock circuit (IC2), which in most cases will
be set to 9600 Baud.

IC1 is the RS232 buffer, converting the 5V data from the
UART to the +/- 10V RS232 standard, and vice -versa. This
device contains a voltage doubler and voltage invertor circuit,
producing +/- 10V rails from a single +5V input. The four external
capacitors (C1 to C4) are required for these circuits.

A byte of serial data arriving on pin 20 of IC3 will be converted
to parallel data, which will appear on pins 5 to 12. Pin 19 will go
high, and no further data can be received until pin 18 is taken low
momentarily. One gate of IC4 causes this to happen, R3 and C8
create a slight delay giving the STROBE- pulse adequate width
for clocking other devices. When pin 23 is pulsed low, the parallel
data on pins 26 to 33 is transmitted in serial form from pin 25.

R4, D1, C9 and one gate of IC4 produce the power -on reset
pulse for IC3, IC5 and IC6. SW1 allows the circuit to be reset
again as required.
The pinouts of the four EPROM types handled by this unit are shown
in the table below.

It can be seen from the above that most of the pins are the same
for all devices. Only 5 pins require special attention: these are 1, 20,
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PIN 2784 27128 2725 27512

1* VPP VPP VPP

2 Al 2 Al 2 Al 2 Al 2

3 A7 A7 A7 A7

4 A6 A6 A6 A6

5 A5 A5 A5 A5

6 A4 A4 A4 A4

7 A3 A3 A3 A3

8 A2 A2 A2 A2

9 Al Al Al Al
10 AO AO AO AO

11 DO DO DO DO

12 D1 D1 D1 D1

13 D2 D2 D2 D2

14 GND GND GND GND

15 D3 D3 D3 D3

16 D4 D4 D4 D4

17 D5 D5 D5 D5

18 D6 D6 D6 D6

19 D7 D7 D7 D7

20* CE CE CE/PP CE/PP

21 Al 0 Al 0 Al 0 Al 0

22* OE OE OE OE/VPP

23 Al 1 Al 1 All Al 1

24 A9 A9 A9 A9

25 A8 A8 A8 A8

26* NC A13 A13 Al 3

27* PP PP A14 A14

28 VCC VCC VCC VCC

22, 26 and 27, and are marked with a "*" next to the pin number.

Pin 26 is not used on the 2764 and Al 3 on the other devices.
Since Al 3 is outside the addressing range of the 2764, there is no

problem leaving it connected to Pin 26 when handling these devices.
SW2 selects which signals arrive at the other four pins. This

can be followed through with the circuit diagram and the table
above - and does not need a tedious description from me. Note
that 2764 and 27128 share the same switch position.

SW3 selects either Program or Read mode. With this switch in
the centre (Off) position the EPROM receives 5V power only and
can be safely removed from the socket (SK2).

Counters IC5 and IC6 are connected to the EPROM address
lines, and are arranged to increment each time a byte of data is
received. I will describe the full operation sequence for both Read
and Program modes shortly.

IC7 is a tri-state buffer and is enabled in Program mode only.
In this mode it connects the received data from the UART to the
EPROM. Although the 74LS245 is bi-directional, in this applica-
tion it operates in one direction only because pin 1 is perma-

nently connected to OV.
OK, it's time to own up! The circuitry around ICI 0,Q1 and

02 is an afterthought. If you look at the internal photo of the

Front panel
layout

NC
PP
OE

CE
VPP =

VCC =

GND =

No Connection
Program Pulse, Negative Going
Output Enable (Active Low)
Chip Enable (Active Low)
Programming Voltage
Supply Voltage
Ground (OV)

prototype you will see the Veroboard
(don't worry, the current PCB is correct). I

missed the fact that 27256 and 27512
EPROMs need a supply of 6V instead of
5V when programming.

Since there are no spare sections on
SW3, I am using the section that
connects the programming pulse to pin
20. If the unit is switched to Read, or to
Prog and 2764/27128, pin 20 of the
socket will be low. If it is switched to Prog
and 27256 or 27512 it will be high,
except when actually programming in
which case it will be high with the 1 ms
negative going programming pulses. This
high level turns on Q1 via R17. 01
discharges C19, which will not charge
significantly during the 1 ms periods when
01 is off. This low level keeps 02 off,
allowing R13 and R14 to bias the GND

pin of IC10 to about 1.2V, giving an output of about 6.2V. When
Pin 20 is low. 02 is off and 01 is on. The GND pin of IC10 is
therefore connected to OV, giving an output of 5V.

A voltage of 6.2V because some devices need 6V while
others need 6.25V; in either case the tolerance is +/- 0.25V.
The voltage tends to drop slightly on load due to the varying
current from the GND pin of IC10, so I tended towards the high
end of the acceptable range. Some EPROMs draw 100mA or
more, so a 1A regulator IC was chosen in preference to a
100mA part. IC10 draws its power from the 12.6V program-
ming supply so this should be suitably rated.

Assume that SW3 is in the Read position. When a byte of
data is received, it appears on lines R0 -R7, and the Strobe- line

pulses low as described previously.
Note that in Read mode the actual value of the byte received

is irrelevant, since IC7 is disabled. However the receipt of a byte
causes the unit to send a byte, which is what we need.

Since the Prog- line is high, pin 13 of IC4 will be held high by
D3, so the Strobe- pulse will have no effect in this section of the
circuit. This arrangement of diodes on the input of an invertor
gate produces a NOR function.

The Read- signal. however, is low, so the Strobe- pulse will
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pass through D5 and the two gates of IC4, arriving on pin 8.
PP- is currently high, so the Strobe- signal will appear inverted
on pin 4 of IC4. C14, R11 and D9 act as a basic monostable,
giving a very brief negative going pulse on the Send- line as IC4
pin 4 goes low.

This Send- pulse causes the UART (IC3) to transmit the data
on its pins 26-33. These pins are connected to the EPROM data
pins, so the data transmitted is that contained in the current
EPROM address. RN1 holds the lines high if no EPROM is fitted,
since IC3 is a CMOS device.

Pin 24 of IC3 will go low once the data is safely in its buffer
and will go high again once it has been transmitted, This signal is
connected to the clock input of IC5 to increment the address.

The next time a byte is received, the data in the next EPROM
memory location will be transmitted, and so on. Providing the user
presses the Reset button when requested, the software and
programmer will remain in step.

We will now look at the Program mode, where the Prog- line is
low. IC7 is enabled due to its pin 19 being low. The data received
by the programmer will therefore be coupled to the EPROM data lines.

The situation with our diode NOR gates is now reversed, so the
Strobe- pulse will appear on pin 12 of IC4, and not pin 8. Another
CR monostable circuit (08, D4 and C16) produces a brief negative
going Prg- pulse.

IC8 and IC9 generate the 1 millisecond programming pulse.
The lower two gates form a S -R flip-flop. When the Prg- pulse
occurs, pin 6 of IC9 will go high, causing pin 12 to go low. This
takes the reset pin of IC8 low, so that it can count the pulses on its
clock input. This pulse train (Clock2) is from the crystal -controlled
clock circuit (IC2) and has a frequency of 19.2KHz (2.4576MHz
divided by 128), which equates to a period of 52.1uS. When 19 of
these pulses have been counted (19 52.1uS = 0.99ms), pin 8 of
IC9 will go low, reversing the state of the S -R flip-flop and re-
setting IC8 again.

Thus a 0.99ms negative going pulse will appear on the PP -
line. The specification calls for 1 ms +/- 5%, so 0.99ms is fine. This
PP- signal will go to the appropriate pin on the EPROM, set by
SW2. The rising edge of PP- will produce a negative pulse on
Send- (via D7). as before. A byte of data will therefore be sent
once the programming operation is complete. This will also cause
the address counters to be incremented as described previously.

The value of the data sent is not important since its purpose is to
tell the software that the programming step is done - however, it
will be the same as the data received.

Therefore, to program the EPROM, it is simply necessary for
the software to send one byte of data, and wait to receive some-
thing back before sending the next one.

The use of discrete components to produce other types of
logic function from a logic invertor gate may seem odd, but it
means I can do the job with one IC instead of four!
Construction
The unit is assembled on a single sided PCB, which is available
from the ETI PCB service. The copper track layout is shown in the
Foils section at the rear of this magazine, and the component
overlay is shown in Figure 4.

A number of wire links are required, which should be fitted
before any components, since some pass underneath ICs. I

would suggest that the resistors are fitted next, followed by the
ICs, then the capacitors, then the remaining parts. Fit a link wire
between COM and 96 to set the Baud rate to 9600. Fit SIL
header strip or Veropins for the off -board connections.

Fit a 28 -way IC socket in the EPROM socket position. Plug
three more sockets into this, then plug the ZIF (Zero Insertion
Force) socket into the top. If this stack feels unsteady, use some
Araldite or similar to hold it together.

The interwiring is shown in the photographs accompanying
this article. This should be carried out at this stage, since it is
necessary for testing. After testing, the board can be fitted into
the case.

The connections for both 9 and 25 -way serial connectors, use
whatever matches the socket on your computer. On the proto-
type a 9 -way D connector (serial) and a 6 -way DIN socket (DC
input) were fitted to the case.

The rotary switch connections are shown by giving the pin
number or letter marked on the switch body. Please take great
care with these, since there are 16 wires to each switch and an
error could be difficult to track down. I used coloured ribbon
cable, and still managed to get one wrong!
Testing
Connect the unit to a 5V and 12.6V supply. If a test meter is to
hand, check for about +9V on pin 2 and -9V on pin 6 of IC1
(MAX232).
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Addr Line A15 A14 A13 Al2 All A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 Al AO

Socket Pin 1 27 26 2 23 21 24 25 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Count Expected Logic Level
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

21845 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

43690 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

65535 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Connect the unit to the serial port on your PC, and run the
program "SER-TEST.EXE" on the software disk. When
prompted, type "1" or "2" followed by <Enter> to say which
serial port you are using. The program does nothing more
exciting than wait for you to enter a 2 -digit hex number
(followed by <Enter> and then sends it to the programmer. It
then attempts to read back a number;if it's successful it prints
the number, otherwise it prints "**". To exit just press Enter on
its own. All the responses in this section will be shown with
quotes ("") around them - just type the number (followed by
Enter), don't type the quotes.

Connect the programmer to your PC's serial port and a suit-
able power supply. Switch the programmer to 27512 and Read,
and press Reset. Type "00" on the computer, and the software
should respond with "FF". Whatever two -digit hex number you
type now should bring the response "FF", since the unit is
reading the EPROM data lines, which with no EPROM will be
pulled high by RN1.

We will now pull one of the data lines low, to give a different
reading. Fit a piece of wire between pins 9 and 12 of the
EPROM ZIF socket. If you type a number now the unit will return
"FE". Leave one end of the wire in pin 12, and connect the other
end in turn to pins 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. Type a number
in each case and you should get the following responses - "FD".
"FB", "F7", "EF", "DE", "BF" and "7F" respectively. Remove the
piece of wire, and switch the unit to Off. Now if you type a
number the unit will not respond so the software will show "*'"

Now switch the programmer to Program. Type "00". and
"00" should be returned. Using a logic probe, test meter or
oscilloscope, check the logic levels
on pins 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16
and 17. They should all be low.

Now type "01". The unit should
return "01", and pin 9 should now
be high, and the others should
remain low. Now enter "02", "04",
"08", "10", "20", "40" and "80" in
turn. In each case the unit should
return the number you entered.
After each entry, check the logic
levels on the data pins; only one
should be high in each case - 10, 11,

13, 14, 15, 16 and respectively.

Switch the unit back to Read,
and press Reset. Press Enter on its
own to quit the software then run
-ADR-TEST.EXE", which is also on
the disk. Since the address counters
are incremented when a byte is
sent, it would take a long time to get
the count to 65535 manually! ADR-
TEST does it automatically, and
pauses at four points to allow you to
check the logic levels. Follow the

instructions on screen. The table below shows the expected logic
levels on the address pins at the four pause points.

If these readings are OK, and the preceding tests were also
successful you can be fairly confident that the unit is working
correctly. The only sections that weren't checked were some of
the device and mode switching. However the likelihood of prob-
lems here is remote if you were careful with the switch wiring.

If you have a blank EPROM and a suitable hex file available, you

can try programming a device using the information given shortly.
The Case
The prototype was constructed in a plastic case, 190mm *
165mm 68mm (see parts list for details). A suitable overlay for
the front panel is shown in figure ". Two photocopies may be
taken (enlarge to 162mm 64mm), one can then be used as a
drilling template while the other may fixed to the front panel with
clear, self-adhesive vinyl.
Cut a rectangular hole in the centre of the top for the ZIF
socket, then mount the PCB on suitable spacers. The sockets
for DC power input and RS232 input are fitted on the rear panel.

Software
The software for this project is supplied on one 3.5" 720K disk
which is available from the author. Please note that this disk
also contains the software for a matching EPROM Emulator,
planned for publication next month.

Since the various programs extend to over 2500 lines of
BASIC source code, it would make boring reading to print it in
the magazine. A printed listing is not available since it would be
more expensive than a disk to produce.

A batch file is supplied on the disk to simplify installation.
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are supplied on the disk. Some parts of the soft-
ware will operate much slower under Windows,
particularly the initialisation when the serial port is
opened. However it will run in the background
(probably very slowly) if you are using 386
Enhanced Mode.

The main software of interest for this project is
spread over two programs, "PROGRAM.EXE" and
"HEX-CONV.EXE". The first of these is the main
control software for the programmer, while the
second converts various industry standard hex file
formats to and from the EPROM programmer
format. Formats supported include Intel, Motorola S -
Record (3 variants), Tektronix, RCA Cosmac, Binary
Image, ASCII Hex (3 variants) and ASCII Binary (4
variants) - so you should be able to find something
suitable!

Additional programs on the disk are
"EMULATE.EXE" which controls next month's
EPROM Emulator, and "SPLIT2.EXE" &
"SPLfT4.EXE" which divide Intel hex files into 2 or 4

files for 16 and 32 bit systems respectively. Since
the full BASIC source code is given for all of these
programs, it would be possible to create one large
program containing all the facilities - if someone had
more time than me! I would be interested to see any
enhanced versions.

When "PROGRAM.EXE" is started, the Device
Selection Menu will appear. From here you choose
the type of device you will be using, either 2764,
27128, 27256 or 27512. CMOS versions of these
devices can also be handled, so if you are using a
27C128 you would choose 27128.

One important point regarding programming volt-
ages. Early 2764 and 27128 devices required a
programming voltage of 21V. If the device is marked
27C64, 27C128, 2764A or 27128A it will require
12.5V. Any non-CMOS device without an 'A' suffix
will require 21V. If in doubt, try programming with
12.5V first; no damage will occur but the device will
not be programmed. If a 12.5V device is
programmed with 21V it will be destroyed. 21V
devices can be programmed by this unit, but you
will need to provide an appropriate voltage, and a
heatsink for IC10.

Once you have chosen the device required. the Main Menu
will appear. Option 1 allows you to read an EPROM, and save the
data to disk. The data is saved and loaded ASCII -Text format
which is peculiar to this software. "HEX-CONV.EXE" will convert
to and from this format.

When Option 1 is selected you will be told where to set the
switches, and to insert the EPROM to be read. You will then be

9 PIN
25 PIN

SKI

S

Rx OV Tx
3 5 2

2 7 3

,r3

Insert the disk in the drive, type "A:" then "INSTALL", and the
batch file will make a \EPROM directory on your drive C:, and
copy the software to there. If you do not have a hard disk, make
a working copy of the disk using DISKCOPY, then put the orig-
inal away. Do not write -protect your working copy or the soft-
ware will not work.

If you are using Windows, suitable icon, PIF and group files
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asked for a filename; simply enter eight alpha -numeric characters

- the extension is fixed to .HEX and does not need to be typed. If

a file of that name already exists, it will be overwritten. Now sit

back and wait; the progress will be shown on the screen.
Option 2 allows you to check an EPROM is blank. A blank

device will have "FF" in all locations. The operation is the same as
above but no filename is needed. Note that if no device is fitted,
the blank test will pass since the data lines are pulled high by RN1.

An EPROM can only be erased by exposing the window in the
case to ultra -violet light. If a proper eraser is used this will take

about 20 minutes. Replacement tubes for these are available for
about £10 and will fit into some fluorescent torches - leave out
any clear plastic or glass in front of the tube since this will block

UV. Be very careful not to look at this light.
I have not yet found a completely successful alternative. A

disco type 2' UV fluorescent tube will erase a device in about two

days! I have been told that a camera flash gun will erase a device
in about 4 flashes, but it did not work with my point -and -shoot
camera. A professional flash unit will probably be rather more
successful. If you know of a successful DIY erasing method,
please write to the letters page and share it with the rest of us!

Option 3 allows you to program an EPROM from data on disk.
Operation is the same as above, but the programming process
will take about twice as long as reading. Once the programming
is complete, you will be asked if you wish to program the device.

Option 4 allows you to verify an EPROM. This checks the
EPROM against a file on disk, and is normally done after
programming to make sure the programming was successful.

Option 5 allows you to change the EPROM type as previously.
Option 6 lets you run the Hex File Convertor program, "HEX-
CONV.EXE" - this is detailed below. Option 7 lets you access a
DOS Shell, type "EXIT" to return to the programmer. To quit the
Programmer, press Escape.

The Hex File Convertor is equally simple to use. When it is
started, you get the Load Menu. Choose the file format of the
existing file. then enter the filename when requested. As previ-
ously, the file extension is .HEX and need not be typed.

Once the file is loaded, the Save Menu will appear. Choose
the file format you want, then type the filename. If a file of that name

already exists it will be overwritten without warning - so be careful!
The file "HEX-CONV.TXT" gives information on all the file

formats, and samples are provided on the software floppy disk, in

the \HEX directory.
(IMPORTANT: The software for the EPROM programmer and

Cl)

emulator has been thoroughly tested, but please note that it is

supplied as -is, and neither Paul Stenning or Electronics Today
International can accept any liability for any loss or damage,
however caused. The source code is supplied so that you may
modify the software for your own use only. The software may not
be redistributed in either its original or in a modified form. If you cannot

accept these conditions please do not order the software disk.)

Conclusion
Elsewhere in this issue you will find a suitable power supply for
this unit. It will supply 5V at up to 500mA and 12.6V at up to
250mA. This will also power next month's EPROM Emulator.

Coming next month is a matching EPROM Emulator. This
emulates the same range of devices as the programmer, and
can save hours programming and erasing EPROMs when doing

software development work. It needs a single 5V supply and
can be powered from the host circuit (if it can spare 100mA) or
from the power supply mentioned above.
Parts
The plastic case used for the prototype is made by Bafbox, and
is available from RS/Electromail, stock no 506-788.
The software for this EPROM Programmer and next month's
EPROM Emulator are available on one disk from the author.
Please send a blank PC formatted 720K 3.5" disk, the price for
the software is £10, If you do not have a suitable disk, send £12
and one will be supplied. Please add an extra £1 if within
Europe, or £2 elsewhere, to cover the additional postage.
The author can also supply PCBs for the EPROM programmer,
the PSU, and next month's project the EPROM emulator. The
EPROM PCB is priced at £12, the PSU PCB at £5, and the
Emulator PCB at £15, or if you want to buy all three then they
are available at £30. Do not forget to add P&P: £1.50 in the UK

and £2.50 elsewhere.
If you would like to purchase either the software or the PCBs
then send a cheque or postal order for the appropriate amount
made payable to "Paul Stenning", plus a return address label to

the following address:
Paul Stenning,1 Chisel Close,Hereford,HR4 9XF
If ordering from outside the UK, please make sure your cheque
is in Pounds Sterling and is drawn on a UK bank. The author will
be making up PCBs in batches so please be patient; cheques
will not be cashed until the boards are dispatched.
The above offers from the author are only valid until the end of
March 1995,;after that date please contact him first before
sending any cash.

Resistors (0.25W 5% or better) Semiconductors
01 4M7 101 MAX232

Q2 2K2 IC2 74HCT4060

03 1K0 IC3 6402

04,7,9,14,17 47K IC4 74HCT14

05,6,8,10,11,16 4K7 IC58 74HCT4024

Q12 100R IC6 74HCT4040

Q13 470R IC7 74LS245

015,18 22K IC9 74LS10

QN1 10K x 8 Resnet IC10 7805

TR1,2 BC548

D1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 1N4148a

Capacitors (all 16V or greater) Miscellaneous
C1,2,3,4,5 22u XT 2.4576MHz

C6, 7 22p SK1 9 or 25 way D

C8,16,17 2n2 SK2 28 way ZIF socket

C9 10u SK3 DC INPUT

C10,11,12,13,14,18,20 100n SW1 push to make

C15 47u SW2,3 4 pole 3 way rotary

C19 1u0 PCB, Case, knobs, wire.



POWERFUL SCHEMATIC CAPTURE,
PCB DESIGN AND AUTOROUTING

ALL FOR JUST £395...
PROPAK AR for DOS provides all the features you need to create complex PCB designs quickly
and easily. Draw the circuit diagram using the powerful facilities of ISIS DESIGNER+ and then netlist
into ARES AUTOROUTE for placement, autorouting and tidy up. Advanced real time design rule
checks guarantee that the final PCB will correspond exactly with the schematic thus saving you from
costly layout errors and time consuming debugging.

 Attractive. easy to use graphical interface.
 Object oriented schematic editor with automatic wire routing,

dot placement and mouse driven place/edit/move/delete.
 Netlist generation for most popular CAD software.

Bill of Materials and Electrical Rules Check reports.
 Two schemes for hierarchical design.
 Automatic component annotation and packaging.
 Comprehensive device libraries and package libraries

including both through hole and SMT parts.
 User definable snap grids (imperial and metric) and Real

Time Snap to deal with tricky SMT spacings.
 Manual route editing features include Auto Track Necking,

Topological editing and Curved tracks.
 Autorouting for single, double and multi -layer boards.
 Non autorouting PROPAK is available for just £250 if you do

not need or want the router.
Full connectivity and design rule checking.

 Power plane generator with thermal relief necking.
 Graphics support to 800x600 Super VGA
 Output to dot matrix and laser printers, HP and Houston

plotters, Postscript devices, Gerber and Excellon NC
machines plus DXF and other DTP file formats.

CADPAK
Two Programs for the Price of One

ISIS SUPERSKETCH
A superb schematic drawing program
for DOS offering Wire Autorouting,
Auto Dot Placement, full component
libraries, export to DTP and much more.

Exceptionally easy and quick to use. For example, you
can place a wire with just two mouse clicks - the wire
autorouter does the rest.

PCB II
High performance yet easy to use manual PCB layout
package. Many advanced features including curved tracks,
auto track necking, DXF export, Gerber and NC file
generation, Gerber viewing and more.

Alan Chadwick writing in ET1 (January 94) concluded...
"At £79 I thought this was an excellent buy."

ISIS ILLUSTRATOR
Schematic Drawing for Windows

Running under Windows 3.1, ISIS ILLUSTRATOR lets
you create presentation quality schematic drawings like
you see in the magazines. Furthermore, when the
drawing is done, transferring it to another document is
just a matter of pasting it through the Clipboard.

Now used by a number of prominent technical authors to
illustrate their latest books and magazine articles.

Call us today on 0756 753440 or fax
0756 752857 for a demo pack - state
DOS or Windows. Multi -copy and
educational discounts available.

WE HAVE MOVED - NOTE NEW ADDRESS Pnces exclude p&p tf 5 for U K) and VAT
All manufacturers' trademarks admowledged

53-55 Main St, Grassington, North Yorks. BD23 5AA.



WINTER 1994/5
CATALOGU

V:1,
components

test equipment

FEATURE PROJECTS:

1'12
Cordless IR

A

0Headphones
Chiptester

,At

O
C.,

The Winter 94/95 edition has 280 pages packed
with over 4000 products and now with news and
features including two full construction projects

New additions to Cirkits' unique range of kits, including:
Infra -red Remote Control System
Combustible Gas Detector
Mains Carrier Audio Link
Mains Carrier Remote Control
Electrical Appliance Watt Meter
Breath Tester
TV Audio,Video Tuner

Two feature projects, fully detailed articles for Hi-Fi
quality Infra -red Cordless Headphones and `Chiptester'
a logic IC tester with full PC software, with full
construction kits available for both

Many more additions throughout the catalogue
including mobile phone batteries and chargers. low cost
thermometers, timers, ICs, LEDs, test equipment,
books, opto couplers and much more

280 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products from some
of the worlds finest manufactures and suppliers

Available from 20th October at most large newsagents
or direct from Cirkit

Send for your copy today!

Cirkit

£1.95
+ 30p p&p

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ

Telephone (0992) 448899  Fax (0992) 471314
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Used Equipment Guaranteed - Manuals supplied if possible
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for listS. Please check availability

before ordenng CARRIAGE all units E16 VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carnage

iitSA STEWART OF READING .1 r,
Afk.

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0734) 268043 Fax (0730) 351696 Callers Welcome 94w5 30prn Moo.Fp u ne I 8pm Thor,'

Inventor toroidal transformers 225VA 10.5-0-10.5
primary 0-260-285 secondary £29.95
LEDs 3mrri or 5mm red Of green 6p each
yellow 11p each
High Intensity red, green or yellow 5mm ....30p
each
Cable ties I p each £.5 95 per 1000
£49 50 per 10,000
High quality photo resist copper clad epoxy glass
190arOS

Dimensions

3R4 inches
408 inches
6,12 inches
12012 inches

Rechargable batterles
AA (HP7) 500m A H
AA 70OrnAH
C 2AH with solder lags
4AH with solder tags
1/2AA with 5010er tags
AAA (HP16) 160rnAH
AA 50OmAH won solder tags
C(HP11) 1.8AH
D(HP2) 1.2AH
PP3 8.4V 110mAH
Sub C with solder tags
5/3 AA with solder tags (philpsCTV

single
sided
£1.09
£2.75
£8.20
£12.25

double
sided
E1.23
£2.99

£0.99
£1.75
E3.60
£4.95
Cl .55
£1.75
Cl 55
£2.20
£2.60
£4.95
02.50
fl 95

Standard charger charges 4 AA cells In 5 hours
or 4Cs or Ds in 12-14 hours - 1xPP3 (1 2,3 or
4 cells may be charged at a time) E5.95
High power charger as above but charges the
Cs and Ds in S hours WAs Cs and Oa must be

et=54807 pNaaa
in 2s or 4s i10 95

42 ,
61 7l's4716ian:m2v£1.45Stick x 16mm ddia with red 8 black

£5-95

Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals
380000 20v £250
870000 10v Cl 95, 68000uf 15v £2.95. 10000uf 16v
£1 50, 580000 e0v £4.95
7E segment common anode led display 12mm ...

LM2931AT5.0 low drop out 5v regulator T0220
package
7812 and 7912 12v 16 regulators .... E20 00 per
100
LM337K 103 case variable regulator C1.95
El 44 100 -
GaAs FET low leakage Current 58873 £1295
each £9.95 10.27.95 103-
8S250 P channel mosfet £0.45. 8C559 transistor

£3.95 per 100
74L505 hex invertor 00.00 per 100. used 8748
MIcrocontroler C3.50
SL952 UHF Limitinwig amplifier LC 16 surface
mounting package th data sheet Cl 95
A8127502 Cl 25 each 90p 100-, CD4007UEI 10p
100.6p 1000
Sinclair light gun terminated with a jack plug and
PP3 clip gives a ',gnat when pointed at 50hz
flickering light with output wave form Child ....
£3.95
DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in
5v 200rn9 out 300v input to output Isolation with
data £4.95 each or pack 01 10 £39.50
Hour counter used 7 digit 240v ac 50 Hz £1.45
OWERTV keyboard 58 key good quality switches
new E5.00

rpax 482903-C large stepping motor 14v 7 5' step
27ohm 68mrn clia body 6.3mrn shaft £8.95 or

moon for a box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22 5mm lead pitch
0.9uf 250vdc 18p each 140 100. 9p 1000-
lot 250vdc 209 each. 15p 100,,
2 201 250vdc (27.5mm pitch) 30p each, 200 100'.

3.3uf 100vdc 30p each. 20p 100.. 15p 100D-
505 bipolar electrolytic axial leads 15p each,

7.5p 100-
0 220 250v polyester axial leads 15p each. 7.5p

100 -
Polypropylene tub 400vdc (Wima MKPIO) 27.5mm
pitch
32,29,17mm case 75p each 609 100,
Philips 123 series solid aluminium axial leads
33uf 10v 8 2.20 40v 40p each. 250
Philips 108 series 220 63v axial ... 30p each. 15p

Multilayer AVX ceramic capacitators all 5mm pitch
100v
100pf. 150pf, 220p1, 10,00001110n) 10p each, Sp 100-

5003 Sppf1"-compression trimmer 60p
40u1 370vac motor start capacitor (dialectrol type
contaming no pcbs) £5.95 or EA9 50 for 10
Welwyn W23 9W 120ohm 35p each 20p 100-
680 ohm 2W metal film resistor 4p 100 2p 1000 -
Solid carbon resistors very low inductance ideal for
RF circuits
27ohm 2W. 68ohm 2W 25p each 15p each 100- we
nave a range of 0 25w 0.5w 1w and 2w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P.C.400W PSU (Intel part 201035-0011 with

fen end mains
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors,

mains inlet/outlet connectors on back and
switch on the side (top for tower case) dims 212
x 149 x 149mm excluding switch £28.00
£13800 for 6
MX180 Digital multimeter 17 ranges 1000ycic 750vac
2Mohm 200mA transistor Hfe 9y and 1 5v battery
test
AMD 27258-3 Eproms £2 00 each. 1.25 100 -
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC-3-023) 60p each
40p 100 -
Disk drive boxes tor 5.25 disk dnve with room for
a power supply light grey plastic 67,268,247mm
£7.95 or £49 50 for 10
Hand held ultrasonic remote control £.3.95
CV2486 gas relay 30 x lOrnrn dia with 3 wire
terminals will also work as a neon light 20p each
or £7 50 per 100
A23 12v battery for car alarms or lighters 75p each
£50 00 per 100

All products advertised are new and unused unless
otherwise stated

wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear
Transistors sits rechargable batteries capacitors

tools etc alwaysprices in stock
Please add Cl 95 towards PAP vat included in all

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road

Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access Visa Orders (0246) 211202

Callers welcome
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increases the flow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,

pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. L15. kit, L20
built.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suitable for
alarms, cars,houses etc, easily program-

mable. Includes mains 2Arelay o/p. 9v
operation. £10 kit, £14 built.
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY.
Stabi iz ed, short circuit protected. Gives

3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop
or laboratory. LI 4 kit,L 18built. 24VAC
required.
LEAD ACIDCHARGER. Two auto-
matic charging rates(fast and slow),
visual indication of battery state. Ideal
for alarm systems,emergency lighting,
battery projects etc. £12 kit,LI6 built.
PHONE LINE RECORDER.Device
that connects to the 'phone line and
activates a cassette recorder when the
handset is filled. Ideal for recording
'phone conversations etc!. £8 kit, £12
built.
ROBOT VOICE. Turns your voice
into a robot voice! answer the phone
with a diffizoit voice!. L9 kit, £13
built.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR. This de-
vice will warn you if somebody is
eavesdropping on your 'phone line. £6
kit L9 built.
PHONE BUG. Small bug powered by
the telephone line. Only transmits when

the phone is used. Popular surveil-
lance product.L8 kit, £12 built,

STROBE LIGHT. Bright strobe light
with an adjustable frequency of I -60hz.

(a lot faster than conventional strobes!)
£16 kit, L20 built.
4W FM TRANSMITTER. 3 RFstages,
audio preamp. 12-18vDC Medium
powered bug L20 kit, L28 built.
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER. 3x
800w output, speed and direction con-
trols, can be used with 12 led's (sup-
plied)or TRIACS for mains lights (also
supplied). 9-I5v DC. L17 kit, L23 built.
25W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (Our preamp
below is suitable) £79 built.(no kits).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to
sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things
L9 kit £13 built.
FM/AM SCANNER. Well not
quite,you have to turn the knob yourself
but you will hear things on this radio
(even TV) that you would not hear on
an ordinary radio! A receiver that cov-
ers 50-160MI IZ both AM and FM. Built
in 5w amplifier. £15 kit, L20 built.
CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on
vibration and/or voltage drop from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
plus adjustable alarm duration. Low cost
protection! L12 kit, L16 built.
15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,
high powerbug.You will need a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is
ok) L69 built. (no kits).
1W FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stage in-
cluding preamp and mic. Good general
purpose bug. 8-30VDC.
£12 kit,Ll6 built.

BULK PACKS
PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input,
independent level and tone controls.
Ideal for use with the hi power FM
transmitters. L15 kit, £19 built.
TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for
bikes etc. adjustable sensitivity, preset
alarm time, auto reset. Could be adapted
for all sorts of "borrowable" things £12
kit,L16 built.
ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project
that can be used as a movement detector

in an enclosed space. Range about 10
metres, I 2v DC. Good basis for
car,shed,caravan alarm etc.L14 kit, £19
built.
PHONE CAI,I. RELAY. Very useful
kit that incorporates a relay that oper-
ates when the phone rings. Can he used

to operate more bells, signalling lights
etc. Good for noisy enviroments or if
you have your headphones on! LI 0 kit,
L14 built.
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM.
Small 9v alarm system based on a mer-
cury switch. 'lime alarm contitues to
sound until disabled by the owner.
Buzzer included. £11 kit £15 built.
800W MI ISIC TO LIGHT EFFECT.
Add rhythm to your music with this
simplesound to light kit. L8 kit, 112
built.
MOSQUITO IMPELLER. Modern
way to keep the midges away! Runs for

about a month on one
I.5v battery. Frequency is

set to drive away mosquitos etc. L7 kit,
L II built.
3 CIIANNEI. SOUND TO LIGHT.
Can be used anywhere as no connection
is made to hi ti. Separate sensitivity
controls for each channel,
1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphone
included. £14 kit, 119 built.
MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects
pipes,wires etc up to 20cm deep. Use-
ful before you drill those holes! L8 kit,
L12 built.
0-5 MINUTE TIMER. Simple time
switch adjustable from 0-5 mins,will
switch 2A mains load. 12v op. Ideal for
laboratory, photographic projects etc.
L7 kit, LI 1 built.
7 WATT 111 Fl ANIPLIFIER. Useful,
powerful amplifier 20hz-15hz, 12-
18vdc. Good for intercoms, audio sys-
tems, car etc. L7 kit L11 built.
INCAR SOUND To LIGHT. Put
sonic atmosphere in your car with this
kit. Each channel has 6 led's that create
a beautiful lighting effect! L10 kit, £14
built.
VOX SWITCH. This is a sound acti-
vated switch, ideal for use on transmit-
ters, CB's, tape recorders etc. Adjust-
able sensitivity, built in delay. Mic in-
put. L7 kit, LI I built.

50 I/C's for L1.50
Nice mix of chips at a bargain price!

CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK
Good mixed pack of 100 capacitors

for just £1.00

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 1
100 small mixed electrolytic

capacitors just L1.00
ELECTROLYTIC PACK 2
50 larger electrolytic mixed

capacitors

FUSE PACK NO 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for

spares etc. Just LI.00

WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just

LI 00, good for projects etc

SLEEVING PACK
100 assorted pieces of sleeving for
connectors etc. Yours for just LI 00

RESISTOR PACK NO 1
250 low wattage resistors, ideal for

most projects etc. Just £1.00

DIODE PACK
100 assorted diodes for just L1.00

LED PACK
20 light emitting diodes for LI.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wattage pack, good selection of

mixed wattages and values 50 in all,
bargain price just £1.00

TRANSISTOR PACK
50 mixed transistors, another bargain

at £1.00

PRESET PACK
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset

pots for just another I!

BUZZER PACK
10 things that make a noise for just

L1.00!

RELAY PACK NO 1
6 mixed relays for LI, thats just 17p

each.

POT PACK
10 pots for LI, (5 different types) a

snip at L1.00

CONNECTOR PACK
10 different connectors, again for LI

FUSE PACK NO 1
40 mixed 20mm fuses, ideal for
repairs etc, or just to stock up the

spares box! Just LI 00

DISPLAYS
10 seven segment displays for

£1 .00

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE

PACK!!
FREE COMPONENT CATA-

LOGUE WITH EVERY ORDER!!

KITS 'N MODULES
LIQUID I.EVEI. DETECTOR.

Useful item, can be used to detect
fluid levels in watertanks, baths, ponds
fislaanks etc. Could also be used as rain
alarm with an easily constructed sen-
sor. L5 kit, L9 built.
FM TRANSMITTER. Mini FM trans -
miner 2 transistor, conies with FET
minature mic and is tuneable from 63 to
130N111Z. £7 kit, LI I built.
FUNCTION GENERATOR. Gener-
ates sinusoidal, saw tooth and square
waveforms from 20hz up to 20khz. Sepa-

rate level controls for each waveform.
24vac. L15 kit, 120
5 WATT SIREN. Powerful siren kit
with an impressive 5 watts output. Ideal
for alarms etc. L6 kit £10 built.
TELEPIIONE AMPLIFIER. Very
sensitive amplifier which using a 'phone
pickup coil (supplied) will let you fol-

low a telephone conversation without
holding the handset to your ear! LI I kit
L15 built.

SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just LL 00

12v FLOURESCENT. A useful kit that
will enable you to light large Ilourescent
tubes from your car battery etc. 9v mains
transformer required. LS kit, £l2 built.

KNOB PACK
10 knobs for just L I.00

REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPO-

NENTS CATALOGUE SENT
WITII EVERY ORDER!!!

How to place your order
By phone 0273 771156
By FAX 0273 206875
By Post...PO box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 5QZ
Payment by ACCESS,VISA, CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.
Cheques and postal orders should be payable to Express Components.

PRIC'ES ARE SUBJECT TO 99p POST AND VAT. Some of our products

ma be unlicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters )



EPROM PROGRAMMER
AND EPROM EMULATOR

POWER SUPPLY

This handy little power supply unit was designed by Paul Stenning for his EPROM programmer
and emulator projects, but could be used for a wide range of different applications.

his simple power supply unit was
designed for use with the
EPROM Programmer, featured
elsewhere in this issue. It is

equally suitable for powering the
matching EPROM Emulator which will appear
next month.

We are printing this as a separate article to
avoid confusion with component reference
numbers. The unit produces 5V at up to
500mA, and 12.6V at up to 250mA. At currents
over about 250mA from the 5V rail, a heatsink
will be needed for IC1 - this is not needed if the
unit is used with the projects listed above.

How it Works.
The circuit is shown in Figure 1. Transformer X1
produces 6V AC from the mains input. This is
rectified by D1 and D2, and smoothed by C1
giving about 8.5V DC. IC1 is a standard three-
oin 5V regulator, which does just that!

For the 12.6V supply, we have used a
voltage doubler circuit (D3, D4, C5 and C6)

240V AC INPUT

X1

6-0-6V
6VA

DI

1N4001

D2 100n 100n

IC lotir

coM

IN4001 o ci o C4
2200u 100u

D3 Y
1N4001

NOTE:
ICI 7805
IC2 7812

1 D5 A co
1N4148

on
100n

o on C7 OH 1-0
+ C6 100n RI 1k0

1000u

D4

AO+ of
100u 1N4001

COM

IN OUT

IC2

3

SKI

Fig.1 PSU Circuit Diagram

DC OUT
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lC2

I* C3 I

c7I

I C 8 Ilj

Fig. 2 PSU conponent overlay

IC1 7805
IC2 7812

D1,2,3,4 1N4001

D5 1N4148

R1 1K0
C1 2200uF 16V

C2,C3,C7,C8 100nF

C4,C9 100uF 16V

C5,C6 1000uF 25V

SK1 DC OUTPUT

X1 6-0-6V 6VA

Case, PCB, cable, 13A plug with 3A fuse.

giving about 16V. This is regulated by a 12V regulator, with a diode
(D5) in the ground lead to increase the voltage by 0.6V. EPROMs
require either 12.5V or 12.75V with a tolerance of 0.25V for program-
ming. 12.6V will comply with either of these requirements.

A 6V transformer was used to reduce the power dissipation in the
5V regulator. IC1. A voltage doubler circuit operates very well when a
lower current is required, as is the case with the 12.6V rail.

Construction.
All the components, except the transformer, are mounted on a small
PCB, the foil for which is shown in the Foils section at the back of the
magazine (the author can supply ready-made PCBs; see the end of
the EPROM programmer project article for details). The component
overlay is shown in Figure 2.

No heatsinks are required for the intended use. If you are likely to
use the unit for other purposes, it would be a good idea to fit a
heatsink on IC1.

The prototype was fitted in a small plastic box, 80 x 80 x 55mm.
This was rather a tight squeeze, so something a little larger is recom-
mended.

The mains input arrives via a length of 2 core mains flex. The DC
output is connected to a 6 -pin DIN plug via a length of 3 -core mains
flex. A matching 6 -pin DIN socket is fitted on the EPROM Programmer
and other projects.

NEXT MONTHS
This power supply will be used in next months Fprom. Emulator proir_.,

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
FOR ETI PROJECTS 1982 - March '94

ONLY £1- 00 EACH PCB
+ VAT + P&P

ALL PCB,S F/GLASS FULLY DRILLED & ROLLER TINNED
LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF MOST TYPES

SEND SAE FOR COMPLETE LISTS OR TELEPHONE FOR
AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING

ORDERS SUPPLIED "FIRST COME FIRST SERVED"

AUTONA LTD POPPY RD
PRINCES RISBOROUGH
BUCKS HP27 9DB TEL 0844 346326

Iauk so- .
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS- deniffenatiggell
LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

I MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W 100W) MXF400 (200W -- 200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin LE1). Vu meters *
.ever controls * Illuminated on(oft switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit
Drool * Latest Mos-Fats for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High stew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 8 MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19- itH3t, (2U)0311"
MXF400 W19x1151. (3U)rD12"
MXF600 W19"x1115`," (3U):D13"
MXF900 (3U)x D144."

PRICES:- MXF200 0175.00 MXF400 £233.85
MXF800 C329.00 MXF900 C449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. T12.50 EACH

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19" a 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:
Wu, mid & top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency: Bass -Mid 250/500/1100Hz, Mid -Top 111/3/51(Hz, all at 24dB per octave. Bass invert switches
M each bass channel. Nominal 775mV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules.

Price C1 1 7.44 + C5.00 P&P
_

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 e 7 band
L A R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters. MANY OUTSTANDING
MATURES:- including Echo with repeat 8
speed control, C3.1 Mic with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the
eallowirg inputs:- 3 turntables (mac), 3
arias, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P sum 482 x 240 x

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

1 20mm

Thew modules now enjoy  world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance al a realletic price_ Four
medals are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i.e.Industry, Leisure. Instrumental and 14141
sit. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply, Integral heal Ur*, glass fibre P.C.S. sod
Mee circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB. Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002°4, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE 040.85 C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £64.35 - £4.00 PAP

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor  300. Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE 081.75 £5.00 PIP

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE £132.85 - C5.00 PIP

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor 300, Slew Rate 75V/uS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.
PRICE £259.00 + C12.00 PIP

NOTE MOB -PET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT 88112/ 500mV, BAND WIOTN 1001(11.
PSC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SERE
776mV, BAND WIDTH 110kHa. ORDER STANDARD OR PIC.

41 i I 011 IA1 4114 ,I1te);IIW1if
Jain the Plezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piece tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required
Wm units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 wafts (more if two are put in series. FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

. TYPE 'A' (KSN1038A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for
bookshelf and medium sized HI-Fi speakers. Price 04.90 SOp P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3'A" super horn for general purpose speakers,

TYPE El disco and P.A. systems etc. Price £5.99 50p PEP.
TYPE 'C' (KSNI018A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn for quality sys-
tems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2-x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price C9.99 - 50p PEP.
TYPE 'E' (KSN I 038A) horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 50p P&P,
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price 04.10 - SOp PAP.

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE E

a a

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality
*2- cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles. wide dispersion
constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
bar corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures
we flied as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 4514. - 20KHz

FC 1 2-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE E159.00 PER PAIR
Lbl FC 1 2-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C175.00 PER PAIR

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL (12.50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 049.00
Delivery f6.00 per pair

Irthriti

WHOM 150W 049.99 250W 299.99
400W 0109.95 PAP 02.00 EACH

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(80p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.
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AU. EMINENCE UNtTS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8' 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-1 00 GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
RES. FREO. 72Hz. FREO RESP. TO 4KHz. SENS 97dB PRICE C92.71 - C2.0014111
10" 100 WATT R.M.S. M110-100 GUITAR, VOCAL, KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 71Hz, FREO RESP. TO 7101z, SENS97dB. PRICE 033.74 - £2.50 PAP
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 0-200 GUITAR, KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREO. 65Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB. PRICE 043.47 - t2.50 PAP
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. DISCO, STAGE MONITOR.
RES.FREO. 49Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 100dB. PRICE 035.64 - C3.50 PAP
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOCAL. STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 10KHz, SENS 98dB. PRICE 036.67 C3.50 PAP
12" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-200 GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR, DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 58Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 9803. PRICE C46.71 C3.50 P&P
12" 300 WATT R.M.S 31E12.300OP HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD, DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 47Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE £70.19 C3.50 P&P
16' 200 WATT R.M.S. PAE1 5-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB. PRICE £50.72 - C4.00 P&P
161' 300 WATT R.M.S. Mil 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 39Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE £73.34 + £4.00 PAP

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except Ella -SO A 01110-60 which are dual impedance tapped a 4 S. 8 ohm)
SASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5" SOwett EB8-60 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 418 OHM BASS, HI -Ft. IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB. PRICE 08.90 [2.00 PEP
10" SOWATT E810-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS. 99dB. PRICE 013.65 £2.50 PEP
10" 100 WATT 1510-100 BASS. HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB. PRICE £30.30 + £3.50 PAP
12" 1 OOWATT 1512-100 BASS. STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREO. 26Hz, FREO RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 93dB. PRICE C42.12 + £3.50 PAP
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND

60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 63Hz, FREO RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB. PRICE C9.99 - £1.50 P&P
tItes" SOWATT 186-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 38Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 94c1B. PRICE 010.99 + 1.50 PAP
8" 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB. PRICE 012.99 - C1.501411
10" 60WATT EB1 0-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 12Kliz, SENS 98dB. PRICE 016.49 - £2,00 PAP

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
A-Stareo, bridgable mono * Choice of
high & low level Inputs * L 8 R level
controls * Remote on -off * Speaker
thermal oristectlog,

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER s0-1 osukx VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL

PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 33 a 123mm, SUPPLY 12V a 0.5AMP.

PRICE C14.45 C1.00 PAP

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100-108MHz, VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100-300m. SIZE S6 a Ornm, SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

PHOTO. SW PM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER E1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. BALES COUNTER. VISA AND

ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OP FAX.
622.=

UNITSI & 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 GTR.

Tel.: 0702 - 527572 Fax.: 0702-420243



p"'"N 8 CAVANS WAY,

T
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 0203 650702
Fax: 0203 650773Mral Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml. M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES

Gould 0S3000 - 30MHz Dual ch £250
Gould 4035 - 20MHz Digital storage £600
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage £750
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope £950
Gould 0S4000, OS4200, 0S4020, 0S245 from £125
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch from £350
Hewlett Packard 182C - 100MHz 4 ch £350
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 1707B - 75MHz 2ch from £275
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing £2550
Hitachi V.U22 - 40MHz Dual channel £300
NIcolet 3091 - LF D.S.0 £1100
Nicolet 4094 -4 channel low freq. D.S.0 £500Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz -D.S.O.£900
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel £425
Tektronix 2246 100MHz-4 channel (as new) £995
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace £450
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £800
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £750
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch £450
Tektronix 465/465B - 100MHz dual ch from £350
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch from £300
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch from £650
Tektronix 7834/7844 - 400MHz 4 ch from £750
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz from £850
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digital Storage £800
Phillips 3206, 3211, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
3243, 3244, 3261, 3262 (2ch + 4ch) from £125 to £350

Other scopes available too

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Ailtech 727 -20GHz £1250
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-5OKHz £995
Hewlett Packard 8590A - 10KHz - 1.5GHz - (as new) £4500
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz) £3750
Hewlett Packard 4953 Protocol analyser £2500
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel £2500
HP 8590B - 9KHz - 1.8GHz £4750
HP8754A - Network analyser 4-1300MHz £3500
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz £995
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz £2750
Tektronix 492 - 21GHz £5,500
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 main frame 1.5 GHZ - 18GHZ £3500
Texscan AL51A (4MHZ - 1GHZ) £995

MISCELLANEOUS

Anritsu ML93B/ML92B Optical power meter with sensor £2000
Anritsu ME538C Microwave system analyser (BX + Tx) £3500
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator £1500
Avo VCM 163 Valve Characteristic Meter £400
Ballantine 323 True RMS Voltmeter £350
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder £350
Farnel RB 1030-35 Electronic load 1Kw £450
Farnel 2081 R/F Power meter POA
Farnel SSG 520 Sig. gen 10-520MHz
Farnel TTS 520 Transmitter test set } All 3
Farnel G B Sig.rf £850

Farnel TSV 70 Mkll Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A) £225
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1 £500
Fluke 8010A Digital multimeter £125
Fluke 9010A Micro System Trouble shooter £350
Gay Millano FTMIC/FTM3C - FTM - Fast transient monitor £250
General Rad 1658 LCR Digibridge £250
Hewlett Packard 436A Power meter +8481A sensor £950
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter £350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter £650
Hewlett Packard 3478 Digital voltmeter, 4 wire system. IEEE £650
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector each £300
Hewlett Packard 3762/3763 Data gen + error detector each £350
Hewlett Packard 3777A Channel selector £250
Hewlett Packard 3779A Primary multiplex analyser £600
Hewlett Packard 4193A Vector impedance meter £3250
Hewlett Packard 7402 Recorder with 17401A x 2 plug -ins £300
Hewlett Packard 8005B Pulse generator £250
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. 0.1Hz-20MHz £500
Hewlett Packard 8013B Pulse gen. 1Hz-50MHz £750
Hewlett Packard 8406A Frequency comb. generator £500
Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with IEEE £300/400
Hewlett Packard 8444A Tracking Generator £750
Hewlett Packard 8445B Automatic preselector £700
Hewlett Packard 8260C Sweep oscillator mainframe £400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser £375

Hewlett Packard 8654B 10-520MHz sig. gen £650
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter £200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current source £150
Hewlett Packard 59501B HP.1B isolated D/A power
supply programmer £150
Hewlett Packard 3403C True RMS voltmeter £250
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Link Analyser

£3500
Hewlett Packard 1630G Logic Analyser £850
Hewlett Packard 8901B - Modulation analyser AM/FM (150KHz -
1300MHz) £3720
Hewlett Packard 8903B - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100HKHz) £2750
Hewlett Packard 5316A Universal Counter HP1B P.O.A.
Hewlett Packard 5316B Universal Counter HP18 P.O.A.
Hewlett packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B)
with OPTS 0011003/004/005 P.O.A.
Hewlett Packard 1630G Logic Analyser (65 channel) £850
Hewlett Packard 8657A £4950
Hewlett Packard 8920A
J. J. Instruments CR700 Recorder (in carrying case) £300
Keithley 197 20MHz with 1 EEE £400
Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG Pulse generator from £225
Marconi 2019A 80KHz-1040MHz sig. gen £1850
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter £200
Marconi 2337A Automatic dist. meter £150
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator £300
Marconi 2306 Programmable interface £500
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester £1000
Marconi 2831 Channel access switch £400
Marconi 2440 - Microwave freq. counter 20GHz £1500
Philips 5390 1GHz R/F Synthesised signal gen £1250
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen £400
Philips PM 5519 Colour TV pattern gen £400
Philips PM 6672 1GHz timer/counter WF 1 EEE £650
Philips PM 8272 XYT chart recorder £500
Raca Dana 202 Logic analyser + 68000 disassembler £250
Raca Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A £300
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A £400
Raca Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser £750
Raca Dana 5002 Wideband evel meter £650
Raca Dana 5003 Digital m!meter £150
Raca Dana 9000 Microprocessing timer/count. 52MHz £550
Raca Dana 9081 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz £550
Raca Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz £450
Raca Dana 9303 True RMS/RFevel meter £650
Raca Dana 9341 LCR databridge £250
Raca Dana 9500 Universal timer/counter 100MHz £200
Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz £175
Race 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivoltmeter £300
Raca 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter £450
Rohde & Schwartz BN36711 Digital 0 meter £400
Rohde & Schwarz - ZPV Vector Analyser £1500
Rohde & Schwarz - SMFP2 Mobile Tester £4000
Rohde & Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set £1500
Rohde & Schwarz - LFM 2 Sweep Generator 0.02 - 60MHz £1500
Rohde & Schwarz SUF 2 Noise Generator £300
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy
1GHz Radio Test Set £9995
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set £2000
Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter £600
Solarton Schlumb 1170 Freq. response analyser £250
Systems Video 1258 Waveform Analyser + 1255 Vector Monitor + 1407
Differential Phase and Gain Module + 1270 Remote Control Panel £2250
Systems Video 1205 Vector Monitor + 1202A Waveform Monitor £650
Systron Donner 1702 Synthesised Sig. Gen 1GHz £1000
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer £250
Tektronix TM503, SG503, PG506, TG501 Scope calibrator £2000
Tektronix 834 Data comms analyser £500
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG5101 arbitrary function generator £1750
Tektronix 1411 PAL.NTSC/PAL-M Signal Generator with
SPG 12.TSG11;TSG13/TSG15/TSG16 and SP11 Plug -ins £2000
Tektronix 1480 Waveform Monitor POA
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor POA
Tektronix AM503 Current Amplifier with TM501 and A6302 Current
Probe £1150
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance £600
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator £750
W&G SPM12 Level meter 200Hz-6MHz £500
W&G PS12 level generator 200Hz-6MHz £500
W&G SPM6 Level meter 6KHz-18.6MHz £250
W&G PCM 3 - Auto Measuring Set for Telephone Channels £950
W&G MU3 Test Point Scanner £500
Wayne Kerr B424/N LCR Component meter set £200
Weller D801,0802 Desoldering station £175
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz £700

SPECIAL OFFERS - Phoenix 5500A Telecoms analyser, ex. demo. as
I new with 12 months calibration + 12 months guarantee fitted with V24
interface. A variety of interface options available - Ring/Fax for details.
Navtel 9440 Protocol analyser, ex. demo. as new £8000 new - cost
now £3500. Navtel 9410 PCB based protocol analyser ex. demo. as
new £3000 new - cost now £1500.

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE - SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST
OF EQUIPMENT ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED - WITH 30 DAYS
GUARANTEE. PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE

ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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PC PAL VGA TO N CONVERTER Converts a colour TV Into
a basic VGA screen Complete with butt in psu. lead and sAvare
£49 95 Ideal for laptops or a cheap upgrade

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2 double
bulb floodlights, built in charger and auto switch. Fully cased 6v BAH
lead acid req'd (secondhand) E4 ref MAG4P11.
GUIDED MISSILE WIRE. 4.200 metre reel of ultra thin 4 core
insulated cable 28Ibs breaking strain, less than 1mm thick! Ideal
alarms. intercoms. fishing, dolls house's etc £14 99 ref MAG15P5
SINCLAIR C6 13" WHEELS Complete with centre bean ng
(cycle type), tyre and inner tube £6 ea ref MAG 6P10 Ideal go kart

300v PANEL METER7OX 60X5OMM. AC, 90 degree scale Good
quality meter £5.99 ref MAG 6P14 Ideal for monitoring mains etc
ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU BM41012 Gives +5 G 375A,
+1261 5A, -12e.4A 230/110, cased. 8M41012 E5.99 ref AUG6P3
TORRODIAL TX 30-0-30 480VA, Perfect for Mosfet amplifiers
etc 120mm die 55mm thick E18.99 ref APR19

AUTO SU NCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel with diode and
3metrelead fitted with a cigaraug 12v 2watl E9 99ea ref AUG10P3

FLOPPY DISCS DSDD Top quality 5.25' discs, these have been
*ntten to once and are unused. Pack of 20 is £4 ref AUG4P1
MOD WIRE Perfect for repairing PCB's. wire wrap etc Thin
nsuiated wire on 500m reels. Our pnce just E9.99 ref APR10P8

12v MOVING LIG HT Controller Made by Heila, 6 channels rated
ak 90watts each. Speed control, cased. E34.99 ref APR35
ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flashing lights
etc full spec supplied 60-100 flashes a min. E9 99 ref APR10P5

24v AC 96WATT Cased power supply. New. El 3 99 ref APR 14
MILITARY SPEC GEIGER COUNTERS Unused and straight
from Her majesty s forces. E50 ref MAG 50P3
STETHOSCOPE Fully functioning stethoscope ideal for listen ng
to hearts pipes. motors etc E6 ref MAR6P6
OUTDOOR SOLAR PATH LIGHT Captures sunlight during
the day and automatically switches on a butt in lamp at dusk.
Complete with seales lead add battery etc £19,99 ref MAR20P1
ALARM VERSION Of above unit corneswIth built m aiarm and pa
to deter intruders Good value at just E24 99 ref MAR25P4
CLOCKMAKER KIT Hours of fun making your own clock. com-
plete instructions and everything you need £7.99 ref MAR8P2.
CARETAKER VOLUM ETRIC Alarm, will cover the whole of the
ground floor against forcred entry Includes mains power supply and
integral battery backup. Powerful internal sounder. will take external
Dell if req'd Retail £150+, ours? E49.99 ref MAR50P1
TELEPHONE CABLE White 6 core 10Orn reel complete Mtn a
pack of 100 dips Ideal 'phone extns etc E7.99 ref MAR8P3
IBM PC CASE AND PSU Ideal base for building your own PC
Ex equipment but OK. E9.99 each REF: JUN10P2.

MICRODRIVE STRPPER Small cased tape dnves ideal for
stnpping, lots of useful goodes including a smart case. and lots of
components. £2 each ref JUN2P3
SOIARPOWER LABSPECIALvou get TW06-x6' 6v 130mA
solar cells. 4 LED's, wire, buzzer, switch plus 1 relay or motor. Superb
value kit just £5.99 REF: MAG6P8
SOLID STATE RELAYS WIl switch 25A mains Input 35.26v
DC 57x43x21mm with terminal screws E3.99 REF MAG4P 10
300DPI A4 DTP MONITOR Brand new but shop soled so hence
bargain pnceITTL/ECL inputs. 15' landscape. 1200x1664 pixel
complete with circuit drag to help you interface with your projects
JUST £14.99. REF JUN15P2
MU LTICORE CABLE 300 metre reel of grey 8 core cable ideal
for 'phones. intercomms. computers, alarms etc. Comes in
speoaldispens ng container to avoid tangles. £15 ref AUG15
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice activated recorder,
.,ses micro cassette complete with headphones E28.99 ref MAR29P1

U LT RAM INI BUG M IC6rnmx3 5mm made byAKG, 5- 12velectret
condenser. Cost E12 ea, Our? four for E9.99 REF MAG10P2
RGEVCGA/EGANTL COLOUR MONITORS IT In good
contltlon Back anodised metal case E79 each REF JUN79
GX4000 GAMESMACHINES returns so ok for spares or repair
E9 each (no games) REF MAG9P1
C64 COMPUTERS Returns, so ok for spares etc £9 ref MAG9P2

FUSELAGE LIGHTS 3 foot by 4' panel 1/8' thidt with 3 panels
that glow green when a voltage is applied. Good for night lightstiont
panels. srgns,disco etc 50-100v per stnp E25 ref MAG25P2
ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 faults, we give youthebits for
'auk you have to find the other yourself. BT Response 200's £18
ea REF MAG18P1 PSU E5 ref MAG5P12.
SWITCHED MODE PSU a equip. 60w +5v GSA, -5v0 5A,
 '2va2A.-12v@ 5A 120/220v cased 245x88x55mm IECinput
soael E6.99 REF MAG7P1
PLUG IN PSU 9V 200mA DC E2.99 each REF MAG3P9
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w £299 REF MAG3P10
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and op leads 17v DC
eXkrtA output Bargain price £5.99 ref MAG6P9
ACORN ARCHIMEDES PSU +5v @ 4 4A. on/off we uncased,
soectable mains Input, 145x 100x45mm £7 REF MAG7P2
GEIGER COUNTER KIT Low cost professional twin tube, com-
p** with PCB and components Now only E19 REF AUG19
Pe DC POWER SUPPLY Standard plug in type 150ma 9v DC

eel and DC power plug pnce for two is E2.99 ref AUG3P4.
AA PICA D PACK encapsulate(' pack of 8 AA Need battenes
lagged) ex equip, 55x32x32mm £3 a pack REF MAG3P 11
13 IN 1.9A psu cased with leads. Just £9.99 REF MAG10P3
360K 6.26 brand new half height floppy dnves IBMcompatble
n.o.stiy standard Just £6 99 REF MAG7P3
PPC MODEM CARDS These are high spec plug in cards made
fir ow Amstrad laptop computers. 2400 baud dial up unit complete
RPM Mels Clearance pnce is £5 REF: MAG5P1
NOPIM RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Originally made for
 apec satellite equipment but perfect for all sons of remote control
roans Our clearance price is just E2 REF: MAG2
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRA NSISTOR GU IDE. Avery
sr". ..X.K for finding equivalent transistors. leadouts. specs etc
iX REF MAG20P1
881CLA IR C6 MOTORS We have a few left without gearboxes

NEW BULL ELECTRONICS STORE IN

WOLVERHAMPTON
55A WORCESTER ST TEL 0902 22099

Spec is12v DC 3.300rpm £25 ref MAG25.

NEW PRODUCT
200 WATT INVERTER Converts 10-15v DC into
either 110v or 240v AC Fully cased
115x36x156mm, complete with heavy duty power
lead, cigar plug, AC outlet socket.Auto overload
shutdown, auto short circuit shut down, auto input
over voltage shutdown, auto input under voltage
shutdown (with audible alarm), auto temp control,
unit shuts down if overheated and sounds audible
alarm. Fused reversed polarity protected. output
frequency within 2%, voltage within 10%. A ex-
tremely well built unit at a very advantageous
price!!!Price is £64.99 ref AUG65.

.....

UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KR Designed by us for
the C5 motor but ok for any 12v motor up to 30A Complete with PCB
etc. A heat sink may be required. E17.00 REF: MAG17

MA INSCABLE Precut black 2 core 2 metre lengths ideal for
repairs. projects etc. 50 metres for El .99 ref AUG2P7

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS PACK Kit cantons 100m
of 6 core cable. 100 cable dips, 2 line dnvers with RS232 interfaces
and all connectors etc. Ideal low cost method of communicating
between PC's over a long distance. Cornpletekit £1599 Ref MAR16P2

MINI CYCLOPS RIR 521/62x4Omm runs on PP 3 battery complete
with shrill sounder Cheap protection at only £5.99 ref MAR6P4.

ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT Comprehensive educational kit in-
cludes all you need to build an electnc motor E9 93 ref MAR10P4

VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
from either a video camera, video recorder, TV or Computer etc to
any standard TV set in a 100' range! (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v
DC op Price is El5 REF: MAG15 12v psu is E5 extra REF: MAOSP2

' FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand held unit with a
500' range! 2 transmit power levels. Reqs PP3 9v battery. Tuneable
to any FM receiver. Price is El5 REF: 111A015P1
LOW COST WA L KIE TALKIES Per of battery operated units
with a range Of about 200' Ideal Tor garden use or as an educational
toy. Price is E8 a pair REF: MAO 8P1 2 x PP3 req'd
' MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pairof wallne talkies
with a range of up to 2 kilometres in open country. Lints measure
222/52x155mm Complete with cases and earpieces 2xPP3 reqd
E30.00 par REF: MA030 
COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into sepa-
rate H sync, V sync, and video. 12v DC E8.00 REF: MAG8P2.
LQ3600 PRINTER ASSEMBLIES Made by Amstrad they are
entire mechanical pnnter assemblies including pnnthead stepper
motors etc etc In fact everything bar the case and electronics, a good
stripper' E5 REF: MAG5P3 or 2 for £8 REF: MAO8P3
SPEAKER WIRE Brown 2 core 100 foot hank E2 REF MAG2P1
LED PACK of 100 standard red 5th lads £5 REF MAG5P4
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with flyleads,
switch. fan etc. Two types available 150w at E15 REF.MAG15P2
(23x23x23mm) and 200* at £20 REF MAG20P3 (23x23x23mm)
' FM TRANSMITTER housed in a standard working 13A adapterll
the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever why pay f7001 or
pnce is £26 REF. MAG26 Transmits to any FM radio
'FM BUG KR New design with PCB embedded cal for extra
stability Works to any FM radio 9v battery req'd. E5 REF- MAG5P5
' FM BUG BUILT AN D TESTED supenor design taint Supplied
to detective agencies 9./ battery req'd. E14 REF MAG14
TALKING COIN BOX STRPPER orignaltyrnade to retail at E79
each, these units are designed to convert and ordinary phone into a
payphone The units have the locks missing and sometimes broken
hinges. However they can be adapted for their original use or used for
something else?? Price is just £3 REF: MAG3P1
100 WATT MOSFET PAIR Same spec as 2SK343 and 2SJ413
(8A.140v,100*) 1 N channel 1 P channel. E3 a pair REF: MAO3P2
TOP QUALM/ SPEAKERS Madefor HI Fl televlsionsthese are
10 watt 4R Jap made 4' round with large shielded magnets. Good
quality £2 each REF: MAG2P4 or 4 for E6 REF: MAG8P2

TWEETERS 2' diameter good quality tweeter 140R (ok with the
above speaker) 2 for E2 REF: MAG2P5 or 4 for E3 REF: MAO3P4
AT KEYBOARDS Made by Apncot these quality keyboards need
just a small mod to run on any AT they work perfectly but you will have
to put up with 1 or 2 foreign keycaps! Pnce E6 REF: MAG8P3

PC CASES Again mixed types so you take a chance next one off the
pile £12 REF:MAG12 or two the same for £20 REF: MAG20P4
HEADPHONES Ex \Aron Atlantic 8 pairsfor£2 REF: MAG2P8
PROXIA !TY SENSORS These are small PCBs with what look
like a source and sensor LED on one end and lots of components on
the rest of the PCB. Complete with fly leads Pack of 5E3 REF: MAG:
3P5 or 20 for EJ3 REF: MAG8P4

'SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX

BN3 50T
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.

PLEASE ALLOW 7 - 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
esTELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

TEL: 0273 203500 allivis4
FAX: 0273 323077 1- - -

SNOOPERS EAR? Original made to clip over the earpiece of
telephone to amplify the sound -it also works quite well on the cable
running along the well Pnce is £5 REF: MAGSP7

DOS PACKS Microsoft version 3.3 or higher complete with all
manuals or pnce just £5 REF: MAGSPB Worth it just for the very
comprehensive manual 5.25' only.
DOS PACK M icrosoft version 5 Original software but no manuals
hence only £3 REF: MAG3P8 5 25' oNy
P IR DETECTOR Made by famous UK alarm manufacturer these
are hi spec. long range internal units 12v operation. Slight marks on
case and unboxed (although brand new) £8 REF: MAG8P5
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO AM/FM rado compete
with hand charger and solar panel' £14 REF MAG14P1
MOBILECAR PHON E86.99 Well almost! complete in carphone
exduding the box of electronics normally hidden under seat Can be
made to illuminate with 12v also has built In light sensor so display
only illuminates when dark. Totally convincing! REF MAG6P6

ALARM BEACONS Zenon strobe made to mount on an external
bell box but could be used for caravans etc 12v operation. Just
connect up and it flashes regularly) E5 REF MAG5P 11

FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL High quality metal cased
alarm panel 350N165x8Omm,With key. Canes with electronics but
no information sale price 7.99 REF MAG8P6
REMOTE CONTROL PCB These are receiverboards for garage
door opening systems. Another use? E4 ea REF: MAG4P5
6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310inm
130mA Bargain price just E5.99 ea REF MAG6P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for £4 99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for expenmentersi 30 m for £1299 ref MAG13P1
LOPTX Line output transformers believed to be for IBM hi res colour
monitors but useful for getting high voltages from low °nest E2 each
REF MAG2P12 bumper pack of 10 for £12 REF: MAG12P3
H EATSIN KS (fl n fled) TO220, designed to mount vertically on a pcb
50x40x25mm you can have a pack of 4 for El ref JUN1P11

WATERPROOF JU NCTION BOX 65rn m dia 33mm deep Four
cable entry exit pci nits (adjustable for any size cable) snap fit lid. Ideal
for TV, satellite use E2 ea ref APR2 or 6 for E10 ref APR10P7

BOTH SHOPS OPEN 9-5.30
SIX DAYS A WEEK

INFRARED LASER NIGHT SCOPES
Second generation image intensifier
complete with hand grip attachment
with built in adjustable laser lamp for
zero light conditions. Supplied with
Pentax 42mm camera mount and
normal 1.6kg, uses
1xPP3,3xAA's (all supplied)L245+Vat
NEW HIGH POWER LASERS
15mW. Helium neon, 3 switchable

wave lengths .63u m, I .15um.3.39um
(2 of them are infrared) 500:1 polarizer
built in so good for holography. Sup-
plied complete with mains power
supply.790x65mm. Use with EX-
TREME CAUTION AND UNDER
QUALIFIED GUIDANCE. £349+Vat.
£££££££WE BUY SURPLUS STOCKS...ULM

TURN YOUR SURPLUS STOCK INTO CASH.
IMMEDIATE SETTLEMENT WE WILL ALSO QUOTE FOR

COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE

1994 CATALOGUE.
MiNrMuM GOODS ORDER £5 00 TRADE ORDERS F ROM GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
UNIVERSIT IES LOCAL A UTHORTTIES NEL COME AL LGOODS SUPPL IEDSUBJECT 10
OUR CONDIT ENS OF SALE AND UNLESS OTHERWISE STAT EDGU ARAM EED FOR 30
DAYS RIGHTS RESERVED TO CHANGE PRICES a SPE CIFICA T IONS WITHOUT PROF,
NOTICE ORDERS SUBJECT TO ST001 OUOTATCNS NINLLNGLY GIVEN FOR OuAN
TrTiES HIGHER THAN THOSE STATED

3FT X 1FT 10WATT SOLAR PANELS
14.5v/700mA

£33.95
FWS 52 00 SPECIAL I. ACKAG010 CHARGE)

TOP QUALITY AMORPHOUS SILICON CELLS HAVE ALMOST A
TIMELESS LIFESPAN WITH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE AP
PLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY CHARG.
ING, FOR USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS, OR ANYWHERE A
PORTABLE 12V SUPPLY IS REQUIRED. REP: MAGS4

PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

£49.99
A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray detec-
tor. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes, has a 4
digit LCD display with a Piezo speaker, giving an
audio visual Indication. The unit detects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy
from 30K eV to over 1.2M eV and a measuring
range of 5-9999 UR/h or 10-99990 Nr/h. Supplied
complete with handbook.Ref MAG50.
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Parallel
MULTI -PORT

In this project Tristan
Grant shows how to
expand the parallel port on
a PC to provide an almost
unlimited number of 8 bit
Input or Output Ports

0 he standard method of
equipping a personal
computer with multiple Input

or Output ports is to use a
plug-in card that fits into the expansion
slots in the PC's motherboard. However,
many users of either notebook computers
or standard PCs that have no space for
extra, big Input/Output (I/O) cards will
realise how difficult it can be to carry out
I/O functions. I had been experiencing this problem on my note-
book, and as a result I designed this unit, which can carry out
the low speed control tasks that I require. It also allows for easy
sharing of the I / 0 ports that it provides because it is very
simple and fast to disconnect from one computer and connect

to another.
The unit presented here will allow a PC equipped with a

parallel port to have an almost unlimited number of 8 bit Input or
Output ports. The number of ports attainable is limited only by
the power supply available, the drive capabilities of the parallel
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Fig.1 . Output circuit
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J1, J6 -4 WAY HEADER
1 DO FROM PC (CLOCK)
2 D1 FROM PC (DATA)
3 D2 FROM PC (LOAD)
4 GND FROM PC

J2A - 5 WAY HEADER
1 a5V
2 00
3 01
4 02
5 03

J2B - 5 WAY HEADER
1 04
2 05
3 06
4 07
5 GND

J3 - 5 WAY HEADER
1 GND
2 STROBE
3 QS
4 CLOCK
5 +5V

J4 - 5 WAY HEADER
1 +5V
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3 DATA
4 STROBE
5 GND
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Fig.2. Input circuit
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RN1 4k7

TVDD

11
VSS GND

J1, J6 - 4 WAY HEADER
1 D3 FROM PC (CLK)
2 ACK FROM PC (OUT 07)
3 D4 FROM PC (P/S)
4 GND FROM PC

J2 - 5 WAY HEADER
I a5V
2 DO

3 01
4 D2
5 D3
6 D4
7 05
8 D7
9 07
10 GND

J3 - 5 WAY HEADER
1 GND
2 P/S
3 07
4 CLOCK
5 +5V

J4 - 5 WAY HEADER
1 +5V
2 CLOCK
3 S IN
4 P/S
5 GND

port and by the minimum speed at which you are prepared to
work. The more ports that you have, the slower the system will
be; on the other hand it is preferable to have some slow I/O
ports that can do useful work instead of having no I/O
capability at all.

As you will have gathered by now, the parallel port is used to
rterface the unit to the computer. The only signals required are

some of the data lines used to provide control and data signals
and the ACK (Acknowledge) line which is used for data input
from the unit.

My primary aim for the unit was that its operation should be
as simple as possible, that there should be a low chip count in
order to keep the cost down and expansion of input or output
channels should be as easy as possible.
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Output component overlay

(Select Enter data or Load Ports or Exit

Get port number

Get data

Store data in array

input component overlay

Return to main program

Set port = highest port (OP)

Set BIT = highest bit (128) 4

DATOUT (OPORTDAT and BIT) / BIT

Gosub SEND

BIT 2

PORT -1

Load output latches

4-

(Return to main program)

Fig.3. Flow diagram of data outputting routine
(OUTPUT DATA)

Operation of the Circuits.
As you can see from Figs 1 and 2, the Input and
Output circuits are extremely simple; only a single
shift register is required for each one, along with a
few discrete components and several connectors. I
will deal with the method of operation of each of
these circuits in turn.

First though, it is worthwhile to give a brief
description of the operation of a shift register.A
shift register is basically a series of flip flops
connected so that the Q output of one flip flop
drives the D input of the next flip flop. If all of the
clocks are driven simultaneously then data,
entered at the D input of the left -most flip flop, will
shift one place to the right with each clock pulse
and is made available at the Q outputs of the flip
flops. This makes them particularly suitable for

serial to parallel conversion as used in the Output section of the

unit.
If the flip flops are connected in a different way, such that the

parallel data presented is used to set the flip flops' Q outputs to
the value of the data, then it is possible to convert parallel data
into serial data. This technique is used for the Input section of
the unit.

The output circuit operates in the following manner: I01 is a
4094 serial to parallel converter. This is connected to the
parallel port of the PC so that DO controls the CLK line, D1
provides the data to be clocked into the flip flop and D2 loads
the data from the flip flops into the output latches of the shift
register. Data presented at the DATA input of 101 is clocked
into the flips flops on each positive -going pulse presented at the
CLK input of 101. When data has been clocked into the shift
register, the STB input is pulsed high, briefly. This loads the
data into the output latches of 101. It is possible to disable the
outputs of 101, but in this application that feature was thought
to be unnecessary, so the outputs are permanently enabled by
connecting OE to +5v.

Expansion of output modules is carried out by applying the
QS output of the first shift register to the DATA input of the
second shift register. All of the other connections, STB and

SEND )

DATOUT x 2 (set or reset bit 2)

Output DATOUT to parallel port

Output DATOUT and clock it into shift register

Output DATOUT with no clock

Reset parallel port to 0

(Return to calling point)

Fig.4. Flow diagram of data sending routine (SEND)
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(Load data into shift registers

Set current port 1

BIT 128

Current port data = 0

Gosub RECEIVE 4

Weight data received and add to
current port array data

BIT i 2

Display data for current port

Port +1

(Return to main program)

(RECEIVE

Shift data, place along shift register

Read In data from parallel control port (ACK pn)

Data AND 64A (value of ACK)

Oetum to calling point)

Fig.6. Flow diagram of data receiving
routine (RECEIVE)

Fig.5. Flow diagram of routine to input data from ports
(INPUT DATA)

CLK, are daisy -chained onto the respective connections of the
next shift register. The first port always has the lowest identity.
Data transmission from the PC is ordered so that the most
significant bit of the highest port comes first and the least signifi-
cant bit of the first port comes last.

The operation of the input circuit is as follows: IC1 is a 4021
parallel to serial converter. It is connected to the parallel port so
that CLK is connected to D3, P/S (load) is connected to D4 and
08 (serial data out) is connected to ACK. Data presented at the
data inputs of IC1 is loaded when P/S is pulsed high; pulsing
CLK high will then cause the data to shift through the register
and be presented at 08. Resistor network RP1 is used to stop
tie inputs floating high if there is no signal connected.

Expansion of Input modules is carried out by connecting the
SIN (serial in) connection of the first module to the 08 OUT
connection of the second module. All of the other control
connections, P/S and CLK, are daisy -chained onto the respec-
tve connections of the next shift register. As with the Output
-nodules, the first port always has the lowest identity. Data
nnsmition to the PC is ordered so that the most significant bit
.-24 the lowest port is sent first and the least significant bit of the
-ighest port is sent last.

Construction of the Unit.
The unit can be made up from as
many Input or Output boards as
required; the two boards have been
produced separately because the
same number of output and input
boards might not be required.
Producing both circuits on one board
would increase the cost of some
implemenations. Construction of the
PCBs shouldn't cause any problems.
It is advisable to drill any mounting
holes in the boards before soldering
in the components. I would very
strongly recommend that you insert
the wire links first, especially the one
on the input board that is partly under
IC1, otherwise you will have to mount

it on the underside of the board. Also, the link between the resistor
network RP1 and connector J2 on the input board should be
inserted at the start as working space becomes rather tight.

The ICs should be mounted in sockets to save de -soldering
in case they become damaged and have to be replaced. I
prefer to use the strip connectors that can be snapped off to
the required size, as they give a good clearance over one of the
wire links. They provide for a good connection with the pins on
the IC. Connection to the PC printer port is by a 25 -way D type
male connector with solder bucket terminals. Be sure to short
pins 18 to 25 together, as the ground on some printer ports
isn't always where you would expect.

The interface cable will need to be eight cores if both types
of board are to be used together and should be screened. It is
preferable not to exceed a length of 2 metres for the cable. The
connectors on the unit are the standard 0.1" pitch locking type
or, if you want to save money and don't anticipate having to

disconnect daisy -chained boards, then use ribbon cable to

OUTPUT r'IARD.
CAPACITORS.
C1 100nF
Integrated Circuits.
U1 4094
MISCELLANEOUS.
J1 4 -way header
J2A 5 -way header
J2B 5 -way header
J3 5 -way header
J4 5 -way header
J5 2 -way header
Input Board
CAPACITORS.
C1 100nF
Resistors.
RP1 4K7 Ohm 8 way SIL
R1 4K7 Ohm
Semiconductors.
U1 4021
MISCELLANEOUS.
J1 4 -way header
J2 10 -way header
J3 5 -way header
J4 5 -way header
J5 2 -way header

CAPACITORS.
C1 100nF
RESISTORS.
RP1 4K7 Ohm 8 way SIL
R1 4K7 Ohm
SEMICONDUCTORS.
U1 4021

MISCELLANEOUS.
J1 4 -way header
J2 10 -way head
J3 5 -way header
J4 5 -way header
J5 2 -way header
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Listing 1.
REM parallel.bas
REM multi -channel I/O via PC Parallel Port using shift registers
REM demonstration control software
REM T.B.Grant 19 / 6 / 1994
REM check that the base address of your parallel port is the same as the REM one given for 'parallelop'
parallelop = &H3BC: REM parallel port data output address

REM &H3BC for XT/MDA type ports,
REM &H378 for AT type ports,
REM &H278 for AT second port

parallelip = parallelop + 1: REM parallel port data input address
clkoh = 1: REM output shift register CLK high
clkol = 0
loadoh = 4: REM output shift register STB high

loadol = 0
shiftih = 8: REM input shift register CLK high

shiftil = 0
loadih = 16: REM input shift register P/S high (load)

datail = 0
mask = 64: REM value of ACKnowledg

REM reset parallel port
control = 0
OUT parallelop, control
CLS
REM get the numbet of ports

LOCATE 5, 1: INPUT "Number of 8 bit output ports :", op
LOCATE 6, 1: INPUT "number of 8 bit input ports :', ip

REM set up arrays for port data
DIM oportdat(op)
DIM iportdat(ip)

CLS
REM main menu routine
menu:
CLS
LOCATE 1, 15: PRINT "Multi chanell I/O from PC parallel port"
LOCATE 4, 1: PRINT "Enter 1 to set up the system"
LOCATE 5, 1: PRINT "Enter 2 to output data"
LOCATE 6, 1: PRINT "Enter 3 to input data'
LOCATE 7, 1: PRINT "Enter 4 to quit"
LOCATE 8, 1: INPUT "Selection:", choice
IF choice = 1 THEN
CLS

ERASE oportdat: REM erase old arrays

ERASE iportdat
LOCATE 5, 1: INPUT "Number of 8 bit output ports :', op
LOCATE 6, 1: INPUT "number of 8 bit input ports :", ip

DIM oportdat(op): REM declare new arrays
DIM iportdat(ip

ELSEIF choice = 2 THEN
CLS
GOSUB outputdata: REM goto routine to output data

ELSEIF choice = 3 THEN
CLS
GOSUB inputdata: REM goto routine to input data
ELSEIF choice = 4 THEN
GOSUB finish
ELSE LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT "Not a valid entry"

END IF
GOTO menu

REM routine to output data
outputdata:
CLS
LOCATE 20, 1: INPUT "1 to enter data, 2 to load ports, 3 to exit menu"; choice
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IF choice = 1 THEN
redo:

LOCATE 21, 1: INPUT "Enter port number :"; number
IF number > op THEN

GOTO redo
END IF

LOCATE 22, 1: INPUT 'Enter data :"; datent
oportdat(number) = datent

GOTO outputdata
ELSEIF choice = 2 THEN

GOTO loading
ELSEIF choice = 3 THEN

GOTO menu
ELSE

LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT "Invalid entry, try againlr
GOTO outputdata

END IF

loading:
FOR port = op TO 1 STEP -1: REM carry out for each 8bit port

bit = 128
DO UNTIL bit <1: REM test bits to produce serial data
datout = oportdat(port) AND bit
datout = datout / bit
GOSUB send
bit = bit / 2

LOOP
NEXT port

REM latch new data into shift register outputs
control = loadoh
OUT parallelop, control
control = loadol
OUT parallelop, control

RETURN menu
REM procedure to send data to the output sh1ft registers
send:
control = 0
datout = datout  2: REM put data into correct position in control word
control = datout
OUT parallelop, control
control = datout + clkoh
OUT parallelop, control

control = datout
OUT parallelop, control

control = 0
OUT parallelop, contro

RETURN
REM procedure to read in data from the parallel port
inputdata:
REM load data into the shift registers
control = loadih
OUT parallelop, control
control = loadil
OUT parallel, control

FOR port = 1 TO ip STEP 1
bit = 128
ipportdat(ip) = 0
DO UNTIL bit < 1
GOSUB receive

REM accumulate the data bits in the current input port array
ipportdat(ip) = ipportdat(iip) + (bit * datin)
bit = bit / 2

LOOP
REM print value of data present at port

LOCATE (4 + port), 1: PRINT "Port':

ov

ov

DO

D1

SO D2

D3

INPUT PORT 2
D4

D5

D6

10 D7

11 Do

12 D1

111
D2

rizi- D3

15 D4

16 D5

17 D6

18 D7

19 +5V

E ov

21 D7

271 D6

23 D5

24 D4

D3
OUTPUT PORT 2

26 D2

27 D1

28 DO

29 D7

30 D6

31 D5

E D4

D3
OUTPUT PORT 1

34 D2

D,

1361- DO

E +5V

INPUT PORT 1

Fig/. Connections of 32 -way
connector
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PRINT port;
PRINT " :=n;

PRINT ipportdat(ip):
NEXT port
LOCATE (4 + port + 1), 1: INPUT "Any key to continue", dummy

RETURN menu
REM procedure to check whether ack set to one and increment shift register
receive:

control = shiftih
OUT parallelop, control

control = shiftil
OUT parallelop, control
ackin = INP(paralielip)

REM check if ack line set (bit 8 high) set ie data 1 from shift register
datin = (ackin AND mask) / mask
RETURN
finish:

END

hard wire the boards together. Only the first input and output
boards need to have an external power supply (+5v) connected
to them, as this is passed on to the other boards by the daisy -
chaining connection. On most boards, only Connectors J1 to
J4 will be required. Don't forget that on the first input board,
connector J3 can be omitted and on the first output board,
connector J4 can be omitted.

The connector type used for connecting external circuits to
the unit is up to the constructor; different applications will
require different connectors. However, my preference in this
case was to use a 37 -way D type connector. When you have
finished the boards check very carefully for any solder bridges
and check also that the link between the 25W D type connector
on the parallel port and on the input
and ouput boards is correct.

Interconnection of boards.
To link together multiple input or output boards, you must
follow this sequence. For output boards, link connector J3 on
the first board to connector J4 on the second board; I have
designed the cicuit so that the cable between the boards does
not have to be twisted. For input boards, link connector J4 on
the first board to connector J3 on the second board. As I
mentioned earlier, you will only need to supply power to the first
input and output boards as power will be distributed amongst
the boards by the daisy -chaining connectors.

Software Description.
A disadvantage of the simple hardware is that a relatively
bulky piece of software is needed to control it. However, it
should be reasonably easy understand.The control program
shown in listing 1 is very much intended as a demonstration
piece to show how the ports are controlled and allow for fast
development of your own special application software.

Those of you who have been following the design closely
will realise how the parallel port is used to control the external
circuits. To provide a clear explanation, look at the flow charts
shown in Figs 3 to 5, each of which shows the operation of
the main input and output routines, and compare these with
the relevant routines in the program. If you want to speed up the
operation of the unit, then I would suggest one of these
options: either compile the code before running it, or modify
the code and add assembler routines to speed up the data output
to the parallel port, or write the code in a language that has an
efficient compiler; Pascal would probably be ideal for this.

Using the Software.
Before running the software, check that the base address of
the parallel port that you wish to use is the same as that given
in the program under the constant 'parallelop'.

When you start the program, you will first be prompted to
enter the number of 8 bit input and output ports that you wish
to use. The main menu will then appear; this will allow you to
re -configure the number of input and output ports (1), output
data to ports (2), input data from ports (3), and quit the program
(4). Selecting output data will bring up another menu. This will
give you the choice of entering data or loading the data that you
have entered to the ports. If you choose to enter data, you are
first prompted for the port to be used and then the data to be
sent to the port. Once you have done that for all ports that you
wish to program, select download and a brief delay will result
whilst the data is loaded down to the ports and you will than be
returned to the main menu.

Selecting input data from the main menu will produce a list
of all the ports and the data that was present on them when
you selected that option.

Testing the Unit
Having completed all of the boards that you need, you are now
ready to test the unit. First, ensure that the units are connected
together and that they are correctly connected to your
computer's parallel port. Now apply a 5V power supply to
connector 5, being careful to ensure that the polarity is correct.
Next, run the control program on your computer. Output data
to individual ports and use a logic probe or an LED connected
to ground with a 330R resistor in series, to check that the data
present at the outputs is the same as that which you entered.
Now connect 5V to some of the inputs, run the input routine in
the program, and check that the value being displayed for each
port is the same as the data that you presented to the port. If
there is a problem with any of the tests, the reason is likely to
be due to bad solder joints, blown chips or an incorrect link to the
computer. If this is the case, I suggest that you go back and
check your work.

Possible Aplications.
A large number of aplications is possible, either to control
external devices through relays etc or to monitor external condi-
tions or events, for example temperature monitoring. The only
restraint on the system that you wish to build up is the lowest
speed at which you can safely operate.
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linic
This month in PC Clinic, we look at the main PC output device,

the video monitor, some of the faults which can be encountered and some
of the ways in which they can be detected and cured

(though the actual electronics

Aand construction of a standard
CRT monitor are fairly

complex, the theory behind its
operation is not. An electron gun

at the rear of the CRT tube fires an acceler-

ated stream of electrons towards the front of

the tube. When it hits the phosphor coating

on the inside of the front of the tube, it causes

that phosphor to glow.
The electron stream is very fine and is in

fact focused to produce a very small glowing

dot on the screen. An image is created on a
raster scan system by moving or deflecting

this dot very quickly across and down the
screen so that it scans across the whole tube
face. As it scans across the screen, the beam is

turned on and off to create light and dark

areas, this is the image that we see.
On a colour monitor the phosphor on

the inner surface of the screen is arranged

in a pattern of very small dots, arranged in
groups of three, called triads; these can be

seen in the accompanying diagram. The

three dots in each triad are composed of
different phosphors that produce different
colours when hit by the electron beam.

They are the three primary colours: red,

blue, and green. It is the combination of

these three colour dots in varying intensities

into a single pixel which generates the wide

range of possible screen colours.
In a colour monitor, there are actually three closely -coupled elec-

tron beams, one for each colour dot in the triad. Electron beams are

deflected across the screen in a pattem similar to the second figure
shown on this page. This is the raster scan pattern. It starts at the

upper left comer of the screen and ends at the lower right comer.
There is then a quick flyback as it moves back to the upper left comer
to start another scan. On a modem monitor, the screen will be
scanned between 50 and 90 times per second, a figure which is_

referred to as the 'screen refresh rate'.
The scanning is performed by electromagnetic coils which form a

yoke around the neck of the CRT tube. One set of coils deflects the
dot horizontally and the other deflects it vertically. To perform the

scanning, these coils are fed with a carefully synchronised, ramped
vottage that is derived from the monitor's timing circuitry. The same

nming circuitry is used to determine when the electron beam is above
a phosphor dot, thereby allowing the display circuitry to vary the
intensity of the beam and therefore vary the intensity of the light

produced by that specific phosphor dot.
It is these timing signals, their synchronisation, and voltage levels

Ttsit we sometimes have to adjust in order to overcome problems
such as: vertical and horizontal positioning, image size, pincushioning,
and convergence. These controls are usually found at the rear of the

mcnitor, sometimes actually within the case.

VIDEO SIGNALS

GREEN
BLUE

RED

UNE 1
LJNE 2
uNE

ONE PIXEL

HORIZONTAL REDRAW

ELECTRON
GUNS

SHADOW
MASK

PHOSPHOR
DOT

SCREEN

HORIZONTAL SCAN UNE

On early raster scan displays. the display

resolution - the number of phosphor dots
across the screen surface in both the hori-

zontal and vertical directions - was sufficiently

low that the electron beam could be focused
to a fine enough point to hit just one dot at a

time. However, as resolutions increased,

particularly with colour displays, it became

increasingly difficult to focus the beam on just

one dot at a time with the result that the
image lost its sharpness and its colour purity.

The solution to this problem lies in the use

of a 'dot mask' or 'shadow mask', a very thin
metal plate, pierced by a pattern of holes
which exactly coincides with the phosphor dot

triads on the screen. This effectively sharpens

the image by blocking out stray electrons
which might illuminate adjacent dots.

The mask and its underlying pattern of
phosphor dots also determines the screen
resolution; in other words the number of

pixels. Most modem PCs will have monitors
with screens having a resolution of between

800x600 and 1024x768 pixels. To a large

degree the resolution is determined by the
physical size of the CRT tube; a bigger tube
will probably have a higher resolution.

Hence the reason why professional CAD
systems usually have very large monitors is

because the higher the resolution, the larger

the image area that can be displayed. This
means that a CAD system could well have a

21inch monitor with a resolution of 1024x768, whereas a word -
processor could quite happily use a screen resolution of 640x480 on
a 14inch screen. It should be noted that a screen resolution of
1024x768 has over 2.5 times as many pixels as one with a 640x480
resolution and can thus display 2.5 times as much data, or an image 2.5

times as large.

But resolution is also determined by the 'dot pitch', or the number
of dot triads - in other words pixels - in a given distance of the screen
surface. The closer the dots, the sharper the image. Dot pitch is
usually measured in millimetres, and the smaller the number, the

crisper the display. The current standard for graphics displays is
.28mm, and for professional graphics displays .25mm; this latter
pitch will give a very crisp clear display.

THREE ELECTRON GUNS

GLASS VACUUM TUBE PHOSPHOR -COATED
SCREEN

ELECTRONS

SHADOW MASK
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Fault testing in a typical
computer monitor
For anyone with a reasonable knowl-
edge of electronics and the appropriate
test equipment ,it is not that difficult to
locate and service faults in computer
monitors. However, one does need the
appropriate equipment. This consists of
a multimeter with high voltage probe,
and an oscilloscope. With these two
instruments is should be possible to
deal with most monitor faults.

The first procedure is, of course, to
check that the fault actually lies in the
monitor and not in the attached
computer, the graphics display adapter,
the connecting cable, or the power
supply. Probably the easiest way to do
this is simply to try another monitor
which is known to work properly.

If the monitor is at fault then there
are a number of fairly common faults
which should be checked out first (here
a copy of the manufacturer's service
manual is essential). The following are
some commonly encountered faults,
they are as follows:
 Complete failure to work, no raster
scan and all controls inoperative.

Possible Causes:
Power supply failure

check fuses, power supply
AC and DC, supply rails, transformer,
rectifiers, and regulators.

Horizontal output stage failure
check voltage supply at

horizontal output stage
check waveform at collector of driver stage and

horizontal output stage. If the former is normal while the latter is
abnormal, replace output transistor

otherwise check continuity of flyback transformer
windings

Horizontal driver or oscillator faulty
check signal at collector of driver stage; if

abnormal, work back towards the oscillator stage
CRT dud

check heaters for continuity
check all DC voltages going into the CRT (use a

high voltage probe and considerable care when testing the final
anode supply). If any of the voltages are the same, disconnect
power supply and check for shorts.

If these tests fail, replace CRT (take great care not
to knock the tube as it could implode with considerable explo-
sive force).
 Raster displayed but no video display

Possible Cause:
Video amplifier stage faulty

check DC supply to video amplifier
check output connector
check video waveforms at input and work towards

output stage
 Data displayed but low brightness and display size increases
and focus worsens as brightness turned up

Possible causes:

12V
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Simplified version of a typical monitor circuit - showing main
waveforms and associated voltages ad key test points.
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Horizontal output stage defective
check DC supply to horizontal output stage
check DC voltage to CRT electrodes(use a high -

voltage probe and considerable care when testing the final
anode supply)

Poor EHT regulation
check horizontal flyback transformer for short

circuit
check EHT rectifier

 Data displayed but has poor contrast
Possible causes:

Video amplifier or output stage faulty
check DC supply on video amplifier stage
check video waveforms at input connector and

work towards output stage
Contrast control

check pre-set potentiometer and adjust
WARNING
Inside a computer monitor there are voltages which are poten-
tially lethal. Unless capacitors are discharged, some of these
voltages can still exist even when the machine
is disconnected from mains power. Extreme care should be
taken when touching or otherwise working on the circuitry
whilst it is switched on, or even while it is switched off but still
attached to the mains. If you have no experience of de
aling with high -voltage equipment, and taking all the proper
precautions, then it is strongly advised that maintenance of a
monitor is left to someone who does have that experience.

1
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Typical adjustment procedures

FINAL
ANODE
SUPPLY

HOW
FLYBACK
TRANSFORMER

to generate a screen test pattern (it is a
good idea to use a mirror to look at the0
image, thereby enabling one to safely
adjust the display without having to lean
around the monitor with all the potential
danger that that could incur). Also, when
making an adjustment, it is important to
note the pre -set's original position and. if
adjustment has no effect, return the
preset to that position.

All,the following adjustments relate to
those necessary on a typical good quality
colour monitor. They are organised as an
adjustment sequence and this should be
adhered to. The procedures am as
follows:
1 Coarse raster adjustmenl- vertical and
horizontal positiqp

'horizontal sync - adjust H -hold to
mid position, then adjust H oscillator
inductor to middle of range that picture
achieves sync.

'horizontal linearity - use H linearity
inductor to adjust for equal width charac-
ters on left, right, and centre of screen.

'horizontal width - use width
inductor to adjust for correct display width

'vertical sync - adjust V -hold poten-
tiometer to centre of range that picture
achieves sync.

'vertical linearity and height - adjust
V -height to give display 70% of normal,
then use V -line to give equal height char-
acters at top middle and bottom of
'screen. then adjust V -hold to give full
height display

I red pattern troiN CONVERGE and adjust

j -

;HI! 4 Rr.peat steps 1 to 3 as necessary
Dvnainic convergence

Lising time preset potentiometers tit te,i to the conver-
cl(!ni:e ;alnplrflrr circuits, display CONVERGE convergence test

pallor then ,i,fust for convergence first at screen centre. !hen

4
X 4't . :it four corners, repeat Imiil convergence

7-V ill r ;1 !he dynamic focus preset to minimuni, adjust
neset t. r ensure screen is focused uniformly, therm adiust

1'..\.k.D--k1L' tt.1

Sel R,G.and R I mesets to mammon', then reduce
eau 11 In turn t, ,-IFi ieve correct colour balm icp, Use'the colour

:DNA -MICE
::), I

,
)l I; ISTPI A Ill IAMelli vertical arld horizontal

adjustmerils made in step 1 to counteract any

bibudllt ,ibont by subsequent steps.
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Diagnistics and adjustments
A lot of monitor problems are related to adjusting the various
presets within the system; these control virtually every aspect of
the actual display generation. Adjusted property, they will produce
a clear, bright display which has properly balanced colours and
sharp readable charac-
ters; adjusted wrongly,
they can lead to a display
which is virtually

unreadable.
Proper adjustment

depends upon two
factors. Firstly the use of
diagnostic software aids
to locate problems and
make adjustment easier
and, secondly, a knowl-
edge of the adjustment
procedures. This
month's cover disk
contains three pieces of
diagnostic software, of
which one - CONVERGE - is directly
related to locating monitor faults.

Converge
There are five common forms of
distortion encountered on a monitor
which can be checked by this
program, and which will help to
produce a high quality display when
adjusting the preset controls on a monitor. The forms of distortion
which can be checked with CONVERGE are:
1. Pincushion - caused by faulty adjustment of horizontal deflec-
tion circuitry; test by holding a ruler against the vertical bars on
the test grid. If the lines are not straight, then pincushioning could
be a problem and adjustments might have to be made.
2. Keystone - This type of distortion is often caused by a malfunc-
tioning power supply or weak flyback transformer; check by
measuring the top and bottom lines of the grid. A difference of
more than 1/8 inch indicates that keystoning is a problem.
Repairing such a monitor requires component replacement and is
probably best done by an authorised service facility.
3. Geometric - this can be a problem on cheap monitors and can
be checked by seeing whether the corners of the displayed grid
are at 90degrees. If not, then geometric distortion due to
misplaced magnets on the neck of the picture tube could be the
cause. This should be checked for when buying a new monitor.
4. Colour convergence - the grid can be used to check that the
three electron guns on a colour monitor are accurately aligned
with the phosphor dot triads. If they are not, then the display will
look out of focus or show a slight shadow. For proper alignment,
the vertical lines are yellow which requires a precise alignment of
red and green guns; the horizontal lines are magenta, which
requires a precise alignment of the red and blue guns, while the
outer rectangle of the grid is white which requires an exact align-
ment of all three electron guns. If there is a misconvergence then
the colours of the lines will separate or display colour -shadowing.
5. Testing colour - by repeatedly pressing the space bar,
CONVERGE will display a white screen, and screens in each of
the three primary colours, red, green, and blue. When buying a
new monitor, it is a good idea to run this test and see if the
colours are pure and intense. Also check that the colour is even
across the display; there should be no blotchy areas, shadows or

paling of colour in the corners. If the screen does show blotchi-
ness, then de-gaussing may solve it (this is de -magnetising the
shadow mask). Some monitors have a de-gaussing button,
others do it every time the monitor is switched on. Try de-
gaussing two or three times, allowing several minutes between

each de-gaussing cycle.
CONVERGE can, of course, be used to aid
other monitor adjustments, such as image
positioning, height adjustment, etc.
Please note that CONVERGE was written
by Brent Tumer and is a 'Donate -ware'
program, a form of Shareware: this means
essentially that if you like it then send him
$5. His address is: Brent Tumer, P.O.Box

3612, Fullerton, CA 92634-
3612.

Burnin
This program is designed to
exercise every part of a PC's
system, from monitor, to printer,
to disk drives and processor. In
so doing it is designed to locate
any area where faults are likely
to occur.

It is designed to be run
continuously for anything up to
72 hours and, in so doing, will
simulate the use of the system
for several months. This inten-
sive work out of the system

should show up any latent faults.
It is a good idea to run Burnin for 72 hours when you first buy

a system, after it has been repaired, after new hardware - in
particular adapter boards - has been added, and of course if an
intermittent fault is suspected. If there are problems the Log file
will pinpoint them.

For full details on using this software see the extensive details
contained in the text file on the disk. Please note that this is a
Shareware program, copyright George Campbell 1992, and is
not in public domain. So if you like it and want to use it then
please become a registered user, Registration costs just $15 and
a form is on the disk.

3D Bench
This is a simple benchmark program which allows the user to
compare the display performance of PC -compatible VGA
systems. This is an invaluable help if you are thinking of buying a
new system or upgrading an old system which will be used for
graphics intensive/multimedia type applications. It generates a
moving three-dimensional display and then checks how fast the
display was generated to produce a figure for the average
number of screen updates achieved in one second.

This can vary from two to three frames per second on an old
12MHz AT with an 8bit VGA card to 5Ofps on a 66MHz 486DX2
with VESA bus graphics card. Obviously the higher the figure, the
better suited the system is to graphics -intensive applications. This
is a public domain program from New Dimension International Ltd.

Next...
In the next issue we will be looking at the hardware which
generates the display shown on the monitor, at graphics
display cards, and at some of the other display technologies
which are in use today.
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Project designers Andy Papageorgiou
and Mark Robinson look at testing the

Transputer board developed in last
month's issue of ETI.

ast month's article described the construction and
initial testing of the T225 card. This month we
describe the construction of the Link Adaptor and

use it to run a simple test program on the transputer.

Fig.3. The three possible system memory maps
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The Link Adapter Circuit.
The Link Adapter circuit is designed to allow IBM compatible
PCs fitted with a parallel I/O card to communicate with the
transputer via a link. Although it is not essential to build the link

adaptor to use the transputer card, it allows a PC to be used to
boot the transputer, to interrogate its status, and to receive data
for graphical display etc. The card was designed for use with the
Maplin 8255 based PC I/O card although it should work with
other manufacturer's 8255 cards although the pinout of their

connector may be different.
The circuit diagram of the link adaptor is shown in figure 1.

The method of construction is left to the constructor; we built it
using point-to-point wiring on the end of a piece of 100x160mm
stripboard, the remainder of the area was used as a simple
backplane to allow a number of cards to be connected together.

Most of the work is done by 101, an Inmos link chip designed
for this purpose. The clock signal for IC1 is generated by IC2b
and associated components. For correct operation the
frequency of this clock must match the one on the transputer
card to within 400ppm. Ad -though this stability is easily achieved
with low cost crystals, care must be taken when laying out the
circuit to ensure that stray capacitance does not detune the
oscillator. Mount all the clock components close to IC2 and cut
all the tracks as close as possible to the IC. The PLL capacitor
C1 must also be mounted as close as possible to 101.

The pinout of the transputer card edge connector (viewed
looking into the pins) is shown in
figure 2. A backplane can be
made simply by mounting a
number of DIN41612 sockets

$7F80 onto a piece of stripboard with
track cuts between the two rows
of pins. In such a system the
links are connected as two
chains running the length of the
backplane, links 0 and 2 connect
to links 1 and 3 of the next card
in the rack. Link 3 of the first
card is connected to the adaptor
circuit, and the two links left on
the last card can either be taken
to an expansion ceonnector or
doubled back into the first card.
The local reset and local analyse
lines are also propagated down
the chain. There are also a
number of uncommitted pins

$9000 which can be used to propagate
control signals down a back -

plane.
The chip supports both the

standard 10Mbitis link speed

$7FFFF

$8024

$8000
LK7 Down
LK8 Down
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and the extended 20Mbit/s link speed, selected using LK1. Pin
15 can be directly connected to +5V to permanently select the
faster speed since there is no real advantage to using the slow
speed, except for compatiblility with now obsolete transputer types.

Option Jumper Settings.
Before the transputer can run a program, it is necessary to set
up a number of jumper options on the board, mainly concerned
with the ROM. the functions of the jumpers are as follows:

LK1 (ResetAction).
When the card is used with a backplane, there are two reset
signals: Global Reset, which is connected to every card and
acts as a complete system reset, and Local Reset. If LK1 is
down ,the Local Reset is simply passed to the next board in the
chain; if it is up, the Local Reset to the next board is controlled
by bit 6 of the data direction register (IC10). This allows boards
further down the backplane to be reset under software control.
When the card is not used in a backplane, this jumper can be
left unmade.

LK2 (AnalyseAction).
This jumper is the same as the ResetAction jumper, except that
it controls the Local Analyse signal on the backplane.

LK3 - LK5 (LinkSpeed).
These jumpers control the speed of the links, according to the
table given below

LK3
made
made
mAe
made

open
open
open
open

LK4
made
made
open
open
made
made
open
open

LK5 speed
made 20Mbit/s
open LinkO 20MBit/ s Links1-3 10Mbit/s
made LinkO 10MBit/s Links1-3 20Mbit/s
open 10Mbit/s
made 10Mbit/s
open LinkO 10MBit/s Links1-3 5Mbit/s
made LinkO 5Mbit/s Links1-3 10Mbit/s
open 5Mbit/s

LK6 (BootFromROM).
When this jumper is made, the transputer will boot from the
ROM; otherwise it will wait for a boot message on any link.

LK7 (PageAtReset).
If this jumper is down, the ROM will be paged in at reset; other-
wise it will be paged out.

LK8 (PageAction).
This jumper determines how the ROM page mechanism works.
Figure 3 shows the three memory configurations of the system.
If LK8 is up, paging the ROM toggles the memory map between
figure 3a and figure 3b. If LK8 is down, paging the ROM toggles
between figure 3a and figure 3c. The memory map in figure 3c
allows a minimum system to be built without any external RAM.
In this case, the transputer would page the ROM out after
booting to allow access to the I/O space, but the remainder of
the ROM would still be visible. This mode has little value if the
external RAM is fitted since it prevents any access to the upper
half of the RAM.

LK9 (ROMSpeed).
If this jumper is down, the GAL will request three wait states
when accessing the ROM; if it is up, the GAL will request six
wait states. Three wait states are sufficient if the ROM has an

+5V
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20MIk's
10MIrs °
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Fig.1.The link adaptor circuit

LOCAL RESET

GLOBAL ANALYSE

access time of 15Ons or faster.

LK10 (WritableROM).
If this jumper is down, it signals that the ROM is a writable
device (EEPROM or NVRAM). If an EPROM is fitted, this jumper
MUST be set to up otherwise the PGM' pin of the EPROM may
be asserted with unpredictable results. When the link is up,
writes to the ROM will be redirected to the corresponding RAM
location, and hence a program can be copied from ROM to
RAM simply by reading the memory and writing the data back to
the same locations.

LK11 and LK12 (ROMPinout).
These jumpers cater for the slight difference in pinouts between
the various ROM devices that can be used with the card. Set
the jumpers according to device type as follows (treat NVRAM
as an equivalent sized EEPROM):

LK11 LK12

2764, 27128 up down
27256 up up
28256 down down
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Listing 1. Program code for TBOOT.0
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <time.h>
#define BASEADD 0x300 /* Base address

of the 8255 card '7
#define PORTA (BASEADD + 0)
#define PORTB (BASEADD + 1)
#define PORTC (BASEADD + 2)
#define CONTROL (BASEADD + 3)
#define MAKEINPUT 152
#define MAKEOUTPUT 136
#define TIME_OUT 5 /* wait 5 seconds before outportb(CONTROL, MAKEOUTPUT);

timing out */ setup_link_registers0;

#define CS 8
#define RW 4 if (argc!=2)

#define OPINT 16
/* Wait for port C bit 4 to become active, indicates that the printf("Usage: %s <hex file>\n",argv[0]);

link exit( -1);

is ready to accept a byte of data */ 1

void wait_for_link() if (l(hexfile = fopen(argv[1],"rt")))

time_t start;
printf("Can't find file %s\n",argv[1]);

start = time(NULL); exit( -1);

while (!(inportb(PORTC) & OPINT))
if ((time(NULL)-start) > TIME_OUT)

/* Count the number of entries in the file, including

printf("Link timed out\n"); preamble */

exit( -1); num_bytes = 0;

1

do

/* Write the byte contained in val to the link adapter register fscanf(hexfile,"%X",&fbit);

reg num_bytes++;

void write_register(reg, val) } while (!feof(hexfile));

int reg; rewind(hexfile);

unsigned char val; num_rows = (int)(num_bytes/17);
last_row = num_bytes%17;

/* Put the required byte on port A '/ num_bytes = 16*num_rows;

outportb(PORTA, val); if (last_row!=0) num_bytes+=last_row-1;

/' Pulse the link adapter CS line low to write the byte */

outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+CS)); waitior_linko;

outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg)); write_register(1,(unsigned char)(num_bytes));

outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+CS+RVV)); printf("Number of bytes = %d\n",num_bytes);

unsigned char read_register(reg)
int reg;

unsigned char temp;
outportb(CONTROL, MAKEINPUT);
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+RW+CS));
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+RVV));

temp = inportb(PORTA);
Outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+RW+CS));

return(temp);

/" Initialise the link adapter status registers */
void setup_link_registersO

unsigned long i;
outportb(PORTC, CS+RVV);
outportb(PORTB, 3);
for(i=0; i<100000; i++);
outportb(PORTB, 0);
for(i=0; i<100000; i++);
write_register(2, (unsigned char)3);

write_register(3, (unsigned char)3);

1

void main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char **argy;

FILE *hexfile;

int i, j, fbit;
int num_bytes, num_rows, last_row, this_row;
unsigned int val;
/* Make port A an output, since all link transfers are writes

1

/* Hex file consists of an address followed by 16 bytes on

each row.
A minor complication is that the last row may have less

than 16 bytes */
this_row = 16;
for (i=0; i<num_rows+1; i++)

if (i==num_rows) this_row = last_row-1;
if (this_row != 0) fscanf(hexfile,"%X",&fbit);
for (j=0; j<this_row; j++)

fscanf(hexfile,"%X",&val);
printf("%.2X ",val); fflush(stdout);
waitior_link();
write_register(1,(unsigned char)val);

1

printrn");
1

fclose(hexfile);



A C

Listing 2. Program code for T225B.ASM

; Error Light flasher and port exerciser.
; (c) 1994 Mark Robinson
; Flashes error light and one of the 0/P ports

port EQU 0

AJW 5
CLRHALTERR
TESTERR

MINT

STLF
MINT

STHF

LDC 0
STL 0
LDC 11
STL 1

I : MINT

LDL 0
MINT
WSUB
STNL 0

LDLP 0

; Which port is exercised

; Adjust workspace pointer
Clear "Halt on Error"

; Clear error flag

Minimum integer
Initialise queue pointers so that
multi -processing may be used

Initialise loop control

; Null value

; Index
; Base address of transputer
; Calculate "channel" address
; and store null value in it

; Point at loop control block
LDC ILpEnd-ILp , Offset to start of loop
LEND ; Repeat

ILpEnd: LDC 0
STTIMER

!icing

LDC $3F
LDC $7FB8
STNL 0

LDC 3500
STL 4
LDC 4500
STL 6

LLabel: SETERR
LDC 0
LDC $7F80
STNL port*4
LDTIMER
LDL 4
SUM
TIN ; Wait

TESTERR
LDC $FF
LDC $7F80
STNL port*4
LDTIMER
LDL 6
SUM
TIN

J LLabel ; Do it all again

; Initialise and start the clocks
; which enables times-

, Set all ports to output

; Error light ON time

;
Error light OFF time

; Turn on error light

; Set port to 00

; Turn off error light

; set port to FF

; Wait some more

Running a Program.

Now that the jumpers are set
to sensible places, it is finally
time to run our first program
on the transputer. First type in
listing 1 and save it as
'tboot.c' (alternatively, the
program is on the example
disk to save wear on the
fingers). The program was
written in Turbo C but it
should compile with Microsoft
C. Set the *define BASEADD
0x300' line to the base
address of your I/O card, and
Compile the program with the
command (for Turbo C)

tcc tboot.c
which will generate the
executable 'tboot.exe'. If you
don't have a C compiler, the
executable is on the example
disk. This program will be
used to send boot programs
down the link to the trans-
puter.

The assembly language
listing for the first test
program is given in listing 2.
To assemble this program
you will need the assembler
on the examples disk, so
there's no point typing it in. If
you don't have the disk, type
in the hex listing given in
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GND
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GND
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Fig.2. Pinout of the edge

listing 3 and save it as 't225b.hex'. If you have the disk,
assemble the code using the command tasm t225b.asm /h

after ensuring that the tasm.exe program is copied into a
directory that is in your path. The file tasm.doc contains more
details about the assembler.

Ensure that both the transputer and link adaptor are reset
and boot the transputer using the command

tboot t225b.hex
As each byte is sent to the link, its hex value is printed on the

screen and when the entire program is sent, the error LED
Should flash with a period of around 1 second. The project has
now broken two records; it is the most expensive LED flasher
ever published in a hobbyist magazine, and it is the project
which can have most !Cs removed before matfunctioning. In
fact, all the ICs except the transputer and IC6 could be removed
without stopping the LED flashing.

There are two ways that the program could fail to work. The
least likely is that the program is sent to the transputer without a
problem but the light doesn't flash. Assuming that the listing has
been typed in correctly. only the components around the trans-
puter error pin can be at fault; check that 01 is OK and that the
LED is mounted the correct way round.

The most likely failure mode is that the boot program will print
the message "Link Timed Out". If this occurs intermittently or
part way through booting the code, the most likely cause is
timing problems. Check that the clock is clean and has sharp
transitions. If you have a frequency counter check that the
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Listing 3. Program Code for TEST.0
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <time.h>
#define BASEADD 0x300 /* Base address of the
8255 card */
#define PORTA (BASEADD + 0)
#define PORTB (BASEADD + 1)
#define PORTC (BASEADD + 2)
#define CONTROL (BASEADD + 3)
#define MAKEINPUT 154
#define MAKEOUTPUT 138
#define TIME_OUT 1 /* wait 2 seconds before
timing out */
/* Wait for port C bit 4 to become active, indicates that the link

is ready to accept a byte of data */
void waitior_link0

time_t start:
start = time(NULL);
while (!(inportb(PORTC) & 16))

if ((time(NULL)-start) > TIME_OUT)

transputer\n");
printf("Link timed out - please reset the

exit( -1);

/* Write the byte contained in val to the link adapter register
reg */
void write_register(reg, val)
int reg;
unsigned char val;

/* Put the required byte on port A */
outportb(PORTA, val);
/* Pulse the link adapter CS line low to write the byte V
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+8));
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg));
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+8));

unsigned char read_register(reg)
int reg;

unsigned char temp;
time_t start;
start = time(NULL);
while (!(inportb(PORTC) & 32))

if ((time(NULL)-start) <
TIME_OUT)

printf("Link read timed out\n");
exit( -1);

/* Pulse the CS line while holding R/W high */
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+4+8));
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+4));
temp = inportb(PORTA);
outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)(reg+4+8));
return(temp);

Initialise the link adapter status registers V
void setup_link_registersO

outportb(PORTC, (unsigned char)8);
write_register(2, (unsigned char)3);
write_register(3, (unsigned char)3);

void poke_link(add, val)
unsigned short add,val;

outportb(CONTROL, MAKEOUTPUT);
wait_for_link0;
write_register(1, (unsigned char)0);

/* send control byte 0 - poke */
waitior_link();
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(add%256));
wait_for_link();
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(add/256));

/* poke address low byte first V
wait_for_link0;
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(val%256));
wait_for_link();
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(val/256));

7* poke data low byte first */

unsigned short peek_link(addr)
unsigned short addr;

unsigned char lo,hi;
wait_for_linkOi
write_register(1, (unsigned char)1);

P send control byte 1 - peek V
wait_for_link0;
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(addr%256));
wait_for_link0;
write_register(1, (unsigned char)(addr/256));

/* peek address low byte first V
outportb(CONTROL, MAKEINPUT);
lo = read_register(0);
hi = read_register(0);

/* get return value */
return((unsigned short)(1o+hi*256));

1

void main()

unsigned short addr, data, ret;
setup_link_registers0;
while (1) /' do this forever */

prinff("Address (hex) ?\n");
scanf("%x",&addr);
printf("Data (hex) ?\n");
scanf("%x",&data); 7* get an address and value */
poke_link(addr, data); 7* Poke the transputer's

memory V
ret = peek_link(addr); 7* Peek the transputer's

memory */
printf("Address %XH returns

%XH\n",(int)addr,(int)ret);

frequencies of the two clocks are within 400ppm and stable. If
not, attempt to eliminate all sources of stray capacitance - long
component leads or long track lengths for example. As an
absolute last resort, CX can be replaced by a 10pF capacitor
and 2-10pF trimmer, adjusted for reliable operation.

If the timeout message always appears before the first byte

of the listing is printed on the screen, then the connection
between the host computer and the link adaptor is suspect.
Check that your I/O card works, and that the base address
corresponds to that which you defined in the source code. The
tboot program uses the signal on pin 4 of the link adaptor chip
to determine if the link is ready to accept data; if the link times
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if the timeout message appears immediately after the first
byte has been sent, then the connection between the link
adaptor and transputer is suspect. Check that the link speed
setting on the link adaptor agrees with the transputer setting
and that the clock is reaching the adaptor chip. Check that the
links are wired correctly - link out to link in. Use a logic probe to
check for a burst of activity on the adaptor's link out pin and
watch for the transputer pulsing the link in pin to acknowledge
receipt of the byte. If the acknowledge pulse isn't sent, check
the connections to the transputer carefully, and check the
option jumpers to ensure that the transputer isn't attempting to
boot code from ROM.

Although the flashing error light confirms that data is being
sent to the board properly, it does not test the board fully.
However, the error light flashing program also pulses the lines of
Port 0. Check that the lines are pulsing using a logic probe, 'scope
or an LED. If they are, then the card is almost certainly fully func-
tional. If not, check for activity around the I/O decode circuitry.

The program in listing 2 is a useful test program for use in
debugging the transputer card. A feature of the transputer is
that while waiting for a boot program from link, special peek and
poke instructions can be sent to modify and examine the trans-
puter memory. The program in listing 2 exploits this feature.
When run it will prompt for an address and data word. It will
then poke the data into the address and read it back. Use this
program in conjunction with the memory maps in figure 3 to
satisfy yourself that the external RAM and ROM are functioning,
and that the ROM is paged out when it should be. Note the
unusual twos complement addressing convention: the lowest
address is 8000H. increasing through 0000H to 7FFFH. The first
26H bytes of memory are used by the system and should not be
written to. To test the I/O, first write FFFFH to address 7FB8H to
set the ports to output, the six ports then appear at addresses
7F80H, 7F88H, 7F90H, 7F98H, 7FAOH and 7FA8H.

out even when this pin is high then the signal is not getting to
the computer. Before waiting for the link, the program sends a
short burst of initialisation data to the adaptor chip. Use a logic
probe to check for pulses on the CS' pin, the RAN' pin and the
RSO and RS1 pins before the program times out.
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Correction of errors in Part 1 of
Transputer project published in

October 1994 issue of En.
Unfortunately, due to software incompatibility,
parts of some diagrams did not appear prop-

erly. We are therefore reprinting these parts and
apologise for any inconvenience caused to

readers.
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The ETI
"OST CARD

In part 2 of their PC Power On Self Test card project, Stephen Smith and shows
A.Jardine how the card can be used to locate faults in a system

L ast month we discussed
the concept, design,
construction and

testing of the POST
card. An invaluable tool in

the fight against uncooperative
PCs. This month we will examine
the use of the POST card with
three of the most common PC
BIOSs (AMI, Award and
Phoenix).

Just to recap on POST.
Power On Self Test is the
PC's defence against the
ravages of time ( and dumb
users ). It tests the main
system components to
ensure they are in a fit
state to perform the task
asked of them. All the POST
tests have to be passed to the satisfaction
of the BIOS before the operating system is even thought
of. This means that any failure results in a system not booting,
just sitting there and beeping at you, if you are lucky. The POST
card relates the PC's symptoms to you, so you can make your
diagnosis.

The POST card does, however, have another use. This is as
a tool in software development and maintenance. How many
times have we put a small print statement in to monitor the
progress of the program and see where it hits that infinite loop.
The problem with this method is that, in real time programs, the
time taken in processing that print statement can seriously effect
the program's operation. If the POST card is used as a monitor,
the complex print statement, with its disrupting effect upon the
screen, is replaced by a simple output command. Listing 4
shows how a simple loop can be monitored with very little soft-
ware overhead. Even the command variable can be displayed.
Programs that are going into the field cannot display such diag-
nostic messages on the screen, because they would add an
unnecessary distraction to the user. But you can send them to
the POST card with no noticeable processing overheads.

User Instructions.
Before you even consider using the POST card, power up your
PC. Note exactly what the computer does. Messages on the

screen may identify the computer's BIOS. If not, refer to your
computer's manuals or look on the motherboard, (as the

BIOS is usually labelled on an EPROM and
the keyboard controller).

If the computer
does not attempt
to boot the oper-

ating system, then it
is time to use the
POST card.

IMPORTANT -
Switch the computer

off and carefully remove
the computer case.

Locate a spare 8 or
16 bit expansion slot in

the computer to be tested,
ensuring that there is easy
viewing access for the

status LEDs and seven -
segment display. (This may

involve rearranging already
installed cards if necessary.)

IMPORTANT WARNING -
Before you slot in the POST card, note that the card is marked
with directions. These tell you where the card should be, in
respect to the back and front of the PC. It is vital that the card is
not plugged in the wrong way around, as damage to the card
and PC may result. Not a good start to repairing your PC.

Turn on the power to the PC.
If all is well the status LEDs (on the left of the board), should

be lit up.

Problems indicated by status LEDs.
If all the status LEDs are functioning correctly then the next step
is to analyse the POST codes. (Please note that the memory
read indicator, MEMR, may be dark or flicker if memory access
upon the bus is infrequent.)

If the power supply LEDs do not light, check that the power
is getting to the machine, the mains input cable and the power
connector to the motherboard. If the problem persists, repair or
replace the power supply unit.

One use of the power supply LEDs that we found was in
debugging a supposedly faulty COM Port. A machine's mouse
had died and it was traced to the COM Port to which it was
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xrrected being totally dead. The multi -I0 card was replaced
Orli to find the problem continued. When the POST card was
rserted in the machine, the ±12V supply LEDs did not light.
^vs was traced to the power lines on the motherboard having
teen eaten away by a leaking NiCad battery.

tf RES LED does not light then the system is in a continuous
reset state. The reset LED should be off for about half a second
after power up and whenever the reset button is pressed.
aeck the reset circuitry and power supply, as the action of the
eset circuit depends upon these.

If OSC LED does not light, check the bus oscillator circuitry
and 14.318MHz crystal. This signal is not used by the majority of Al
cards, but is often used by the some hard disk controllers and
video cards. The symptoms are inability to read drives and
complete loss of synchronisation on the monitor.

If CLK LED does not light, check the main CPU clock, CPU
and bus interface circuitry.

tf MEMR LED does not light then the microprocessor is not
accessing the bus or not running. Check the processor, bus
nterface circuitry and co -processor jumper settings.

Problems indicated by POST.
If the system is capable it might beep at you. Its swan song
maybe, but an invaluable way of find out what is wrong.

Audio error codes.
The PC beeps once every time the POST sequence is
completed successfully. When something goes wrong, however,
it may become more talkative. Table 2 lists the audio error
codes for the AMI BIOS. As you can see. the AMI has a limited
vocabulary, talking about only the most important things. The
phoenix is a totally different beast, being a positive chatter box
when allowed, see table 3. Having such a large vocabulary lets
rt describe exactly where it hurts, even down to which bit in the
RAM failed the testing. If the PC is not booting and has been
struck dumb, the POST cards seven -segment displays are now
the place to look

POST codes.
The seven -segment displays on the POST card act as a window
to the POST testing. If the test unexpectedly stops, the code
displayed directs you to the source of the problem. If no fault is
detected, the PC boots and the final POST code tells you this.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 list the POST codes for Phoenix, Award and
the most common, AMI BIOS.

The following are POST codes for AMI Colour BIOS and hints
where to look for faults.

06 BIOS Checksum. The BIOS ROM's is checksummed
to validate its operation. The failure of this indicated that the
EPROM is not being read correctly. The first thing to do is
ensure that the EPROM is seated properly in its socket. Address
lines stuck or an aged EPROM could also give this error.

13 Chipset initialisation/auto Memory detect. A memory or
memory controller fault is indicated here. Try re-
inserting your memory ( the SIMMs usually ). This is
one of the most common faults on PCs.
2CHanding control to video ROM. The BIOS passes
control to the VGA BIOS to allow it to initialise the
display. A fault on the VGA card is most likely so
replace it and retest. An address conflict with another
card is possible. This is another common fault.

4F or 51 Below or above 1MB memory failure. A memory or
memory controller fault again.

8F Floppy disk set-up. A floppy controller fault. Make sure
that the floppy drive connection and power cables are
secure.

97 Handing control to optional ROM. Fault with intelligent
hard disk controller (i.e. any hard disk controller with its
own BIOS) or network card.

Cache memory fault. Consider this, the PC hangs at
the start-up screen with not a sound. This could be fun
if you have not got your POST card to hand. Try
disabling cache in the set-up first, if machine now OK,
find faulty RAM.

00 If all tests have run and machine does not boot,
suspect software fault or faulty disk drive or disk
controller or DMA chip.

The battery backed CMOS RAM, timers and DMAs are
frequently in a single chip (the 82C206) which has a high
mortality rate and can easily be replaced if it is socketed.

Control of the A-20 line is in the hands of the keyboard
controller and is used to play about with the high memory. The
keyboard controller (usually a 8042) is commonly socketed and
can easily be exchanged.

One general piece of advice I can give is that removing all
expansion cards can help track down the problem, even if the
problem has no direct connection with the expansion cards. For
instance, a memory conflict caused by defective address
decoding on a card. If the POST tests stop at an interrupt or
DMA test, we have found that this may be caused by a rogue
expansion card. Again, removing all cards to prove their inno-
cence in a retest is advised. This form of problem is unlikely to
occur in a previously working system as it highlights subtle
incompatibilities in cards.

All in all, fixing PCs can be infuriating but very rewarding and
,most of all, fun. Please feel free to contact us (via ETI) about
your experiences. Have fun!

Table 2

AMI POST Beep Codes

Fatal Errors.

1 short beep
2 short beeps
3 short beeps
4 short beeps
5 short beeps
6 short beeps
7 short beeps
8 short beeps
9 short beeps

Non -fatal Errors.

1 long, 3 short beeps
1 long, 8 short beeps

DRAM refresh failure.
Parity circuit failure.
Base 64K RAM failure.
System timer failure.
Processor failure.
Keyboard controller GAte A-20 error.
Virtual mode exception error.
Video memory R/VV test failure.
ROM BIOS checksum failure.

Conventional/extended memory failure.
Display/retrace test failure.
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Table 3
Phoenix BIOS and Tandy 3000 BIOS

Beep codes are output to the speaker if an error occurs. The beep sequence is comprised of
three distinct divisions.
The notation used below separates the three divisions by a "-". Thus a sequence of two
beeps, a single beep, followed by four beeps is written as: 2-1-4.
Where a beep is described as "low-, a lower pitched beep proceeds the other tones.
Tandy 3000 BIOS only goes up to 30. From there on, errors are displayed on the tested

video display.

Beep code Postcode
None 01

1-1-3 02

1-1-4 03

1-2-1 04

1-2-2 05

1-2-3 06

1-3-1 08
None 09

1-3-3 OA

1-3-4 OB

1-4-1 OC

1-4-2 OD

2-1-1 10

2-1-2 11

2-1-3 12

2-1-4 13

2-2-1 14

2-2-2 15

2-2-3 16

2-2-4 17

2-3-1 18

2-3-2 19

2-3-3 1A

2-3-4 1B

2-4-1 1C

2-4-2 1D

2-4-3 1E

2-4-4 1F

3-1-1 20

progress or failure.
3-1-2 21

3-1-3 22

3-1-4 23
None 25

3-2-4 27

None 28

None 29

3-3-4 2B
3-4-1 2C

3-4-2 2D

None 2E

None 30

None 31

None 32

None 33

Description
CPU register test in progress or failure.
CMOS write/read in progress or failure.
ROM BIOS checksum in progress or failure.
Programmable interval timer test in progress or failure.
DMA initialisation in progress or failure.
DMA page register write/read test in progress or failure.
RAM refresh verification in progress or failure.
First 64K RAM test in progress.
First 64K RAM chip or data line failure, multibit.
First 64K RAM odd/even logic failure.
Address line failure first 64K RAM.
Parity failure first 64K RAM.
Bit 0 first 64K RAM failure.
Bit 1 first 64K RAM failure.
Bit 2 first 64K RAM failure. Listing 4
Bit 3 first 64K RAM failure.
Bit 4 first 64K RAM failure.
Bit 5 first 64K RAM failure. 10 REM DEMO OF POST CARDS DEBUG USES.

Bit 6 first 64K RAM failure. 20 POST = 128: REM SET PORT TO ADDRESS OF POSTCARD.

Bit 7 first 64K RAM failure. 30 OUT PORT, &HFO: REM START OF PROGRAM

Bit 8 first 64K RAM failure. 40 FOR I = 1 TO 35

Bit 9 first 64K RAM failure. 50 OUT PORT, I: REM OUTPUT CONTROL VARIABLE.

Bit 10 first 64K RAM failure. 60 REM DO THE REST OF LOOP.

Bit 11 first 64K RAM failure. 70 NEXT I

Bit 12 first 64K RAM failure. 80 OUT PORT, &HF1

Bit 13 first 64K RAM failure. 90 END

Bit 14 first 64K RAM failure.
Bit 15 first 64K RAM failure.
Slave DMA register test in

Master DMA register test in progress or failure.
Master interrupt mask register test in progress or failure.
Slave interrupt mask register test in progress or failure.
Interrupt vector loading in progress.
Keyboard controller test in progress or failure.
CMOS power failure/checksum calculation in progress.
CMOS configuration validation in progress.
Screen memory test in progress or failure.
Screen initialisation in progress or failure.
Screen retrace tests in progress or failure.
Search for video ROM in progress.
Screen believed operable.
Monochrome monitor operable.
Colour monitor (40 column) operable.
Colour monitor (80 column) operable.



Table 4

Award BIOS
This is for the following versions:- PC/XT version 3.0 and greater AT version 3.02 and greater Modular BIOS version 3.1

Not all of these POST codes apply to all of the BIOS types listed here. The sequence in which these tests occur is dependent

upon the specific BIOS.

01

02

03
04

05
06
07

08
09

OA

08
OC

OD

OE

OF

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1A

1B

1C

Processor test 1, processor status verification. Infinite loop if test fails.

Determine POST type (normal or manufacturing). Fails if keyboard buffer filled with data.
Clear 8042 keyboard controller. Sends TEST_KBRD command (AAh).
Reset 8042 keyboard controller. Verify TEST_KBRD.
Get 8042 manufacturing status. If manufacturing tests 1 to 5 are continuously repeated.
Initialise chips. Disables video, parity, DMA and clears DMA chip, all page registers and CMOS shutdown byte.

Processor test 2, verify operation of CPU registers.
Initialise CMOS timer. Updates timer cycle normally.
EPROM checksum. Checksum must equal zero to pass.

Initialise video interface.
Test 8254 channel 0.
Test 8254 channel 1.
Test 8254 channel 2.
Test CMOS shutdown byte.
Test extended CMOS.
Test DMA channel 0.
Test DMA channel 1.
Test DMA page registers.
Test 8741 keyboard controller interface.
Test memory refresh toggle circuits.
Test first 64K of system memory.
Set up interrupt vector table for use by 8259.
Set up video I/O operations. Using the optional video BIOS if installed.
Test video memory. Bypassed if optional video BIOS installed.
Test interrupt controller (8259) mask bits of channel 1.
Test interrupt controller (8259) mask bits of channel 2.
Test CMOS battery level.
Test CMOS checksum.

1D Set configuration from CMOS.
1 E Size system memory and compare with CMOS value.
1F Test base memory from 64K to top of memory.

20 Test stuck 8259's interrupt bits.
21 Stuck NMI bits (parity or I/O channel check).
22 Test 8259 interrupt functionality.
23 Test protected mode, 8086 virtual and 8086 page

mode.
24 Size extended memory above 1Mb.
25 Test all memory except the first 64K.

26 Test protected mode exceptions.
27 Set-up cache control or shadow RAM.
28 Set-up cache controller or special 8242 keyboard

controller.
29 Reserved.
2A Initialise keyboard controller.
2B Initialise floppy drive and controller.

2C Detect and initialise serial ports.
2D Detect and initialise parallel ports.
2E Initialise hard disk drive and controller.
2F Detect and initialise maths coprocessor.
30 Reserved.
31 Detects and initialise optional ROMs present from

C800:0 to EFFF:O.

3B Initialise secondary cache with OPTi chipset (486 only).

CA Detect and initialise Micronics cache controller if present.

CC NMI handler shutdown.
EE Unexpected processor exception.
FF Control given to INT 19, boot loader.

Nonfatal system -board errors.

4-2-1 34

4-2-2 35

4-2-3 36

4-2-4 37

4-3-1 38

4-3-3 3A

4-3-4 3B

4-4-1 3C

4-4-2 3D

4-4-3 3E

Low 1-1-2 41

Low 1-1-3 42
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Timer tick interrupt test in
progress or failure.
Shutdown test in progress or
failure.
Gate A-20 failure.
Unexpected interrupt in
protected mode.
RAM test in progress or
address failure > FFFFh.
Interval timer channel 2 test or
failure.
Time -of -day clock test in
progress or failure.
Serial port test in progress or
failure.
Parallel port test in progress or
failure.
Maths coprocessor test in
progress or failure.
System -board select failure.
Extended CMOS RAM failure.



Table 5

AMI COLOUR BIOS

01 Processor register test about to start, and NMI to be
disabled.

02 NMI is disabled; power on delay starting.
03 Power -on delay complete.
04 Keyboard controller soft reset/power on test.
05 Soft reset/power on determined; going to enable ROM.
06 ROM enabled calculating ROM BIOS checksum and

check keyboard buffer clear.
07 ROM BIOS checksum ok, keyboard buffer clear, i

ssuing BAT command to keyboard.
08 BAT command issued to keyboard, going to verify BAT

command.
09 Keyboard BAT verified, keyboard command byte next.
OA Keyboard command byte code issued. going to write

command byte data.
OB Keyboard controller command byte written; going to

issue pin -23, 24 blocking/unblocking command.
00 Pin -23, 24 of keyboard controller blocked/unblocked;

NOP command issued.
OD NOP command processing done; CMOS shutdown

register test to be done next.
OE CMOS shutdown register R/W test ok: going to calcu

late CMOS checksum.
OF CMOS checksum calculation done and DIAG byte

written; CMOS initialisation to begin.
10 CMOS initialisation done; CMOS status register about

to initialise for date and time.
11 CMOS status register initialised, going to disable DMA

and interrupt controllers.
12 DMA controller 1 and 2. interrupt controller 1 and 2

disabled; about to disable video display and initialise
port -B.

13 Video display is disabled and port -B chipset
initlauto memory detection to begin.

14 Chipset init/auto memory detection over; 8254 timer
test about to start.

15 CH -2 timer test halfway; 8254 CH -2 timer test to be
complete.

16 CH -2 timer test over; 8254 CH -1 timer test to be
complete.

17 CH -1 timer test over; 8254 CH -0 timer test to be
complete.

18 CH -0 timer test over; about to start memory refresh.
19 Memory refresh started; memory refresh to be done

next.
1 A Memory refresh line is toggling; going to check 15

micro -second on/off time.
1B Memory refresh period 30 micro -second test

complete; base 64K memory test about to start.
20 Base 64K memory test started; address line test to be

done.
21 Address line test passed; going to do toggle parity.
22 Toggle parity over; going for sequential data R/W test.
23 Base 64K sequential data R./W test ok; any set-up

before interrupt vector initialisation about to start.
24 Set-up required before vector initialisation complete;

interrupt vector initialisation about to begin.
25 Interrupt vector initialisation done; going to read I/0

port of 8042 for turbo switch.
26 I/O port of 8042 is read: going to initialise global data

for turbo switch.
27 Global data initialisation is over; any initialisation after

interrupt vector to be done next.

28 Initialisation after interrupt vector is complete; going for
monochrome mode setting.

29 Monochrome mode setting is done; going for colour
mode setting.

2A Colour mode setting is done; about to go for toggle
parity before optional ROM test.

2B Toggle parity over; about to give control for any set-up
required before optional video ROM check.

2C Processing before video ROM control is done; about to
look for optional video ROM and give control.

2D Optional video ROM control is done; about to give
control to any other processing after video ROM
returns control.

2E Return from processing after the video ROM control; if
EGANGA not found then do display memory R/W test.

2F EGANGA not found; display memory RAN test about
to begin.

30 Display memory RAN test passed; about to look for the
retrace checking.

31 Display memory R/VV test or retrace checking failed;
about to do alternate display memory R/VV test.

32 Alternate display memory RAN test passed; about to
look for the alternate display retrace checking.

33 Video display checking over; verification of display type
with switch setting and actual card to begin.

34 Verification of display adaptor done; display mode to
be set next.

35 Display mode set complete; BIOS ROM data area
about to be checked.

36 BIOS ROM data area check over; going to set cursor
for power on message.

37 Cursor setting for power on message ID complete;
going to display the power on message.

38 Power on message display complete; going to read
new cursor position.

39 New cursor position read and saved; going to display
the reference string.

3A Reference string display is over; going to display the
Hit <Esc> message.

3B Hit <Esc> message displayed; virtual mode memory
test about to start.

40 Preparation for virtual mode test started; going to verify
from video memory.

41 Returned after verifying from video memory; going to
prepare the descriptor tables.

42 Descriptor tables prepared; going to enter virtual mode
for memory test.

43 Entered in virtual mode: going to enable interrupts for
diagnostics mode.

44 Interrupts enabled (if diagnostics switch is on); going to
initialise data to check memory wrap -around at 0:0.

45 Data initialised: going to check for memory wrap-
around at 0:0 and find total system memory size.

46 Memory wrap -around test done; memory size calcula
tion over; about to go for writing patterns to test
memory.

47 Pattern to be test -written in extended memory: going
to write patterns in base 640K memory.

48 Patterns written in base memory; going to determine
amount of memory below 1Mb.

49 Amount of memory below 1Mb found and verified;
going to determine amount of memory above 1Mb.

4A Amount of memory above 1Mb found and verified;
going for BIOS ROM data area check.

4B BIOS ROM data area check over; going to check
<Esc> and clear memory below 1Mb for soft reset.

40 Memory below 1Mb cleared (soft reset): going to clear
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memory above 1Mb.
4D Memory above 1Mb cleared (soft reset); going to save

the memory size.
4E Memory test started (no soft reset); about to display t

he first 64K memory test.
4F Memory size display started; will be updated during

memory test; going for sequential and random memory
test.

50 Memory test below 1Mb complete; going to adjust
memory size for relocation and shadow.

51 Memory size adjusted due to relocation and shadow:
memory test above 1Mb to follow.

52 Memory test above 1Mb complete; going to prepare to
go back to real mode.

53 CPU registers are saved including memory size; going
to enter in real mode.

54 Shut down successful, CPU in real mode; Going to
restore registers saved during preparation for shut
down.

55 Registers restored; going to disable gate A-20 address
ine.

56 A-20 address line disable successful: BIOS ROM data
area about to be checked.

57 BIOS ROM data area check halfway; continuing.
58 BIOS ROM data area check over; going to clear Hit

<Esc> message.
59 Hit <Esc> message cleared; message displayed;

about to start DMA and interrupt controller test.
60 DMA page register test passed; about to verify from

video memory.
61 Video memory verification over; about to go for DMA

#1 base register test.
62 DMA #1 base register test passed; about to go for

DMA #2 register test.
63 DMA #2 base register test passed; about to go for

BIOS ROM data area check.
64 BIOS ROM data area check halfway; continuing.
65 BIOS ROM data area check over; about to program

DMA unit 1 and 2.
66 DMA unit 1 and 2 programming over; about to initialise

8259 interrupt controller.
67 8259 initialisation over; about to start keyboard test.
80 Keyboard test started, clearing output buffer, checking

for stuck key; about to reset keyboard.
81 Keyboard reset error/stuck key found; about to issue

keyboard controller interface test command.
82 Keyboard controller interface test over; about to write

command byte and initialise circular buffer.

83 Command byte written, global data initialisation done;
about to check for lock -key.

84 Lock -key checking over; about to check for memory
size mismatch with CMOS.

85 Memory size check done; about to display soft error
and check for password or bypass set-up.

86 Password checked; about to do programming before
set-up.

87 Programming before set-up complete; going to CMOS
set-up program.

88 Returned from CMOS set-up program and screen is
cleared; about to do programming after set-up.

89 Programming after set-up complete; going to display
power -on screen message.

8A First screen message displayed; about to display
message.

8B message displayed; about to do main and video BIOS
shadow.

8C Main and video BIOS shadow successful; set-up
options programming after CMOS about to start.

8D Set-up options are programmed. mouse check and
initialisation to be done next.

8E Mouse check and initialisation complete: going for hard
disk, floppy reset.

8F Floppy check returns that floppy is to be initialised,
floppy set-up to follow.

90 Floppy set-up is over; test for hard disk presence to be
done.

91 Hard disk presence test is over; hard disk set-up to
follow.

92 Hard disk set-up complete; about to go for BIOS ROM
data area check.

93 BIOS ROM data area check halfway: continuing.
94 BIOS ROM data area check over; going to set base

and extended memory size.
95 Memory size adjusted due to mouse and hard disk

type 47 support; going to verify display memory.

96 Returned after verifying display memory; going to do
initialisation before 0800:0 optional ROM control.

97 Any initialisation before 0800:0 optional ROM control is
over; optional ROM check and control to be done next.

98 Optional ROM control is done; about to give control to
do any required processing after optional ROM returns
control.

99 Any initialisation required after optional ROM test over;
going to set up timer data area and printer
base address.

9A Return after setting timer and printer base address;
going to set the RS -232 base address.

98 Returned after RS -232 base address; going to do any
initialisation before coprocessor test.

90 Required initialisation before coprocessor is over; going
to initialise the coprocessor next.

9D Coprocessor initialised; going to do any initialisation
after coprocessor test.

9E Initialisation after coprocessor test is complete; goingto
check extended keyboard, keyboard ID, and
Num Lock.

9F Extended keyboard check is done, ID flag set, Num
Lock on/off, keyboard ID command to be issued.

AO Keyboard ID command issued: keyboard ID flag to be
reset.

Al Keyboard ID flag reset; cache memory test to follow.
A2 Cache memory test over: going to display any soft

errors.

A3 Soft error display complete; going to set the keyboard
typematic rate.

A4 Keyboard typematic rate set; going to program
memory wait states.

A5 Memory wait states programming over; screen to be
cleared next.

A6 Screen cleared; going to enable parity and NMI.
A7 NMI and parity enabled; going to do any initialisation

required before giving control to optional ROM
at E000:0.

A8 Initialisation before E000:0 ROM control over; E000:0
ROM to get control next.

A9 Returned from E000:0 ROM control; going to do any
initialisation required after E000:0 optional ROM
control.

AA Initialisation after E000:0 optional ROM control is over;
going to display the system configuration.

00 System configuration is displayed; going to give control
to INT 19 boot loader.
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EASY -PC, Schematic and PCB CAD

Over 18,000 Installations
in 80 Countries World-wide!

Runs on:- PC/XT/AT/
286/ 386/ 486 with
Hercules, CGA, EGA
or VGA display and
many DOS emulations.
Design:- Single sided,
Double sided and
Multi -layer (8) boards.
Provides full Surface
Mount support.
Standard output
includes Dot Matrix /
Laser / Ink -jet Printer,
Pen Plotter, Photo -
plotter and N.C. Drill.
Tech Support - free.
Superbly easy to use.

Still
Only

£98.00!
Plus P&P.VAT

BRITISH

DESIGN
AWARD

1989

PP,
P

"IT 'In
"' ICI

Options: -500 piece Surface Mount Symbol Library £48,
1000 piece Symbol Library £38, Gerber Import facility £98.

Electronic Designs Right First Time?

Integrated Electronics CAD Affordable Electronics CAD

Schematic Capture -Jr.

OAF.  IWO MA

Analogue
& Digital

Simulation
4,...nr.M....=  '0.4 ...0

Prices from UK£195 / US$375

EASY -PC: Entry level PCB and
Schematic CAD.

$195.00 £98.00

EASY -PC Professional: Schematic
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly
to ANALYSER III and PULSAR.

$375.00 £195.00

EASY -PC Pro' XM: Extended Memory
Version - Greatly increased capacity

$475.00 £246.00

PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator
- 1500 gate capacity.

$195.00 £98.00

PULSAR Professional: Digital Circuit
Simulator - 50,000 gate capacity.

$376.00 £195.00

ANALYSER III: Linear Analogue Circuit
Simulator - 130 node capability

$195.00 £98.00

ANALYSER III Professional: Linear
Analogue Circuit Simulator
- 750 node capability.

$375.00 £196.00

Z -MATCH for Windows: NEW Wndows
based Smith -Chart program
for RF Engineers .

$476.00 £245.00

FILTECH: Active and Passive Fitter
Design program

$275.00 £145.00

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy. You can
upgrade at any time to the professional version of a
program just for the difference in price.

USS prices
include Post
end Pecking

UK.£ prices
exclude P&P
end VAT

For full information, please write, phone or fax: -

Number One Systems
 TECHNICAL SUPPORT FREE FOR LIFE
 PROGRAMS NOT COPY PROTECTED.
 SPECIAL PRICES FOR EDUCATION.

UK/EEC: Ref. ETI, HARDING WAY, STAVES, CAMBS., ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.
Telephone UK: 0480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042

USA: Ref. Ell, 1795 Granger Avenue, Los Altos, CA 94024
Telephone/Fax: (415) 968 9306

International +44 480 461778

MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
adadall
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LOOKING FOR A
CAREER IN

ELECTRONICS ?
Logitron Ltd is a growing company

specialising in the supply of electronic
components to the computer repair

industry.
We currently have a vacancy for a person to

provide technical support and to help
source specialist electronic components

from throughout the world.

Specific technical qualifications are not
necessary, however candidhtes must be
familiar with the types and functions of

general electronic components.

Salary is negotiable. Send CVs to the address below,
marked for the attention of Robert Stevenson.

LOGITRON LTD
42 Berrymede Road
London W4 5JD

ON METER
METEX 45 DIGIT DMM
M4630  30 Range 4 h Ova
Display I 7nwn  0.05% Accuracy.
Fealures  5 range copocilonce
lest II 5 ohms ranges lo 20M
 Transislor and Diode Tesr
 Coratnuev LFT1 one bia7er  Data
had vetch II 5 ranges AMC Volts
 AGOG current to 20 Maps

 Won Worts.

instructions /49,95%Men,

cod hare cuse

TL34  33 Range
digit 24mm Large Display
Failures  5 CotioCrtanCe ranges
 6 - resislonce ranges to 20M 0110,1
 Diode ond Iransmadr A39  5 AODC
volts ranges Basic 0.5% accuracy
O 5 mope AMC current to 20 Amps

WM leads

instructions
00telry and

MX190
 19 Range TA Digit
Fe lures  ACJOC Volts t-)
In 0- JO ADC current II 0/210MEG
ohrnresrstance III Dade test II Signal

 With leads batiery
aril instructions

inieclor lunchon

Full details send for Instruments
Into pack (SAE 36p UK) Ref: TG

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ST METERS
Satellite Finder

129.95
Pr ofessional Satellite

189.95
LCR Meter  - r

[67.95
Capacitance Meter 
 9 rouges

Lux Meter , r^ -.1r, 

Sound Level Meter

[62.95

[62.95

mAnalogue Clamp Meter

-0A 132.95
Cnu,tal Clamp Meter

- ES6.95
AC DC Current Clamp

£51.95
Temperature Measurement

£41.95

BENCH INSTRUMENTS

£93.00
£126.00

f87.00
POWER SUPPLIES
*single meter *twin meter
0/24v do 03amOS f74.00
0/24y at 0/5omps -888.00
0/30y dr 0/3 OrnDS *1E140.00
Twin version .1260.00
5 15v dc CV4 amps 852.95
0/30v DO 0'21 Amps
chiral dispiov £99.95

SIGNAL SOURCES :soma M
6 Range RI- Gen '00 KHZ lo 150 MHZ
(360MHZ liorrnorKs) 6122.00
5 range Audio Gen I DV to 1 MHZ
Sine/square 1119.00
0 5H/ to 500KHZ runciar Ger,

6124.7

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

1-11EnRY IV
4Te014. 0E1drna4re3 5R6d4, IL0o7n1d2o5n8W1 82311E D W," 

AUDIO ELECTROnICS
Fax: 071-724 0322

Discounts for quantity and education VIM

Freelanie
RENT A CAR

77-e/OEfI4 TOW# I/OPPEA°
No, it's not a Sinclair C5, and yes it's electric, environ-
mentally sound and easily manoeuvrable, the City -el

explodes the myth that electric cars are impractical, with a
50KM range and 50KM top speed, it's the best alternative
in urban traffic. 10 metres of flex and conventional plug

ensure that wherever you are, just plug in.

* £2,499 CABRIO OR HARDTOP
* £1,875 EX -DEMONSTRATORS CABRIO-HARDTOP
* VEHICLE TAX EXEMPT
* CHARGING TIME 100% 8 HOURS 75% 3 HOURS
* CHARGING COST 9 PENCE/100% CHARGE

Patriotic Street, St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands
Telephone: 0534 80973 Facsimile: 0534 80974

'OFF -AIR' FREQUENCY STANDARD

HALCYON

' Provides 10MHz. 5MHz & 1MHz
' Use it for calibrating equipment that relies on quartz crystals.

TCXOs. VXCOs, oven crystals
' Phase locks to DROITWICH (rubidium controlled and

traceable to NPL)
 For ADDED VALUE also phase locks to ALLOUIS (cesium

controlled and traceable to OP  French eq to NPL),
' British designed and British manufactured
' Options available include enhanced receiver, sine wave

outputs and 13MHz output for GSM. Prices on application.

Still Only

£195.. VAT

Carriage extra

Output frequencies -
10MHz. 5MHz, 1MHz
Short term stability - better
than 1x10 " (1 sec)
Typical - 4 x 10 ' (1 sec)
Long term - tends to
2x10-' (1000sec)

SUPERB DUAL TRACE SCOPES, TELEOUIPMENT D61A, 10mV SENSITIVITY,
10uS-500mS/DIV (& x5), X -Y INPUTS, Z -MOD, INT/EXTITV TRIGS, ETC. FROM £99

PE GENERATOR 12V 17A BATT CHARGE £95
WELLS BROOKFIELD MICRO VISCOMETER £29
JANKE & KUNKEL HI -SPEED MINI MIXER £20

CORE MEMORIES FROM £10
COMMODORE PETS. PRINTERS, DDRIVES. ETC £15 ea
CAMBRIDGE SCHERING BRIDGE £35
TIME 2004 DC VOLTAGE STANDARD O.005% E750

FLUKE 760A MULT1METER CALIBRATOR £249
BRADLEY 1718 MULTIMETER CALIBRATOR £249
BRADLEY 191 DISTRIBUTION UNIT £149
HONEYWELL COLOUR GRAPHIC RECORDER £295
TEKTRONIX 545 PLUG -INS VARIOUS £10 to £25
PLESSEY TCT I 0 SIG GENANAL 50-300 BOS £95

95
£59

5

75
£95

£9

95
75

es

15

PRECISION STD CELL MUIRHEAD K231A TEMP CONT

£9
£3

MARCONI TF2212 X -Y DISPLAY
QUAD 303 STEREO POWER AMPS
DRAKE M142700 MATCHING NVORK 6 PS7 PSU
SCOPEX 4S6 684Hz SINGLE TRACE
SCOPEX 40 10BL S. 10MHz WITH EXTENDED LF TB
LEADER LBO -9C ALI3AIMENT SCOPE
MATSU SS5116 DUAL TRACE 10MHz
TELEOUIPMENT DI011 10AHz DUAL TRACE
H.P. 8505A VECTOR V4AETER ION/
TELEOUIPMENT D67A29.11-4. 21. DEL IS
HITACHI VC 6015 10MHz DIGITAL STORAGE
HP1 340A X -Y DISPLAYS
LEVELL TM613 MICRO V -METER 450MHz

£1

£1

El
El
£385
£2
£2
£149
£95

AVO VALVE TESTERS MK2, 4 & C1160 FROM £49
'GIBSON GIRL' EMERGENCY RADIO SET £65
ELECTRONIC VISUALS EV4020A NTSC VSCOPE £395
FERROGRAPH RTS2 TEST SETAUX TEST UNIT £295
PHILIPS PM5134 FUNCTION GEN 1Hz-20MH., £1495
PHILIPS P615326 RF SIG GEN 0 1-125MH: £395
PHILIPS Ph45716 PULSE GENERATOR 142.50MHz £595

BRADLEY 144 DC MuLTPLiER UNIT
ROBIN 084203 LIGHT METER 0-501 LUX

FROM £55xr 'AT & COMPAQ COMPUTERS
LEVELL TI.38 MICRO V -METER 3MHz
HP496TC PROTOCOL ANAL 8 18179A RS2320V24
HP6131 C DIGITAL VOLTAGE SOURCE
14P6140A DIGITAL CURRENT SOURCE
LING DON VIB GEN 406 8 P4303 PWR OSC
UD12026 SONAR SCANNER SURFACE UNIT
CITOH CX6000 6 -PEN A4 PLOTTER CENTRS232
GOULD 2400 4 -PEN CHART RECORDER
PHILIPS P546456 FM STEREO GENERATOR
MARCONI TF2300 FMAN MODULATION METER
MCKENZIE 7DAV TEMP,HUMIDITY RECORDER
FEEDBACK 550603 1 MHz SINESO OSC
LCR BRIDGE WAYNE KERR CT492
LCRO BRIDGE AVO 8151
LCR BRIDGE MARCONI TF2701
LCR MARCONI TF1313 0.25%
LCR COMPONENT COMPARATOR AVO CZIETS

£85
POA
POA
POA
PCM
£975
£135
£149
£95

£195
£95

£125
£79

£195
£125

£95
£95

LISTS AVAILABLE BUT loocrs OF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. ALL PRICES EXC. OF PAP AND VAT
QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED

A HALCYON ELECTRONICS
423. KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHASE. LONDON SW20 8JR

SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6383. FAX 081-542 0340
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HALL EFFECT

14111114IIIH PEDAL
In another of his electronic music projects Robert Penfold shows how to build a

simple wah-wah pedal based upon a Hall Effect device

he wah-wah effect is probably one of the earliest of
guitar effects units, and it is one which has

remained very popular over the years. Producing this
effect is relatively easy, and a wah-wah unit is basically just a
tuneable bandpass filter. Conventionally, the centre frequency is
in the lower bass region with the pedal raised, increasing to a
high audio frequency as the pedal is fully depressed. A wah-
wah pedal could be used to boost the fundamental frequencies
and attenuate the harmonics, but it is normally used the other
way round. Sweeping the filter over the lower and middle
harmonics boosts them relative to the fundamental frequencies,
and produces the familiar "wah-wah" sound.

A conventional wah-wah pedal has a potentiometer that is
operated by the pedal. This potentiometer is used as a resistive
element in the bandpass filter circuit, and operating the pedal
therefore alters the operating frequency of the filter. This
arrangement is very simple, but it does have its drawbacks,
particularly for the home constructor One problem is that it is

difficult to produce a reliable pedal mechanism. It is possible.
and plenty of do-it-yourself wah-wah units have been
constructed successfully, but many potential constructors are
simply not prepared to get embroiled with gears or pulley
wheels. Another problem with many wah-wah pedals is the
noise produced by the potentiometer each time it is operated
This often produces quite noticeable "scratching" sounds.

Hall Effect
This unit is free from both problems due to the use of a voltage
controlled bandpass filter, plus a Hall Effect sensor to generate
the control voltage. A Hall Effect sensor is a semiconductor
which is designed to respond to magnetic fields. It uses the
basic arrangement shown in Fig.1(a). A thin slice of silicon has
an electrode on opposite sides, and about half way up the slice.
The output voltage is taken from across these two electrodes. A
current is passed down the slice of silicon, giving a potential
gradient which runs from 0 volts at the bottom of the slice to the
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Fig.1. (a) Normal current flow through a Hall Effect device, and (b) distorted current flow caused
by a magnetic field

full supply voltage at the top. As the electrodes are both half
way up the slice, they both produce half the supply voltage, and
the differential output voltage is zero.

If a magnetic field is applied to the device, and it is perpen-
dicular to the current flow, it deflects the current carriers and
distorts the current flow (Fig.1(b)). This is rather like a magnetic
or electrostatic field deflecting the electron beam of a cathode
ray tube. This distortion of the current flow results in a distortion
of the potential gradient. This in turn results in the potential at
one electrode increasing, and the voltage at the other electrode
decreasing. This produces an output voltage across the two
electrodes. The stronger the applied magnetic field, the greater
the distortion of the current flow, and the greater the output
voltage. If the magnetic field is reversed, so is the polarity of the
output voltage. However, in order to operate the sensor prop-
erly the magnetic field must be applied to a side of the silicon
slice that is fitted with an electrode. Applying it to one of the
other four sides of the device will have no significant effect on
the output voltage.

How It Works
The circuit diagram for the Hall Effect wah-wah pedal appears in
Fig.2. 101 is the linear Hall Effect sensor, and this is a three
terminal device which only has the two supply leads and an
output terminal. Under standby conditions the output voltage is

approximately half the supply
voltage. A small bar magnet
placed right against the sensor
can provide a voltage change of
about one volt, which is not
quite enough to drive the filter
circuit properly. Therefore, IC2
is used as an inverting amplifier
to boost the voltage change
from the sensor. The closed
loop gain of IC2 is approxi-
mately 4.5 times, which gives
an output voltage swing of
roughly 4.5 volts. IC2 also
provides level shifting. VR1 is
adjusted to give an output

voltage of about 0.5 volts or so from IC2 under standby condi-
tions. Bringing the magnet close to 101 gives a reduction in its
output voltage, but an increase in the output voltage from IC2.
The output voltage range from IC2 is roughly 0.5 to 5 volts.

A very basic bandpass filter is all that is needed for the
present application. 103 acts as an input buffer stage which
ensures that the filter circuit is driven from a suitably low source
impedance. The filter uses what is almost a conventional opera-
tional amplifier bandpass configuration. It differs from the normal
configuration only in that Q7 and IC4 have been included. IC4 is
a CMOS 4007UBE complementary pair and inverter. In this
circuit though, only one of the N channel enhancement mode
MOSFETs is utilised. No connections are made to the other
sections of this component. The drain -to -source resistance of
the MOSFET is used as a voltage controlled resistance. It is
varied via the gate voltage, and because this is an enhancement
mode device, it starts to turn on when the gate voltage is about
0.5 volts or so. Increasing the gate voltage above this threshold
voltage gives a steady decrease in the drain -to -source resis-

tance.
The components which govern the operating frequency of

the filter are Q6, C4, C5, and 010. The voltage controlled resis-
tance is effectively in parallel with 06, and any variations in its
resistance produce changes in the filter's centre frequency.
With a low control voltage to IC4 the filter frequency is about
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100u

IC1
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R2
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22k

RV1

47k [Hi

2

NOTE
IC1 UGN3503U
IC2 CA3140E
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IC4 4007UBE
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4 R3
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100k
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Fig.2. The Hall Effect Wah Wah pedal circuit
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Fig.3. Details of the component layout and wiring

50Hz, with the lower limit being controlled by R4. With the
maximum control voltage, the filter frequency is raised to a few
kilohertz.

There is a slight drawback to this very simple method of
filtering, and this is that the 0 of the filter changes significantly
when its operating frequency is altered. The 0 increases
substantially at higher filter frequencies. The circuit values there-
fore have to be chosen to give a Q that is high enough to give a
good effect at low filter frequencies, without giving an excessive
Q at high filter frequencies. Although the gain of the filter
increases substantially at high frequencies, so too do the losses
through 06. Thus, although the filter's Q changes significantly
as the filter frequency is swept, the gain at the centre of the
passband remains virtually constant.

S2 is a simple bypass switch that enables the effect to be
switched in and out. The current consumption of the circuit is
about 15 milliamps, which gives a very long operating life from
each set of four HP7 (M) size batteries.

Construction
Details of the component panel and wiring are provided in

Fig.4. The underside of the component panel

Figs.3 and 4. The stripboard panel has 52 holes by 19 copper
strips. After cutting the board to size, drill the two 3.3 millimetre
diameter mounting holes. These will accept 6BA or metric M3
mounting bolts. Then make the breaks in the copper strips on
the underside of the board. Next fit the components and link
wires. 102 and 104 are both MOS devices which require the
standard anti -static handling precautions. In order to fit easily
into the layout, C2 and C4 should have 7.5 millimetre (0.3 inch)
lead spacing, and C5 should be a 10 millimetre (0.4 inch) type.

Fig.5 shows how to identify the leadouts of the UGN3503U
Hall Effect sensor. Using the type number marking to identify
the notional front of the device seems to be the only way of
doing this. As viewed in Fig.2, the type number is on the right,
and the plain side is on the left. If necessary, the sensor can be
mounted off -board and wired to the component panel via a
piece of three way cable. Note that the sensor will only work if
the end of the bar magnet is applied to the front or rear face of
the component. The magnet will have little effect if one of its
poles is applied to an edge of the sensor, or if the middle of the
magnet is applied to one of the faces of the sensor. Trial and
error has to be used to determine which end of the magnet
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Resistors (0.25 watt 5% carbon film)
01
02,06 15k
03.Q10 68k
04.05,07
08,09 33k
VR1

Capacitors
C1

C2
03

05
C6
07

22k

100k

47k min hor preset

100u 10V axial elect
470n polyester
2u2 50V radial elect
33n polyester
22n polyester
4u7 50V radial elect
10u 25V radial elect

Semiconductors
IC1 UGN3503U
IC2 CA3140E
iO3,105 LF351N
104 4007UBE

Miscellaneous
JK1,,IK2 Standard 6.25mm jack socket

SPST min tog
S2 SPDT

(see text)
51 6 volt (4'x
Case, 0,1 inch matrix stripboard having
19 strips.
battery connector (PP3 type), plastic bat
Maplin
large" magnet, materials for pedal. 8 pun
holder (3 off),
14 pin DIL IC holder, wire, solder, etc.

operates the unit in the correct fashion. The unit will probably
work properly using practically any small bar magnet, but I have
only tested it using the Maplin "large" type.

A pedal style project needs to be housed in tough case.
such as a diecast aluminium box or a good quality folded
aluminium case. There should be no difficulty in producing a

UGN3503U

POSITIVE SUPPLY
OUTPUT

GROUND (0V)

Fig.5. Identifying the UGN3503U leadout wires

simple pedal mechanism based on a large hinge and a small
sheet of 16 s.w.g. aluminium. The magnet only needs to move
through about 12 millimetres in order to take the unit through its
full sweep range. S1 must be a heavy-duty push-button switch
mounted next to the pedal if you wish to be able to switch the
effect in and out while playing. It should be a switch of the
successive operation type (i.e. pressing it once switches the
effect out, pressing it again switches the effect back in again,
and so on).

The four HP7 (AA) size batteries are fitted into a plastic
battery holder of the appropriate type. The connections to the
holder are made by way of an ordinary PP3 battery connector.

Adjustment And Use
When initially testing and adjusting the unit the best signal
source is some form of noise generator. A suitable signal can
be obtained from the earphone socket of an F.M. radio tuned
between stations. Start with VR1 adjusted fully clockwise, and
the magnet withdrawn from the sensor. The audio output from
the unit should be a fairly ferocious sounding, high-pitched
noise signal. If VR1 is slowly adjusted in a counter -clockwise
direction, the pitch of the noise should soon start to fall. Adjust
VR1 just far enough to bring the noise down to its minimum
pitch. Introducing and withdrawing the magnet should then
sweep the filter over its full frequency range. The unit is then
ready for use.

A little practice is needed in order to get the best from a
wah-wah pedal. The frequency range covered by the filter
needs to be matched to the notes played, so the high the pitch
of the notes, the higher the sweep range that should be used.
You really need to listen carefully to the effect being produced,
and modify your pedalling to maximise the effect. Remember
that "practice makes perfect".
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GRAND HALL OLYMPIA, HAMMERSMITH ROAD, KENSING7ON, LONDON W14 8UX
30th DECEMBER 1994 - 7th January 1995
OPENING TIMES: 10am-6pm every day except Thursday 5th January 10-8pm.

OVER 1,000 MODELS ON DISPLAY -
boats, aircraft, cars, locomotives, model engineering, science fiction.

 London Transport Museum Model Display  Radio Control Boats
 Remote Control Car Racing (30th, 31st Dec, 2nd &7th Jan)

 Indoor Fun Flying (DPR 1st Jan)  Festival of Indoor Model Flight -
the biggest indoor flying event ever - all day every day  Scalextric -

test your driving skills  7 1/4" Gauge Railway - ride on the longest
portable model in England  5" Gauge Steam Railway - rides for

everyone  Wargames - continuous participating games  Clayton
Driver of the year competition (selected days)  Traction Engine

Steam Up (selected days)  Associations, societies and club stands

Show Guide giving a diary of events available from 2nd December.
Further information, competition entry forms and details of RNLI special train from North Wales. obtainable from

Argus Specialist Exhibitions, Argus House. Boundary Way. Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST Tel: 0442 66551.
Olympia is easily accessible by road  rail  underground and bus  Mainline and underground stations adjacent.

Some trains from Brighton. Manchester. Liverpool. Birmingham and Edinburgh stop at Olympia too!

Admission: Adults £6, Senior Citizens £4.50, Children £3, Family Ticket £15
(2 adults & up to 4 children) -2 day and season tickets available in advance.

Argus Specialist Publications with Hilton hotels are offering special rates for the duration of the Exhibition.

Hilton National London Olympia

London Kensington Hilton

London Regents Park Hilton

The Langham Hilton

London Hilton on Park Lane

ASSOCIATE HOTELS

Plaza on Hyde Park

Sherlock Holmes Hotel

The Clive Hotel Hampstead

Located on Kensington High Street, home of the most fashionable and exciting stores in London £31.05

Located among the elegant Georgian houses and tree lined streets of Holland Park £34.50

Overlooking Lords Cricket Ground, the Regents Park hotel is close to the West End £31.05

Situated in London's West End and close to Oxford Street £80.50

In the heart of Mayfair and its elegant shopping district £80.50

Close to Victoria and Albert Museum & Kensington Palace £29.90

Near Madame Tussaud's & London Zoo £32.20

Small & welcoming, close to Hampstead and its Heath £24.15

HILTON

HILTON
121131111M1113112111311111

Prices are for each guest each night for Twin/Double Room 1E14 single
supplement) and include Continental breakfast, (except The Langham Hilton
and London Hilton on Park Lane which include English break -fast), private
bath/shower, tea/coffee making facilities and VAT {single supplement E30 at
both hotels,. There is a supplement of £5.50 for full English breakfast.

Booking Form - International Model Engineer & Modelling Exhibition

Name Address

Postcode

Accommodation required; Double Twin El single No in party

Choice of hotel Dates required

Payment by; cheque a Access Visa 71 Diners 71 AmEx My Credit Card No

Make it a Model Stay

Tel No

No of nights

Expiry

Return booking form to: Heidi Ross, HRW, Hilton International, PO Box 137, Watford, Herts WD1 1DN. Tel: (071) 734 6000
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MODEL ENGINEER

and Modelling Exhibition

Grand and National Halls Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, Kensington,

London W14 8UX.

30th December 1994 - 7th January 1995

Advance Bookings
Cost per Ticket

Adults £5.50

Senior Citizens £4

Children (5-16yrs inc.) £2.50

Family Ticket £13.50

(2 Adults 8 up to 4 children)

2 -Day Ticket -Adult £10

Senior Citizen £7

Season Ticket -Adult £24

Senior Citizen £18

Qty Tow Cost

£

Party Bookings (for groups of 10 or more)

Adults £5.25

Senior Citizens £3.75

Children (5-16yrs inc.) £2.50

School Bookings (for groups of 10 or more, 1 teacher

Teachers

Pupils

Teachers per 10 pupils

FREE per 10 pupils)

£5

£2.50

(FREE)

Total enclosed

ADVANCE BOOKING

INFORMATION
I enclose cheque/P.O. for the total amount stated
above, together with an S.A.E. for return tickets.
Cheques made payable to Argus Specialist
Exhibitions and sent to Argus Specialist
Exhibition (A.T.) Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HP2 7ST. Tel: 0442 66551.

Name

Address

Post Code

FESTIVAL
OF INDOOR

MODEL FLYING
Hosted by the Model

Pilots Association

Model Engineer &
Modelling Exhibition

Will feature non-stop model
flying in the giant National

Hall, right alongside the main
exhibition hall in

Olympia
The all -day, every day action will include:

 Bring -and -fly sessions for visitors to operate
their models  Team racing with KK Phantoms!
 Electric and I.C. control line flying round the
pole  R/C scale and pylon race competition

 Trade demonstrations include
 R/C helicopters and fixed wing designs
 DPR models and SAMs fun -fly events

 Various competitions to enter
with prizes to be won!

Full commentary on all the action.
The events, with the exception of the model

trade demos, are open to all, so if you've got an
indoor model (or even a small outdoor one!)

Bring it along and have fun with the rest of us!

Please note: for control line flying the maximum
line length available is 35' and engine size is
limited to 1.5cc. R/C models are subject to a

maximum of 0.020 cu.in. for non -throttle
equipped engine or 0.55 cc. for throttle equipped

All models will be the subject of
scrutineering before they are permitted to fly

Sport or scale, free flight, rubber, electric, CO2,
R/C, chuckie. RTP and C/L - they're all welcome

and the action promises to be non-stop

See you at Olympia!
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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MIDI
EXPLAINED

This is the sixth and final part of Robert Penfold's tutorial series
which has sought to unravel some of the mysteries of MIDI -based electronic

musical instruments

1110n recent years there has been endless speculation

about a Mark II version of MIDI. Although there
could be real benefits in having a new and

improved version of MIDI, it has become so well

as just "GM". This has become something of a buzzword in the
world of electronic music, but relatively few people seem to fully
understand just what GM is really all about. The first point that
has to be made is that GM is not something that has relevance

to all MIDI users. Indeed, to many it is of no
consequence at all. The main MIDI specification
is intended to ensure that items of equipment
from various manufacturers can be used
together as a proper system. For many of us,
and possibly for the majority of MIDI users, this is
all that it needs to do.

One problem with the original MIDI specifica-
tion is that it does not lay down any minimum
requirements for a MIDI system. Whether your
MIDI system consists of a couple of old mono-
phonic synthesisers, or the latest computer plus
sophisticated software and twenty instruments, it
is a perfectly valid MIDI system. This is fine in a
situation where musicians are using their own

5 WAY DIN CON.

INNER
CONDUCTORS

5 WAY DIN CON.

Fig.1 . MIDI cable interconnections

established in its original form that it
seems unlikely that we will be using a
new version of MIDI in the near future.
On the other hand, over the years. MIDI
has undergone a few minor
changes and has had some substantial
additions. The original MIDI 1.0 specifi-
cation remains at the heart of the
current MIDI specification, but we now
have what could reasonably be called a
Mark II version of MIDI.

General MIDI
Many of the changes and updates to
MIDI have been covered in the previous
articles in this series. One obvious and
major exception is General MIDI. This is
more correctly called General MIDI
System, Level 1, but it is better known
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Fig.2. A circuit to convert parallel data to a MIDI
serial signal
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Fig.4. A MAID output stage using the 6N139

systems to produce music in their own ways. Each musician
can set up his or her own MIDI system to play his or her own
sequences. The problem only really arises when musician "A"
wishes to play a sequence produced by musician "B". This is
usually quite possible, and with the introduction of standard
MIDI files it is not even necessary for musician "A" to have the
same sequencer as musician "B". However, the system used by
musician "A" must have the wherewithal to play all the notes,
and it must be set up to provide the right sound on each
channel.

GM is basically just a specification for a standard MIDI
system which can be used to play standard MIDI files in a
predictable way. To a large extent GM is about getting the right
sound on the right channel. This is not done by having a stan-
dard sound assigned to each channel, since the 16 available
MIDI channels would then give a limit of just 16 different
sounds. Instead, there are standard sound assignments for the
128 program numbers, giving a much more useful repertoire of
sounds. The general idea is for each sequence to start with a
program change message for each channel that is used in the
sequence. The purpose of these messages is to set each
channel to the appropriate sound. Of course, further program
change messages can be used mid -sequence in order to vary
the sound assigned to each channel, as and when necessary.
Due to the standard sound assignments of GM, the correct
sound will always be produced on each channel.

GM is not perfect, and one obvious problem is that 128
programs are not sufficient to accommodate a full range of
sounds. This is not a major problem for most users, since the
usual string sounds, wind sounds, etc. are catered for, as are
some of the more unusual instruments and a range of sound
effects. Those who operate in specialist areas of music, and
composers of avant garde music might feel that GM is a bit
limiting though.

Another problem is that each sound is only loosely defined.
The flute sound of one instrument might sound significantly
different to the flute sound of another instrument. Obviously
there are some variations in the sounds of "real" instruments of
a given type, but there are greater variations with synthesised
sounds. The intention is that each sound should eventually be
more rigidly defined, with the GM specification laying down such
things as the attack and decay times of the envelope shape.
However, even without such rigid standardisation, GM at least
ensures that each track of a sequence will be played by an
appropriate type of sound, and that the reproduced piece will

be largely in accordance with the
composer's intentions.

Beat Channel
It is now common practice to
have one channel of a MIDI
system devoted to percussive
sounds. The alternative is to use
mode 4 and to have a different
percussive sound on each
channel, but this method does
not make efficient use of the
channels. If you need, say, six
percussion sounds, only ten
channels would be left for the
other tracks. It is much better to
have all the percussion sounds
on one channel, with a different
sound being assigned to each

note value. This provides up to 128 different sounds, but only
uses up one MIDI channel.

Under GM it is MIDI channel 10 that is assigned to the
percussive sounds, and there is a standard set of sound assign-
ments for note values from 35 to 81 (decimal). Of course, this
channel is only used for simple percussive sounds that do not
have variable pitch. Percussive sounds such as woodblock and
steel drums are used on the other channels in the normal way.

The GM sound assignments are arranged in 16 groups of
eight, as detailed in Table 1. Table 2 gives details of the assign-
ments within a few groups, and Table 3 provides some exam-
ples of the sound assignments on the percussion channel (MIDI
channel number 10). Note that only program numbers from 35
to 81 have so far been assigned sounds.

Other Factors
GM is not just about sound assignments, and the GM standard
gives minimum requirements for the system. One of these is
that the system should have 24 fully dynamically allocated
voices for both melodic and percussive sounds, or 16 dynami-
cally allocated voices for melody and eight for percussion. This
enables quite complex sequences to be handled, but with
modern technology this sort of thing can be handled by a single
instrument. All 16 MIDI channels must be supported, and the
system must be able to use a different timbre (sound) on each
channel. Middle C must be at the correct note value of 60
(decimal). This may seem to be an example of stating the
obvious, but apparently some MIDI instruments are an octave
out! All voices, including those on the percussion channel, must
respond to velocity information. Channel pressure and pitch
bending should be implemented on all channels. The system
must respond to certain control changes, such as master
volume, pan, and sustain.
It must be stressed that GM is not intended to be a definition of

a standard system that must be utilized by all MIDI users. It is
only for those who need a standard system so that they can
swap standard MIDI files in the knowledge that the played -back
sequences will always sound more or less as intended. I
suppose that GM is primarily for those who wish to buy or sell
music in the form of disks containing standard MIDI files. Of
course, sequences intended for a GM system can be played
back properly on any system that is set up correctly and has the
wherewithal, regardless of whether or not it is an official GM
system (complete with the GM logo).
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General MIDI System, Level 1 Sound
Assignment Groups (not ch. 10)

Program No. Group

1 - 8
9-16
17 - 24
25 - 32
33 - 40
41 - 48
49 - 56
57 - 64
65 - 72
73 - 80
81 - 88
89 - 96
97 - 104
105 - 112
113 - 120
121 - 128

Piano

Chromatic Percussion
Organ
Guitar
Bass

Strings
Ensemble
Brass
Reed

Pipe
Synth Lead
Synth Pad
Synth Effects
Ethnic
Percussive
Sound Effects

Hardware
Proper hardware standardisation is undoubtedly one of the
main reasons for MIDI's success. To a large extent it was a lack
of proper hardware standards that resulted in previous music
interfaces generating a lot of disillusionment. All MIDI devices
produce signals that are fully compatible with all other MIDI
units. In order to wire -up a MIDI system you merely need some
standard MIDI cables. The MIDI standard permits professional
quality 3 way XLR connectors to be used for IN, OUT, and
THRU sockets, but these are little used in practice. The normal
MIDI connector is the 5 way 180 degree DIN type. A MIDI
connecting lead consists of two 5 -way 180 degree DIN plugs
having a "straight" connection between pins 4 and 5, and pin 2
of each plug connected to the screen. This method of intercon-
nection is shown in Fig.1.

Making up your own MIDI leads is quite easy, and any
reasonably good quality twin screened cable is suitable. MIDI
operates at the relatively high baud rate of 31250 baud, which
limits the maximum cable length that can be used. The
maximum recommended length for MIDI cables is 15 metres
(about 50 feet), but this should be more than sufficient for most
users. Many ready-made MIDI cables seem to include
"straight" connections between pins 1 and 3. This is not in
accordance with the MIDI specification, but as these pins of
the sockets should not be connected to anything, the extra
connections should not be of any consequence. Note that 5 -
way DIN leads for audio use normally have some form of cross -
coupling between the plugs. Leads of this type are unusable in
a MIDI system.

Computers And MIDI
Probably most MIDI systems are based on a computer running
a sequencer program. A few computers have a built-in MIDI
interface, but the only common examples are the Atari STs.
Although the MIDI ports of musical instruments seem to rigidly
adhere to the MIDI specification, the situation is rather different
for computers. Unfortunately, computer MIDI ports are about
as well standardised as everything else in the computer world!
In the case of the Atari STs, pins 1 and 3 of the OUT port are
used to provide the THRU facility. A special lead is therefore

car
m

Program No In,

1 Grand Piano
2 Bright Acoustic Piano
3 Electric Grand Piano
4 Honky-Tonk Piano
5/6 Electric Pianos
7 Harpsichord
8 Clavi

25 Acoustic Guitar (nylon strings)
26 Acoustic Guitar (steel strings)
27 Electric Guitar (clean)
29 Electric Guitar (muted)
30 Overdriven Guitar
31 Distortion Guitar
32 Guitar Harmonics

41 Violin

42 Viola
43 Cell

44 Contrabass
45 Tremolo Strings
46 Pizzicato Strings
47 Orchestral Harp
48 Timpani

57

58
59
60
61

62

63/64

65
66
67

68

69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80

Trumpet
Trombone
Tuba
Muted Trumpet
French Horn
Brass Section
Synth Brass

Soprano Sax
Alto Sax
Tenor Sax
Baritone Sax

Oboe
English Horn
Bassoon
Clarinet
Piccolo
Flute

Recorder
Pan Flute
Blown Bottle
Shakuhachi
Whistle
Ocarina

113 Tinkle Bell
114 Agogo
115 Steel Drums
116 Woodblock
117 Taiko Drum
118 Melodic Tom
119 Synth Drum
120 Reverse Cymbal
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some examples of the sound assignments on the
percussion channel (MIDI channel number 10).

Percus,--
35 Acoustic Bass Drum
36 Bass Drum 1

37 Side Stick

38 Acoustic Snare
39 Hand Clap

44 Pedal Hi -Hat

47 Low Mid Tom
48 High Mid Tom

50 High Tom

54 Tambourine

60 High Bongo
61 Low Bongo
69 Cabasa

70 Maracas
71 Short Whistle

72 Long Whistle
75 Cleves

76 High Woodblock
77 Low Woodblock
81 Open Triangle

needed in order to utilize the THRU facility. In other cases, the
wrong type of connector is used, and a non-standard lead is
again needed in order to use any of the ports.

Most computers require an add-on MIDI interface. The stan-
dard MIDI interfaces for the Amiga and Macintosh computers
are serial port add-on units. Bearing in mind that MIDI uses
what is essentially a normal RS232C style asynchronous serial
signal, this is an obvious approach to the problem. Most
computer serial ports have a baud rate that is controlled by the
system clock and a divide by "N" counter. Setting the correct
baud rate is just a matter of writing the correct value to the
counter. Some simple hardware is all that is needed to
make the conversion from RS232C to MIDI signal levels, and
vice versa.

MIDI interfacing to the PCs seems to be a fairly involved
subject. Some MIDI users have found a low cost solution in the
form of modified serial ports, but this method seems to have
gone out of fashion, probably due to a lack of compatibility with
commercial software. The nearest thing to a standard PC MIDI
interface is the Roland MPU-401, which is available these days
in more compact form as the MPU-1 PC. This is rather more
than just a basic input/output port, and it actually includes its
own microprocessor. This gives a boost in performance, as the
interface can undertake some of the processing that would
otherwise have to be undertaken by the main processor.

Most of the alternative PC MIDI interfaces offer MPU- 1PC
compatibility, but note that some do not offer full compatibility.
The built-in processing power of the MPU-1 PC is sometimes
absent, and a MIDI interface card of this type will obviously not
function properly with software that tries to use the missing
processor. Virtually all PC MIDI software is MPU- 1PC compat-
ible, and most major pieces of software also offer compatibility
with several other interface cards. Provided you stick with
mainstream hardware and software there is little risk of
compatibility problems arising, but it is clearly a good idea to
make sure before actually buying anything.

DIY Hardware
Any normal serial interface chip should be suitable for use in a
MIDI device. The word format is one start bit, eight data bits,
one stop bit, and no parity. Although the baud rate is quite high
at 31250 baud, it is within the capabilities of any normal serial
interface chip. For a non -micro based circuit the standard 6402
UART (or an equivalent) is probably the best choice. The circuit
of Fig.2 uses a 6402 to take in parallel data and convert it to a
MIDI output signal. The correct word format is obtained by
taking pins 34 to 39 to the appropriate logic levels. A clock
signal at 16 times the baud rate is required, which works out at
500kHz. This is provided by a 2MHz crystal clock oscillator and
a divide by four action through ICI . The 6402 has separate
transmitter and receiver clock inputs at pins 40 and 17 respec-
tively. C4 and R7 provide a reset pulse to the UART at
switch -on.

MIDI does not operate at normal logic levels, but instead
uses a 5 milliamp current loop. TR2 is used as a simple
common emitter switch that provides a 5 milliamp "on" current
to the opto-isolator at the MIDI input it is used to drive. The
"Transmit" input should normally be high, and is pulsed low in
order to transmit the current byte on DO to D7. Bear in mind
that bytes cannot be sent at a rate of much more than about
three bytes per millisecond.

Do not bother trying to use a "bog standard" opto- isolator
at a MIDI input. Devices such as the TIL111 are about a thou-
sand times too slow for this application. The MIDI standard
calls for maximum rise and fall times of 2us, which necessitates
the use of a high quality opto-isolator. The devices mentioned
in the MIDI specification are the PC -900 and the 6N138, but
neither of these are readily available in the U.K. The 6N139 is
very similar to the 6N138, is readily available and, in practice, it
works well in MIDI input stages.

Pinout details for the 6N139, together with its internal
circuit, are provided in Fig.4. It has the usual infra- red LED on
the input side. On the output side there is a photodiode driving
an emitter follower transistor. This stage in turn drives a
common emitter switching transistor. The minimum efficiency
of the device is 400%, and it can typically transfer data up to
300k baud (i.e. about ten times the MIDI baud rate). Fig.4
shows the circuit diagram for a MIDI input stage based on the
6N139. SKI is the MIDI IN socket, and this is connected to the
LED at the input of IC1 via protection resistor Ql. 02 and 03
are respectively the load resistors for the emitter follower and
common emitter stages. SK2 is the THRU socket, and this is
driven from the output transistor of IC1 via current limiting
resistors R4 and R5. If this input stage is used with the UART
circuit of Fig.2, its output is connected to pin 20 of the UART.
The last decoded byte of data is available on pins 5 (D7)
to 12 (DO).

Finally
This concludes our look at what makes MIDI "tick". For most
users it is only necessary to have a fairly basic understanding
of the MIDI messages, and the general way in which MIDI func-
tions. It is then easy to exploit MIDI's potential, without wasting
time trying to implement a facility that is not available, or over-
looking a valuable feature that is readily accessible. The situa-
tion is rather different for anyone producing MIDI hardware or
software. A detailed understanding of the various messages is
then required, including a knowledge of the "fine print". Either
way, these articles should have told you what you need to
know. Ultimately though, the only way to get to grips with MIDI
is to start using it in earnest, and to learn from your experience.
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Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly /loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

LTD STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional Product Design/Consultation

Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable Rates

Phone Tracey on (0438) 360406 or Fax details of your requirements to us
on (0438) 352742
EQT LTD, Cromer House, Caxton Way, STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DF

The EM31 -80C31/80C320 Module
Small, Practical & Sensibly Priced

a
a

a a
a

C

C

EPROM to 64k. 32k RAM under EPROM

24 Digital 30 lines

72 pin Connector mounts module direct)) to Target
PCB

Small I IS" Sq.) Multilayer PCB ollh full Ground
Plane.

CPC - an 80C31 running up to I6Athz or the Dallas
815'320 up to 25Mhz.
I Equis alent to a 62111/ 140431!)

£49.95 falling with Quantity.
Our catalogue hats modules based on the bdIRO. R00552. ROC IRS. 611(00) processors. and w de range of peripheral

modules. A/D. D/A, Serial. Opto. Relay me with Power Supple,. Rackplanes S Caw; Request your Copy tuday

Devatitah Ltd
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

TEL: 0379 644285
FAX: 0379 650482

41, Bushmead Road, Eaton Socon Tel: (0480) 386156
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE19 3BT Fax: (0480) 386157

TEST EQUIPMENT SYSTEM CONSULTANCY

Supply

Maintenance

Commissioning

Replacement Parts

Supply of Service &

Operators Manuals

Components

Distributors /or:
WAUGH INSTRUMENTS, RAMTEST LTD, KRENZ ELECTRONICS, PANTHER

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX  031 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for
* A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED

AT THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *

* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *

* FRIENDLY SERVICE *

Open: Monday -Thursday 9.15-6.00 VISA

Friday 9.15-5.00 Saturday 9.30-5.00 ltd
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A SAMPLING
OSCILLOSCOPE AND

LOGIC ANALYSER
IN AN AFFORDABLE PORTABLE PACKAGE

 10 Mega samples per second Thesingle channel DSO

 1MHz analogue bandwidth
 0.2v -50v input range

 Various Triggering options
10 Mega samples per second 8
channel logic analyser

age:" 5v T1'144.5 -15v CMOS logic level .7

inputs

 Crisp, clear LCD screen

 Zoom and Scroll facilities (selected

Alm!"kope
,:,.n..Ki2 .!?_.V.T

'''..r

7110 i:

_,,'.-74: ili-.-Te. ma it,
.=,:,-,,..--. VI

ranges only)

 Battery or mains adapter powered

12 Months Warranty (Built version
only)

 "Get you working" service (kits
only)

MINISCOPE KIT £139

MINISCOPE BUILT £179
MAINS PSU £3 P&P £3

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 17.5%

Write or phone for a free Information Pack to

AT90 I 1

AUDON ELECTRONICS

36 Attenborough Lane, Chilwell, Nottingham NG9 5JW 0602 259737

PROT CT

TREASURE
your collection of

ET1
magazines.

Keep up to 12 issues of
your favourite magazines in

pristine condition in our
smart, sturdy binders.

SPECIAL OFFER!
SAVE £1.45

ONLY
£5.50

Top
binders )

FOR A
LIMITED
PERIOD
ONLY

Order your hinder and post this today!
PLEASE COMPLETE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please supply binders at only £5.50 each, including p&p
(UK only; Overseas please add £1.50).
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £ made payable to ASP or please
debit my AccessNisa

Signature Expiry Today's Date
Name

Address

Post Code

Post this coupon and payment to:
ASP. ETI Binders Offer, Argus House. Boundary Way.
Hemel Hempstead. Herts. HP2 7ST. Or if you've got a credit card. it's faster by
phone: 0442 66551. You may receive further information about offers and services

,which may be of interest to you. Allow 28 days for delivery. Offer closes 18/11/94

Ralimatic is a precision
made small hand plane
that is ideal for all
types of woodworking.
It is equally appealing to the professional Joiner
or the amateur model maker.

It is suitable for use smoothing and trimming the edges of all
timbers from solid hardwoods through to man-made boards
such as medium density fibreboard (MDF).
This plane is definitely not a toy.
It is produced with a solid hard chrome steel frame with a
fully controllable blade to allow the smoothest of finishes to
be achieved.
The cutters are finely honed from the best engineered steel.
Indeed the steel is of the same quality as that used in large
industrial planers.
Replacement packs of cutters are readily available.
Each blade is precision ground to give two cutting edges for
the price of one.
A pack of two blades are available at £3.99 inc of p&p at a
saving of £1.50 on the recommended retail price. (£5.50)

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
0442 66551 (24 HRS/

... Its taste, by phone!

COUPON
Please supply ROHRT/4 Railplane @ £10.95.

Please supply ROHRTI5 Replacement Blades @ £3.99 .

I enclose my cheque /P.O. for made payable to ASP or

please debit my AccessNisa N.B.

I enclose my cheque /P.O. for £ payable to ASP or please debit
my AccessNisa

Signature Expiry

Name

Address

Post Code

Coupon to: ASP Reader Offers, ASP Reader Otters. Argus House. Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead. Herts. HP2 7ST.
Please allow 28 days for delivery U.K only. Overseas upon request.

Data Protection. Occasionally we may make names and addresses available to carefully
vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail that we believe to be of interest
to our readers. it you prefer not to receive such mailings please tick this box. j

L J
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Classified

James Gale
0442 66551
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way. Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST

Lineage:65p per word (- VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£8.70 VAT per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

OUTPUT 0-260V
Price P&P

0 5KVA 2 5 amp max £31.90 (6.00
L44 53 inc VAT)

1KVA 5 amp max £41.15 £7.00
(L56 58 Inc VAT)

2KVA 10 amp max £59.40 £8.50
(179 78 Inc VAT)

3KVA 15 amp max £78.65 £8.50
((102.40 ,nc VAT)

5KVA 25 amp max £139.15
(Pius Carnage(

Buy decoct from the Imponers Keenest prices in the country
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
1 10 240V Auto 1,4110111 VIM Mid set, Awes. IOCANI and

mere lead or opal lam are eralablelonermisiedgena

MOE RAM 0111811111R11111T1111113
Wray/Phone your anglettell
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK UGHT

F LOUR ESC ENT TUBES
ark 40 wan ft 2.00 loaners cnlyi 1(1410re VAT)
2h20 want] 44*(1 ZS 04 ![10 21 ire VAT)
1 2in 8 wan fele - 750 p&p 1E6 52ec VAT)
An 6 watt E3.911, 50p p&p ((6 24 arc VAT)
fien 4 wan EIM  50P P&P I('5 24 ex VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
For ether 6in 9in or 12,n lutes (606  f 1 40
DEC 1(8 75 rim

400 WATT UV LAMP
Only E34.00 C250 p&p f 42 (IS ire VAT)

160 WATT SELF BALLASTED SLACK
UGHT MERCURY BULB

Available with BC or ES 'sting once roe VAT
& p&p and VAT [25.55

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPll 1 Shrew! 3 amp (1996.
I 750 G PM 15ft Mad 9 amp (34 55
AM now available 24V D C 1 750GPH 151r he
5 amp f35 55 All designed to be ..sad
submerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Budd your own EPROM ERASURE tor s tyacson of the
vcs or a made-up any kn ol parts less cite includes
12in 8 wan 25.37 Angst Tube Ballast unit. per of ta-prn
leads, neon indicator, onion SwieCh. salary ncroswitch
and CaCket f 1 5.00  f 2 03 CAP i(19 98 inc VAT1

SUPER HY  UGHT STROBE KIT
Designed for Dino. Theatrical use etc.

Apiceo. 16 bowies Ai:pus-table speed EEO CO- f3 00 p&p
ill? 28 etc VAT)

Case and reflector 024 00 -t 3 00 P&p (31 73 use VAT)
SAE or further details ,nclyding Mr Light and in.
dustrial Strobe Kits

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -
UNIQUE OFFER

Surplus PreCituan Medical Unit. internally in excel-
lent condition Designed primarily to etect a precise
controllable amount of fluid from a medical syringe
(feller not suppled) Contains the following 'pilau -
rib* components Dual Micro Processor Boards and
EPROMS Escap Precision 12V DC Motor with
300 1 Gear Boa and optical encoder coupled to a
Precision threaded dove mechanism Mains supply
with 6 a 15V Ni -Cad AA cells beck  up LCD
Ontel read-out 1 7rnrn high with legends Audible
wanting
These are sold for the dismantling of the exceptional
waif', components regret no Circuits available
Rideculously low price [20.00  (4.00 p&p

1(28.20 incl VATI

12V D.C. GEARED MOTOR
12V DC Reversible precision -6.h Motor Output
Reeds no load apples 1 2V. 26 rpm 9V-20 rprn. 6V-12
men WI work at lower voltages and she retain a
rieloombla torque Ideal fa '000000 etc. Sal L
40ren W 29 min H 39enrn Shaft 3rrorn dig x 1Orren
long Pnce MOO 50P P&P l( 10 00 no VAT)

240V AC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
Yet Man uf Surplus Skeleton Blower suitable for
mounting inside an enclosure to cool equipment Overall
sire 1304110-x851nm Outlet 130435mm Impeller 6Ornm
dia 4 60rtim long [14.10 incl. P&P & VAT

SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 220/ 240V AC/DC SEW-TRIC 2 Mad Brush
Motor Sire L 100rrim x /I 70mm x W 55min Spindle
1/4in ilia a lin long f 14 10 incl. P&P & VAT

GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 20Ib .nch torque '<versatile 1 1 5V AC iun.
put including capacitor and uanslamer foe 240V AC
operation Price inc VAT & p&p (23.50.

SOUD STATE EHT UNIT
Input 230/240V AC, Output OPProx 15KV
Producing 1 Omm sped Bunt .in 10 an UMW
Easily modified let 20 sec 30 sec to COntiolUOUS
Designed for boiler ignition Dozens of uses in the
he'd dPhypcs and electronics eg supplying neon
or argon tubes etc Pnce leas cam CS.61). f 2 40
p&p (Et 281 inc VAT) NMS

SAVE POUNDS!!!
Build your own forged bane note detector Can
dead couniarlens amongst a quantity of notes

Complete lin ol parts less case 240! ec
including 5' uV black light tuts, starter and

Muir, pelt 61 - on tube holders Total once
inclidirc p&p & VAT only f13 99

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
awe new 240V AC fan coded Can be used to a nen 2
popsies Inlet 1 .' in pan 1 in du Price inciudes p&p &
VAT (II 20 each or 2 for f20 50 inclusive

MICROS WITCH
Pre 15 amp changeover lever mtcroswitch tope Si?7
Brand new once 5 for C7 05 Inc VAT & p&p

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 588

ShOW,0007 open FAX 081 995 0549 081-995 1560
Monday/Fadey ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER £10

Ample
Panting Sneer

* * FOR SALE * *
DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPO-
NENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +

ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

MAYFOWER ELECTRONICS
48 BRENDON ROAD,

WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT
TEL (0984) 631825 FAX (0984) 634245

..sr ' .ii.211 v.--IR

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS

ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS.
GENERATORS. OSCILLOSCOPES, POWER METERS. ETC

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

EXPORT. TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM
COOKE INTERNATIONAL

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road. Barnham, Bognor Regis,

West Sussex, P022 OEB Tel (+ 44) 0243 545111/2 Fax + 44) 0243 542457

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

For the best value In Used
Electronic Test Instruments

We buy, sell and service oscilloscopes. signal
generators frequency counters, spectrum

Analysers Powe, meters, logic testers, etc
Spare parts available for most Textronix

Scopes
Tel: 081-813-9946
Fax: 081.574.2339

Mobile: 0374 759984
Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall

Enterprise Centre, Bridge Road.
Southall, Middx. UB2 4AI

We engineer what we buy, we support
What we gel/.

NEWMARKET
TRANSFORMERS LTD

Mall Order Transformer
Specialists.

Toroidal and Laminated
Transformers. 3VA to 1kVA.
Fast delivery. Competitive

prices. (Duality guaranteed
Phone: Michael Dornan on 0638

662989 for Immediate Quote

BURGLAR ALARMS
FREE

FREE

FREE.

TECHNICAL ADVICE

DESIGN GUIDE
16 PAGE FULL COLOURCATALOGUE

& FREE DELIVERY
TRADE

ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

STOP -p,,,
2A EALING ROAD, AINTREE UVERPOOL L9 OLP

WWTEL:051-523 8440 ra-1
i FAX: 051-523 81211=J

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO

CASH immediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contact.

COLES-HARDING & CO.
Unit 58, Queens Road, Wisbech,

Cambs PE13 7PQ
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188
Fax: 0945 475216

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

Solid State Relays
Switch 240V from
transistor, logic or computer
outputs 3-32V D.C. control
optically isolated
4A pcb mount f.545
10A tag connect £8 .54
delivery incl. apply for lull range

Ede Jones, Dept. 811, 01
85 Birchwood An., Hatfield ALIO OPT
Tel: 070 726 5936 Fax 070 727 0877
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FOR SALE COMPUTER
SPARES

SOFTWARE

PROJECTS FOR IBM-PC & LAPTOP PCS

Controlled by Printer or RS232 ports

Versatile 24 line 1)0 card, Data logging
system sound sampler/playback, EPROM
emulator. Stepper motor board(+A/D*VO
ports), 8031 development system. Z80
and 60535 single board computers, etc.

INNOVATIVE INTERFACING
58 Lampert Court, Manchester M1 7EG
U.K. Phone/Ansvatr/Fax: 061-272-8279

L.F. HANNEY
Your Electric Component
Specialist for Avon, Wilts

& Somerset.

77 Lower Bristol
Road, Bath, Avon.
Tel: 0225 424811

COURSES

Start training now with the specialists for
the following courses. Send for our
brochure - without obligation or

Telephone us on 0626 779398 ETI 10 94

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon T014 9UN

RACKS
EQUIPMENT

19 RACK -MOUNT
EQUIPMENT?

Frames, cabinets and flight cases for
rack - and non -rack - equipment.

A wide range of accessories available.
For further information and brochure

contact:

GROVESTREAM ENGINEERING
SERVICES, 29 Silverdale Road,

Tadley, Hants FIG26 SJL.
Tel Fax: 0734 713309

KITS

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 70-115 Mhz. 500
metre range, sensitive electret mi-
crophone. high quality PCB, SPE-
CIAL OFFER complete kit only
£5.95 assembled and ready to use
£9.95 inclusive P&P. 3 WatVtrans-
mitter kit £15.95. Cheques/PO's to
C.E.C. 515A BRISTOL RD, BIR-
MINGHAM. B29 6AU. TEL: 021
486 3092. Send 2 x 1st Class
stamps for details of these and
other kits.

COMPUTER PARTS
!lard & Floppy Disk Drives,

Controllers/Adapters, Motherboards.
PSU.s, Memory. Keyboards,

etc. etc...

Ex -IBM and NEC machines...

For stock list and low prices:
Phone 081 441 4189
or Fax 081 364 9495

AD Technology Ltd
46 Salisbury Road. -

Barnet, Herts, EN5 4JN

PLANS

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit 7, Old Wharf
Industrial Estate. Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

COMPONENTS
EPROM, PLDs + Microcontrollers
copied or programmed. we supply
devices/convert discrete logic to
PLDs PO Box 1561 Bath 0225
444467.

PANELS

PANELS
ALUMINIUM OR STEEL

cut to size

SAE to P.M.S.
320C High Road,

Benfleet
Essex SS7 5HB

Tel: 0268 793381

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of SHAREWARE
hharewor hark nacho

01, edukallon ek
1 arm all here, evenettung von need In one hook

hey PD C Chart. are
NEWir

ENLARGED

EDITION

Now extends to
more than

250,000 words.

P0,4 14inscomhe lice, Beacon Rd.( Ira horough,
sowx rs6 I l L, Tel 0892663298 Fax 0892 66'473

pail, ASTRA Desk Top Accounting"

Ickiit4-:-11 Overture looark, idea Polon, ocnnv ski. ck
Premier  214 5...1 Ikea. 1111. tondo Send Se or

Professional.aiLsakAarkkoixekt...kii, ki

SaS Systems Led, Bretton Court. Manor Road. Wales
,beffield. 5318PD, UK...wk.-kr itziinf.iiiii, and Apple Mikes.

Tel ,,al OCR, -31H  Fa ank'n, -WO  lo: tine !he.* law.

WANTED

WANTED
SCRAP

Printed Circuit Boards
we are by far the best buyers of PCB's

CASH OR CHEOuf AVALAe.l

Computer Salvage OPERATORS
Specialists rsr weeOF THE UK'S
TEL: 0635 552666 NATIONAL
FAX: 0635 582990 PCB BANK

(((((lift

SERVICES

DELLFERN
PCB DESIGN AND REVERSE EM5INEERING

NVINIJFACTURE WE CAN COPY Nff COMERCIALLY

COMPLETE SERVICE OFFERED FROM SCHEMATIC AVAILABLE PROTECTED DEVICES

DRAWING TO FINISHED PRODUCT. SMALL OR EVEN IF SECURIIY FUSED OR CODE LOCKED

LARGE 0114NTMES AT COMPETMVE RATES. EG. Nnts, CPUs, PAL s, Pirs,

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE
ITEL: 0384 444570 FAX: 0384 4445711
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ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY
WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 65p per word , VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £8.70 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
All ads must be pre -paid.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No:

Signature Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No

Expiry Date

FOR SALE COMPONENTS PLANS OTHER - PLEASE STATE

ETI Book of Electronics
An introduction to electronics that clearly
explains the theory and principles involved.
Each chapter includes a project to make.
Projects include a loudspeaker divider,
continuity tester, mini -amplifier, a burglar
alarm and more!

VScanneraInternational
Comprehensive information on the use of
VHF and UHF communication bands.
This book gives details on how to construct
accessories to improve the performance of
scanning equipment and is international in its

scope.

Scanners 3 - Putting Scanners into
Practice
Now in it's 4th edition, this Scanners
has seen the largest number of

GREAT

XMAS
IDEAS

from
Argus Books

and no postage and packing charges!
(UK only)

additions, to the point of a virtual rewrite.
More detailed frequency listings. actual
frequencies used by coastal stations.
airfields and the emergency services.
Also. for the first time a section on HF bands.

ETI Book of Electronics ISBN 085242 9282 £10.95
C7 Scanners 2 International ISBN 085242 924X £9.95
Cl Scanners 3 -A Complete update ISBN 185486 1069 £9.95
P&P FREE (U.K only). Overseas + 20%
Telephone orders (0797) 366905
I enclose my remittance of Please make cheque payable to Bailey
Distribution and send to the address below. Please charge my Mastercard/Visa

Expiry Date Signature'

Name

Address

Post code

Complete details and return to Bailey Distnbution Ltd. Learoyd Road, Mountfield Road Estate,
New Romney. Kent. TN28 8XU.
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Open Forum
A

t the time of writing this
piece, the Famborough Air
Show is in full swing, but it

is a time full of uncertainty
for many of the companies

exhibiting. The problem they are facing is
the worldwide decline in military expendi-
ture as a result of the end of the Cold War.

The reduction in military tension
between the major military powers is a
great achievement and one which
everyone welcomes. But, and for us in
Britain it is quite a big but, this demilitarisa-
tion has some unwelcome side effects.

We tend to think of this country as
being fairly small and, in industrial terms,
fairly insignificant. We forget that Britain is
the third largest exporter of military equip-
ment in the world, and still one of the
world's biggest producers of aerospace
and high technology products.

This equates to hundreds of thousands
of jobs, most of them for highly skilled
people. Jobs and industries which are
now at risk, and yet jobs and industries
that we can ill afford to lose in the same

building industry, much of our machine
tool industry and large sections of the
electronics industry.

The wealth and social well-being of this
country lies ultimately in the skills of its
people. If we lose those skills then we
have lost the potential to rebuild. We have
to face the fact that the world is a much
smaller place now than it was even ten
years ago, people with marketable skills

can simply move to countries where their
skills are in demand, perhaps move for ever.

This is a time when we need inspired
leadership from those in power, from the
government and from the leaders of
industry. Leadership which will help to
create jobs and a role in life for those who
can no longer rely on the defence industry
for their livelihood.

This is potentially an enormous oppor-
tunity to inspire and revitalise the nation.
We need something bold, something
which will stretch our grasp beyond our
reach and which in so doing will prevent
our society from shrivelling up and dying
of inactive mediocrity.

John F Kennedy did that for America
when he gave them the goal of putting a
man on the moon. It was a dream which
all of us who spent long hours watching
the Apollo landings shared, and still share.
What is now needed is a new dream, a
new goal, one that can make use of the
resources that have been freed by peace.

We should therefore call upon those in
power to get together with the leaders of

that are in a
similar position and commit mankind as a
whole to go boldly forward, to give us the
chance of realising a dream of a better
future rather than the fear of annihilation
that was such a feature of the Cold War.

Let us reach for the stars, let us
colonise the Moon and Mars, for we
should always remember that we can do
almost anything if we believe in it
strongly enough

Ne
tyre December issue of we will be starting a new practically oriented t

_II series on programmable chips, and we start with the first part of a two-part
title on how to use EPROMs. This will be followed later on in the series wit

a look at using programmable array logic, and microcontroller chips.
The projects in the next issue will include part 4 of Mark Robinson and Andy
Papageorgiou's single board transputer. a handy darkroom timer from T
Fialbirnie and. as Christmas approaches. one of those eternal favourites
amateur electronics magazines, a Christmas tree lights flasher. For readers
interested in audio projects there is the start of a two-part project to bui
a modular stereo parametric equaliser with professional features an.
performance.
For personal computer owners there are two projects. The first enables the
user to generate parallel I/O from an RS232 port, and the second is a
companion to the EPROM programmer featured in this issue - an EPR
emulator that can make microprocessor system development a lot east
will also be continuing our PC Clinic series with a look at disk drives
The December editorial feature will be a look at the use of electronics.
particular computers, in -

equipment that is used.
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At last, a fully functional upgradeable
PCB CAD system to suit any budget.
Substantial trade-in discounts are
available against other "professional"
PCB design packages ...

... call now for details.

Boar apture
chema ap u e Design Tool
Direct netlist link to BoardMaker2
Forward annotation with part values
Full undo/redo facility (50 operations)
Single -sheet, multi -paged and hierarchical designs
Smooth scrolling
Intelligent wires (automatic junctions)

Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
Integrated on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

TP-

NIEL

if 1

9

r

.

111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111

a
oardMaker ntry level

 PCB and schematic drafting
 Easy and intuitive to use
 Surface mount and metric support
 90, 45 and curved track corners
 Ground plane fill
 Copper highlight and clearance checking

£9

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level
 All the features of BoardMakerl + £295
 Full netlist support - BoardCapture,

OrCad, Schema, Tango, CadStar and others
 Full Design Rule Checking

both mechanical and electrical
 Top down modification from the schematic
 Component renumber with back annotation

Report generator - Database ASCII, BOM
 Thermal power plane support with full DRC

outer
Gridless re-entrant autorouter
 Simultaneous multi -layer routing
 SMD and analogue support
 Full interrupt, resume, pan

and zoom while routing

£200

Output drivers - Included as standard
 Printers - 9 & 24 pin Dot matrix,

HPLaserjet and PostScript
 Penplotters - HP, Graphtec & Houston
 Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
 Excellon NC Drill and

Annotated drill drawings (BM2)

Call, write or fax for more information
or a full evaluation kit

Tsien (UK) Limited
Aylesby House

Wenny Road, Chatteris
-Cambridge
PE16 6UT

Tel (0354) 695959
Fax (0354) 695957 tsien
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OUT OF
THIS WORLD

ONLY
Over 800 colour packed pages

with hundreds of Brand New
Products at Super Low Prices.

Available from all branches of WHSMITH, John Menzies in Scotland
ONLY, Eason El Son in N. Ireland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide
The Maplin Electronics 1995 Catalogue - OUT OF THIS WORD!
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